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ABSTRACT

The Decision Aids for Tunneling (DAT) are a computer based method with which distributions

of tunnel construction time and cost as well as required and produced resources can be estimated

considering uncertainties in geologic conditions, construction processes and resources. The results

of the DAT in turn can be used for various decision making processes.

Although the DAT included a resource management model, this was not at the same level as the

other parts of the method. Hence, the main objectives of this research are to define the requirements

for an adequate and comprehensive resource model for tunneling and develop a new resource model
satisfying these new requirements. There are three major developments and contributions of the
new resource models:

1. In order to have complete and accurate cost and time estimation, the new resource model can
explicitly estimate the cost and time based on the actual amount of resources used for and produced
from tunnel construction.

2. Resource scheduling and planning features have been implemented into the new resource
model. This allows one to determine the optimal tunneling plan, which takes into account the
technical precedence of the tunneling activities, the resource/space availability, the dynamic status
of the process, and the work continuity. In addition, this optimal tunneling plan also satisfies the



requirements for the special characteristics of the tunnel construction process such as different

construction methods, cyclic operation, distance requirements between the headings and preempting

activities. Most importantly, the optimal tunneling plan obtained from the new resource model

optimizes resource allocation and leads to the shortest construction time.

3. The new resource model enhances the ability to represent the resource handling activities

considering the locations where they are actually performed; thus the construction time can be

estimated more accurately. In addition, it improves the distance-based capability so that the

construction time for the resource handling activities can be estimated based on the actual travel

distances of these activities.

The new resource model developed in this thesis provides a new resource management model for

the DAT, which allows one not only to predict and obtain the distributions of the construction time

and cost with associated uncertainties and resources but also allows one to manage and schedule

tunnel construction in detail to complete the project within budget and schedule. Very importantly,

the new resource model can enhance the practical applicability of the DAT to actual tunnel projects

by providing the tunneling plan which can be practically used in the field to plan the construction

process and resource allocation most effectively.

Thesis Supervisor: Herbert H. Einstein

Title: Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering
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"If a builder builds a house for a man and does not make its construction firm, and the

house which he has built collapses and causes the death of the owners of the house, that

builder shall be put to death...."

"If it destroys properties, he shall restore whatever it destroyed, and because he did not

make the house which he built firm and it collapsed, he shall rebuild the house which

collapsed at his own expense."

<Hammurabi, ofBabylon (2067-2025 B.C.)>
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1. Problem statement

The Decision Aids for Tunneling (DAT) are computer-based tools with which tunnel

construction cost and time can be computed considering uncertainties in geology and in the

construction process for the given tunnel. As a result, distributions of the total cost and

duration of tunnel construction can be obtained. Over a number of years, the DAT and the

associated computer codes, SIMSUPER and SIMJAVA, have been developed and applied

in a number of cases (Einstein et al. 1991, 1992; Descoeudres and Dudt 1994; ISRF 1997;

Xu et al. 1998; Min 2003).

Recent developments of the DAT have been made for its application during the

construction process. One of the noticeable developments in the DAT is the implementation

of the resource management model with which the representation of resource usage and

flows during tunnel construction can be modeled. With this model, one can track the

resources used or produced during construction. Hence, the model allows one to estimate

the amount of resources required for the construction and identify the critical resources and

activities.

The current resource model in the DAT has, however, several drawbacks and limitations.

For example, during simulation, the time and cost-related variables of an activity are



selected randomly from the probabilistic distributions of the variables. This may not

consider that the quantity of resources being processed by the activity may influence its

cost and duration. Therefore, the time and cost-related variables for each activity need to be

determined considering the actual amount of resources used for activities. Moreover, the

scheduling and planning for the resource allocation and flows satisfy the technical

constraints and resource constraints but are not optimized to complete the projects within

schedule and budget. It is difficult to allocate necessary resources in a timely and economic

manner, which often results in resource overshooting and process interruptions. In dealing

with resource allocation, the current resource model in the DAT normally sets only the

predefined heuristic rules for prioritizing activities, and this does not guarantee the optimal

resource allocation to complete the projects within schedule and budget. Therefore, it is

required to implement resource scheduling and planning features in the model in order to

achieve optimized resource allocation.

There are also restrictions regarding the representation of the resource handling activities

and distance-based resource handling that limit the application of the current resource

model in the DAT, which need to be eliminated.



1.2. Research objectives and approach

The main objectives of this research are to define the requirements for an adequate and

comprehensive resource model for tunneling and develop a new resource model by

incorporating the new requirements into the model.

In order to achieve this goal, the problems and limitations of the current resource model

for the DAT will be identified first by the examination of the current resource model and

comparison with the previous resource models in the DAT and other existing construction

simulation tools. In the following step, possible methodologies and solutions to overcome

the identified problems and limitations will be studied, and the new requirements will be

implemented into the new resource model in the DAT to overcome the shortcomings of the

current resource model.

This new resource management model allows one not only to predict and obtain the

distributions of the final construction time/cost with associated uncertainties and resources

but also to manage and schedule tunnel construction in detail to complete the project within

budget and schedule. In addition, the new resource model can enhance the practical

applicability of the DAT to actual tunnel projects by providing the optimal tunneling plan

which can be practically used in the field to plan the construction process and resource

allocation.



1.3. Structure of the thesis

This thesis is structured as follows:

Chapter 2 presents a brief introduction to the DAT, which includes purpose and

characteristics of the DAT, components of the DAT, simulation process, and typical outputs

of the DAT. A variety of applications of the DAT will also be presented in this chapter.

Chapter 3 presents types and physical properties of resources in tunneling, flow of

resources in tunneling, and important characteristics of resources in tunneling.

In Chapter 4, a basic concept of resource modeling for tunneling is first presented. Then,

the current resource model in the DAT is examined and compared with the previous

resource models in the DAT. The current resource model in the DAT is also compared with

resource models in other construction simulation tools. From this study, the advantages and

disadvantages of the current resource model in the DAT over the previous resource models

and other simulation tools will be discussed.

In Chapter 5, major limitations and problems of the current resource model are described.

Then, three major requirements for the new resource model in the DAT with possible

approaches and methodologies will be proposed.

Chapters 6-8 describe the implementation of each of the three major requirements in the

new resource model, respectively. Chapter 6 presents two different approaches to

incorporate the amount of resources into the estimates of the time and cost. Chapter 7 is

devoted to describing resource scheduling and planning features to achieve optimized

resource allocation in the new resource model. Chapter 8 describes representation of



resource handling activities in the new resource model and its distance-based capability.

In Chapter 9, the new resource model will be tested by running simulations with one of

the actual tunnel projects in Korea. From this, the practical application of the new resource

model will be demonstrated. Specifically, the results of the DAT simulations with the new

resource model will be examined and analyzed and then compared with the results obtained

from the current DAT. The results of simulation from the new resource model are also

compared with the actual construction cost and time obtained from the Korean engineers.

Finally, the conclusions drawn from this thesis and the perspectives for future work are

developed in Chapter 10.



Chapter 2. Decision Aids for Tunneling (DAT)

2.1. Purpose and characteristics of the DAT

Tunneling very often involves high degrees of uncertainty, more so than many other

areas of civil engineering. Uncertainties about the geology and the construction process are

the major sources of uncertainty in tunneling. Before construction, geologic conditions

where the tunnel is going to be built are largely unknown, and particularly for deep and

long tunnels. Even during construction, the parameters which affect excavation and support

are known only to a limited extent. Also, even for constant geologic and geotechnical

conditions, there is still considerable uncertainty about the construction process. The

advance rates and costs vary due to human effects (e.g., skill and morale of the workers),

the reliability and performance of the equipment, material properties and unforeseen

construction events. As a consequence, tunnel construction time and cost can never be

exactly predicted. It is however, possible to determine the range over which they vary as

shown in Figure 2-1 (Einstein, 1992). The uncertainty associated with a tunnel project

influences all major decisions in tunneling such as the basic decision to plan and realize a

project, the decision to select alternatives for different alignments and shaft locations, the

decision to select an optimal excavation method and design cross sections, and the decision

to perform additional exploration.



Time Distribution Cost Distribution

Figure 2-1. Time and Cost Distributions

It is therefore important to formally represent these uncertainties and quantity them in the

decision making process in tunneling. The Decision Aids for Tunneling (DAT) were

developed to address these issues by capturing and quantifying these uncertainties in

tunneling. The DAT are a computer based tool with which distributions of the tunnel

construction time and cost as well as required and produced resources can be estimated

considering uncertainties in geologic conditions, construction processes and resources for

the tunnel (Figure 2-2). The results of the DAT in turn can be used for various decision

making process. The DAT can help to address the following issues (Halabe 1995):

- A decision can be made on the basis of risk analysis. The risk of exceeding certain

cost and time limits (budget and schedule), together with other risks such as

operational and environmental can be compared to potential benefits

- When comparing alternatives of alignments, shaft locations and construction



methods, this can be made not only on the basis of mean values but also of

associated uncertainties (e.g., time and cost distributions)

- When assessing the value of exploration, the DAT allows one to estimate the

potential reduction of the uncertainties through exploration, before this exploration is

actually performed and thus to estimate if it is worthwhile

- Time-cost distributions together with other statistical results (minimum, mean,

maximum, standard deviation, coefficient of variation, etc.) can be used as a basis for

contracts and insurance coverage. For instance, the risks (and benefits)

corresponding to uncertainties up to a certain limit will be borne solely by the

contractor and for everything beyond that, the risks will be covered by insurance

Figure 2-2. Decision Aids for Tunneling (DAT)



The DAT work with the standard input used by tunnel planners, designers and

contractors in form of geologic/geotechnical descriptions, tunnel geometry, construction

parameters in the aggregate form of advance rates and costs per unit length or in more

detailed form. Information to define input data is usually obtained through a combination of

objective information obtained from typical geologic exploration and subjective estimates

of experts. Information from previous projects can also be used.

The DAT and the associated computer codes, SIMSUPER and SIMJAVA have been

developed over 20 years (Einstein et al. 1991; 1992).

The actual simulations are performed by SIMSUPER which is the core computer code of

the DAT. SIMSUPER is programmed in C/C++ for Unix/Linux and based on the MOTIF

and XWINDOW systems. In contrast, SIMJAVA is programmed in JAVA; nevertheless, it is

perfectly compatible with SIMSUPER since SIMJAVA uses the same data structure as

SIMSUPER. SIMJAVA is a preprocessor and postprocessor for SIMSUPER that can be

used to input data and display outputs replacing the SIMSUPER standard graphical user

interface.

The main advantage compared to SIMSUPER is that SIMJAVA is easier to use with a

user- friendly graphical interface and can run not only on Unix/Linux platforms but also on

Windows or Mac operating systems. In addition, SIMJAVA is a web-based program which

allows the user to access and use it very easily through the internet. The relation between

SIMJAVA and SIMSUPER and the tasks, which can be performed with SIMJAVA and

SIMSUPER are shown in Figure 2-3. As shown in this figure, one must transfer the input

data from the SIMJAVA interface to SIMSUPER in order to run simulations. Similarly, if



one wants to present results (i.e. output of the simulations) with the SIMJAVA interface,

one must transfer the output data back to the SIMJAVA interface. As shown in Figure 2-3,

SIMJAVA needs a web server to import/export the data on the web between the SIMJAVA

interface and SIMSUPER and save all the input/output data, which can be displayed in the

SIMJAVA interface. The on-line data transfer through the internet using the SIMJAVA

server is indicated by the solid arrows in Figure 2-3. The input/output data, however, can be

directly transferred between SIMSUPER and the SIMJAVA interface without the SIMJAVA

server if the user runs SIMJAVA on the local machines (i.e. off-line). The dashed arrows

refer to the off-line data transfer between the SIMJAVA interface and SIMSUPER in the

local mode.

Export Input Data

Import Input/Output Data

*( ) indicates aspects of SIMSUPER which are not used if SIMJAVA is used as user interface

Figure 2-3. Relation between SIMSUPER and SIMJAVA

SIMJAVA Interface

Define Input Data
Setup Simulation Options

Present Output

SIMJAVA Server

ExportS port Data

I

Figure 2-3. Relation between SIMSUPER 
and SIMJAVA



2.2. DAT simulations and components

Monte-Carlo simulations (An analytical technique to approximate the probability of

certain outcomes by running a large number of simulations with random variables; for

details see e.g., Ripley 1987) are used to simulate tunnel construction in the DAT. Each

simulation uses a different set of parameter values (e.g., geology/! geotechnical parameters,

construction parameters etc.).

The DAT essentially consist of two major components, the geologic module and the

construction module as shown in Figure 2-4. The geologic module simulates a possible

profile of geologic parameters, and the construction module simulates the construction

process in that particular geologic profile.

Figure 2-4. Two Major Components in the DAT
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Geologic module

The geologic module generates probabilistic geologic/geotechnical profiles along the

tunnel (Figure 2-5). The ultimate goal of the geologic module is to obtain a ground class

profile. The ground class profile will then be related to the construction module, which

associates construction methods with ground classes.
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Figure 2-5. Probabilistic Geologic/Geotechnical Profiles Along the Tunnel

The top level of the structure in the geologic module is areas. An area is a linear domain

and typically represents a part of the tunnel system. Areas are further subdivided into zones.

Zones are considered to be statistically homogeneous. This means that

geologic/geotechnical parameters in every individual zone can be described by a statistical

process, which remains the same over the length of the zone. Every zone has a set of

geologic/geotechnical parameters (e.g., lithology and water inflow), and each parameter has
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its own parameter states (e.g., granite, shale, schist for lithology) i.e., a zone is a stretch of

tunnel, in which a particular set of geologic/geotechnical parameters and parameter states

may occur. Specifically, uncertainties in geologic/geotechnical parameters and states can be

expressed by estimating the average length of geologic/geotechnical parameter states and

their transition probabilities (i.e., using a Markov process; for details see Chan 1981). For

instance, for the parameter lithology, one estimates the average length of the parameter

states 'granite', 'shale' and 'schist' as well as the probability that 'granite' follows 'shale',

'shale' follows 'schist', etc. Subsequently, the DAT use this information to simulate a

possible profile for each parameter (Einstein 2001; refer to SIMJAVA's Manual (Min et al.

2006) for more details).

Figure 2-6. Generation of a Ground Class Profile

Once a complete profile of geologic/geotechnical parameter states is generated, a ground

class can be obtained based on a combination of parameter states. One thus obtains a

ground class profile for every zone and thereby along the entire tunnel. Figure 2-6 shows
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such a profile resulting from a single simulation. A number of such profiles are simulated to

represent the whole range of geologic/geotechnical conditions.

Construction module

The construction module simulates the construction process through the ground class

profiles obtained from the geologic module. This can be done by relating geologic

conditions ("Ground Classes") to construction methods which define tunnel cross sections,

tunnel support pattern, as well as the excavation method. Construction simulation then

proceeds cycle by cycle through the ground class profile producing a total cost and total

time for each simulation. By conducting a large number of simulations, the distributions of

the total construction time and cost can be obtained.

As shown in Figure 2-7, a number of input data sets need to be defined for each

component of the data structure in order to model the tunnel construction process and run

construction simulations in the DAT:

Tunnel construction is modeled by first defining the tunnel system ("Tunnel network")

followed by the definition of the tunnel geometry ("Geometries"). The most appropriate

construction method ("Methods") will then be assigned for each specific combination

"Ground Class" generated from the geologic module and a tunnel geometry defined in

"Geometries". The relations among "Methods", "Ground Classes" and "Geometries" are

specified in the "Method definition" of the DAT.



Figure 2-7 Data Structure and Components of the Construction Module in the DAT

A "Method" can be simply represented by means of an "Activity" which is a basic unit

for the construction simulation (i.e., activity-based simulation). A "Method" can also be

represented by a series of "Activities" (i.e., "Activity network") to describe each cycle with

all activities involved (e.g., drilling, loading, blasting, mucking, bolting, etc.).

Since the DAT will eventually produce construction time and cost, the "Activities" need

to be described in these terms. For this, usually two different types of construction variables

(e.g., time-related and cost-related method variables) are defined by the users for each one

of the "Activities" in the form of advance rates and of costs per unit length (in the form of

probability distributions) together with time and cost equations. Since tunnel construction

proceeds cycle by cycle through the entire tunnel length, the cost and time to complete each



"Activity" is calculated for each cycle, and the total construction cost and time to complete

the entire tunnel can be estimated by summing up all costs and times calculated from every

cycle. In addition, the amount of resources used for or produced from the "Activity" can be

defined by the users probabilistically as resource variables.

The relationship among different components of the construction module and a basic

construction simulation are schematically illustrated in Figure 2-8.

Figure 2-8. Schematic of a Basic Construction Simulation in the DAT
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2.3. DAT Outputs

A typical result of the DAT is time-cost distributions in a form of scattergram of total

construction time and cost as shown in Figure 2-9. This scattergram reflects the overall

uncertainty associated with a particular project. Based on this scattergram, alternatives of

alignments, shaft locations and construction method can be compared.

The time-distance diagram (Figure 2-10) shows the length or position of each tunnel and

how long each took to build. The time-distance paths including uncertainties in time may

show that different tunnel sections can become critical depending on the effect of

uncertainties about time. As well as predicting construction time and cost, the DAT can also

determine the resources required and produced, again including their uncertainties as shown

in Figure 2-11. This figure shows the amount of different types of excavated material

produced from TBM excavation (Marzer 2001). The DAT can also provide some statistical

results from the geologic simulations (e.g., ground class percentages) as well as the

graphical representation of the geologic profile (i.e., it shows the areas, generated zones and

ground class profile with a geologic map) as shown in Figure 2-12. The DAT can also

provide many other outputs in the form of tables or graphs (e.g., method percentages, cash

flow, water flow, etc., see SIMJAVA's manual (Min et al. 2006) for more details).
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Figure 2-10. Time-position graph (Solid line: max. time, dashed line: min. time)
(Hatched areas define possible breakthrough positions for Tunnel A (vertically hatched) and

Tunnel B (horizontally hatched))
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Figure 2-11. Stock Level vs. Time Graph (Marzer 2001)

(This figure shows the amount of different types of excavated material

excavation)
produced from TBM
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2.4. Applications of the DAT

In this section, a variety of applications of the DAT will be presented. The DAT have

been applied in a number of the actual tunnel projects ranging from the transalpine tunnels,

to other mountain tunnels (e.g., road tunnels and high-speed rail way tunnel) and tunnels

under cities (Einstein et al. 1991, 1992; Descoeudres and Dudt 1994; ISRF 1997; Xu et al.

1998; Min 2003) under a variety of geologic and construction conditions.

2.4.1. System and alignment studies (Halabe 1995; Einstein 2001 and

2003)

Several new transalpine railroad tunnels are planned in the Central Alps, two of which,

the Gotthard Base tunnel and the L6tschberg Base Tunnel are located in Switzerland

(Figure 2-13). The AlpTransit project in Switzerland intends to triple the capacity of the rail

lines crossing the Alps, one along the Gotthard axis and one along the L6tschberg axis.

During the early planning and design stages of these tunnels so called systems studies were

conducted. In these systems studies, the construction cost and time of the three different

tunnel systems shown in Figure 2-14 were compared. Figure 2-15 illustrates different

tunnel sections and advance directions for the simulation. The tunnel systems not only

consisted of different arrangements of the main and service tunnels but included access

shafts, underground station etc., all of which were dealt with in the DAT comparison.



Figure 2-13. Location of Gotthard and L6tschberg Rail Lines
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Figure 2-14. Schematic of the Three Systems for the Gotthard Base Tunnel
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Figure 2-15. Tunnel Sections and Tunnel Advance Directions - Gotthard Base

Tunnel

The time-cost scattergrams for all three tunnel systems are presented in Figure 2-16. A

number of interesting conclusions can be drawn from Figure 2-16 as follows (Halabe

1995; Einstein 2002 and 2003):

- The time distributions of System 2 (two single track tunnels and a service tunnel) and

System 3 (three single track tunnels) are identical since the construction time

TuM zII2 2-



depends on the "slowest" project component, which is the same in Systems 2 and 3,

namely, a single track tunnel. In System 1, however, it is the double track tunnel

which determines construction time and its duration.

- While durations are influenced by the slowest component, costs have cumulative

characteristics, i.e., every cost component will influence the total cost. This is the

reason that the costs increase with the number of major components (System 3>

System 2> System 1).

- There are three separate time-cost "clouds" for each tunnel system. This reflects the

consideration of the costs of exploration and of pretreatment with regard to three

different lengths of the potentially very bad ground conditions (e.g., zero length of

"bad ground", 10 m to 20 m and 20 m to 50 m of "bad ground" condition).

These results were combined with operational and safety considerations and eventually

included a forth alternative (two single track tunnels with no service tunnel but with

frequent crossovers and two multifunction stations) to provide the basis for selecting a

tunnel system for construction.
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Figure 2-16. Time-cost Scattergrams of the Three Systems - Gotthard Base Tunnel



2.4.2. Investigation of the effect of problematic geologic conditions (Min

and Einstein 2003)

The DAT were applied to one of the high-speed rail tunnels in Korea. The tunnel (tunnel

C in Figure 2-17) is a part of the Seoul-Busan high-speed rail construction project. The

geology of the tunnel C consists of four different types of rock namely "Sedimentary rock",

"Hornfels", "Granite" and "Volcanic rock complex" as shown in Figure 2-18. There are

several problematic fault or fracture zones that intersect with tunnel C. Also tunnel C passes

through the mountain at 300-400m below a wetland conservation zone as shown in Figure

2-18.

Figure 2-17. Tunnel C in the Project Area
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Figure 2-18. Geologic Profile of Tunnel C

The NATM with drilling and blasting was applied throughout the entire tunnel. There are

several tunnel support patters according to the ground classes, which are determined by the

geologic conditions such as the rock classification, shallow overburden, faults or fracture

zones, and locations of wetlands and valleys. In addition, urethane grouting, MSG (Micro

Silica Grouting) and the cement injection method were applied in geologically unfavorable

areas (e.g. wetlands, valleys and shallow overburden).

In the course of the DAT application, several studies to investigate the effect of a wetland

on the time-cost distribution were done. All wetlands in the project area shown in Figure

2-18 are relatively far away from the tunnel, and geological surveys and exploration which

were performed over the project area show that wetlands in the project area are unlikely to

be affected by tunnel construction. However, to be entirely safe, pre-grouting such as the



MSG (Micro Silica Grouting) method were applied under possibly "problematic" wetland

areas, which might be affected by tunnel construction in order to avoid possible damage to

the wetlands. Since there was no specific information showing which wetland could be

affected by tunnel construction, the extent and the uncertainty of the length of the possible

"problematic" areas were defined by considering the hazard level based on the engineer's

assessment, location, size and distance from the tunnel. Figure 2-19 shows two time-cost

scattergrams in one graph and the associated time-cost frequency plots, which were

obtained from simulations for the two cases; "Wetlands" considering the effect of tunnel

construction on wetlands and "No-wetlands" with no "problematic" wetlands in the project

area. The total construction cost for the "Wetlands" simulation is greater than that for the

"No-wetlands" simulation. This is so because pre-grouting was applied and this produced

additional costs. On the other hand, the total construction times for both simulations are

very similar to each other (Figure 2-19). This is so because the effect of the application of

pre-grouting on the total construction time is fairly small since the extents of tunnel

sections in which the pre-grouting was applied are only a few hundreds meters long and

because pre-grouting has a pretty high advance rate.
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2.4.3. Resource management (Kollarou 2002; Einstein 2003)

The case, in which materials management was applied, is the 34.6 km long L6tschberg

Base Tunnel which is one of the two transalpine base tunnels under construction as

mentioned in Section 2.4.1 (see Figure 2-13). Figure 2-20 shows the schematic layout with

the different access adits, sections with twin single track tunnels or with a single track

tunnel and the different construction methods (TBM, Drill and Blast).
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Figure 2-20. L6tschberg Base Tunnel - Layout and Excavation Methods
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In the L6tschberg Base Tunnel and the other big tunnel in Switzerland, the Gotthard Base

tunnel, serious efforts are being made to reuse the muck and thus minimize the amount that

needs to be disposed of. Such usage ranges from concrete and shotcrete aggregate to

embankments. The uncertainties that affect the suitability for the concrete aggregate were

taken into account. For instance, TBM muck due to its shape and size is only useable as

shotcrete aggregate; also alkali reactive material cannot or only with restrictions be used as

concrete aggregate. The DAT application for resource management was performed

specifically with the South Side of the L6tschberg Base Tunnel which is schematically

shown in Figure 2-21. In this figure, so called repositories are shown with large circles and

the aggregate/concrete plant with small circles. The muck was brought into the repositories.

It was then transported to the aggregate plant and from there to the concrete plant. Note that

the repositories are essentially at the starting point of all tunnels while the

aggregate/concrete plant is located in Raron only.

Figure 2-21. LOtschberg Base Tunnel, South Side - Schematic of Tunnel Advances

and Repositories Used for the Materials Management Simulations (Kollarou 2002)
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The following main muck categories are differentiated:

- Class 1 materials (Kl): Good quality materials, relatively homogeneous. Used as

aggregates in shotcrete and concrete.

- Class 2 materials (K2): Moderate to good quality materials, relatively heterogeneous.

Used if necessary as aggregate in shotcrete and concrete production.

- Class 3 materials (K3): Poor quality materials, unsuitable for shotcrete and concrete

aggregate.

These categories, which are decided upon by a geologist at the excavation face, are

further subdivided depending on the excavation process (Drill and Blast = DB, TBM) and

alkali-reactivity (ar) leading to the following final categories. (For details on the "materials

handling" in the L6tschberg Base Tunnel, see Kollarou 2002):

- K1DB and K1TBM: K1DB used for cast in place concrete, K1TBM useable for

shotcrete

- KlarDB and KlarTBM: Same usages as above but only with special mix

- K2DB and K2TBM: Used if necessary for shotcrete and cast in place concrete

- KuTBM and KuDB: This includes alkali reactive K2 material produced by TBM or

DB and all K3s materials

The time-volume diagrams of the "Raron" and "Ferden" repositories are shown in Figure



2-22 and Figure 2-23, respectively. From there the suitable material was transported to and

sorted in the aggregate plant leading to the stock volumes for the different size categories

shown in the time-volume diagram of Figure 2-24 (Note that the result of only a single

simulation is shown in this figure. Uncertainties that can be obtained through multiple

simulations would be reflected by ranges rather than lines).

The comparison of Figures 2-21 - 2-23 allows one to make a few comments:

- A small amount of K1DB is produced around day 920 at Raron (Figure 2-22) while

no K1DB is produced at Ferden (Figure 2-23). Since this material is preferentially

used, the material stock in the aggregate plant quickly increases and then quickly

disappears as it is used for concrete production

- More details can be observed when looking at the production and use of KlarDB

material referring to the different time phases A-D in Figure 2-24 and comparing this

to Figures 2-21 and 2-23:

* Phase A (approx. day 250 to day 1100): KlarDB concrete aggregate stocks

increase. This is due to the fact that concrete production rate is lower than the

production rate of this material at Ferden and Raron and the transformation

into aggregate.

* Phase B (approx. day 1100 to day 1130): the stocks decrease, because as seen

when looking at Figures 2-21 and 2-22, no KlarDB material is produced

during this time. On the other hand, concrete is being produced and thus the

stock of concrete aggregate decreases.



* Plan C (approx. day 1130 to day 1250) the stocks increase, since additional

KlarDB material is produced (see Figure 2-23).

* Phase D (approx. day 1250 to day 1540): the stocks decrease again because

no more KlarDB material is produced after day 1235 (Figure 2-23). So, since

concrete production continues until the lining of the last tunnel

("FerdenSW_DB" in Figure 2-21) terminates on day 1,540, the stocks are

reduced (Note that if the effect of uncertainty is considered (i.e., multiple

simulations), a range of the concrete stock shown in the time-volume curve

can be below the zero-volume line since there may not be enough aggregate

to produce the necessary concrete).

Figure 2-22. Time-Volume Relation of Excavated DB Materials Produced at the
Raron Repository (Kollarou 2002)



Figure 2-23. Time-Volume Relation of Excavated DB Materials Produced at the

Ferden Repository (Kollarou 2002)

Figure 2-24. Time-Volume Relation of the Required Aggregates for Concrete
(Kollarou 2002)



2.4.4. Comparison of different construction methods (Xu et al. 1998;

Einstein 2003)

The role of the DAT as a decision support tool in tunneling was demonstrated through an

application for selecting the best construction "acceleration" (completion) option for a

metro project which was facing serious scheduling problems. The existing TBM (tunnel

boring machine) to excavate the running tunnel of a metro project (double track, 10 m in

diameter) was at a standstill because of a mismatch between the TBM and the ground

conditions. The specified duration for completion of the tunnel was 650 days, of which 400

days had already been used when a solution to the completion problem was urgently sought.

Five different construction options were proposed for accelerating the tunnel advance to

meet the schedule. All options were based on the possibility of using combinations of the

existing TBM and alternative excavation methods including conventional excavation

(NATM), open shield machine (OSM), and slurry shield machine (SSM).

A simplified sketch of the metro line, given in Figure 2-25, shows the location of the

stations and shafts, and the construction scheme for "Option 5" (a combination of NATM

and 1 SSM).

The results of 300 simulations are represented and compared in the time-cost

scattergrams of Figure 2-26 for the five different construction options. The total

construction time and cost statistics for the five options are summarized and compared in

the upper table in Figure 2-26 in terms of the minimum, maximum, mean and standard

deviation values. The following conclusions can be drawn from the results of the DAT



analyses:

- The time of construction associated with each of the five construction options

exceeds the completion deadline (of 650 days as indicated in Figure 2-26)

- Among the five construction options, "Option 5" is the best with respect to both time

and cost

Since none of the five options meets the completion deadline (650 days), additional

measures needed to be taken to further accelerate the construction, for example, by

increasing the number of NATM faces incorporated in the most promising option ("Option

5").
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Figure 2-26. Time-cost Scattergrams for Construction of Metro Line with Five

Different Construction Options (Xu et al. 1998)

A somewhat different but equally well suited application of the DAT in conjunction with

construction methods is the assessment of new innovative technologies (Einstein et al.

1992; Peterson et al. 1993; Einstein et al. 1999). This dealt with the comparison of a TBM

with placement of a continuous liner (CTBM; see Figure 2-27) to a standard TBM with

precast lining elements. That study showed that the CTBM has about double the advance

rate of a normal TBM with precast liners. More interesting than this "expected" result is

information as to which major construction process component has the greatest effect on

time. For the standard TBM this is indeed liner placement while for CTMB's muck

transport is critical. However, the criticality of different means of transportation (muck

pump, conveyor belt, truck, train) varies with the diameter and length of the tunnel.
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Figure 2-27. CTBM - Principle

(Machine is moved forward by pumping concrete into continuously extruded liner)

Similarly, in a project for the Federal Highway Administration, the effect of technical

innovation in pipe jacking/micro tunneling and standard size TBM tunnels were

investigated in the context of analyzing tube transportation system for freight transport

under cities (Sinfield and Einstein, 1996). The construction processes were subdivided into

components (pipe placement, driving/jacking, excavation, etc.) with different levels of

technical changes applied to each component. The effect on construction time and cost of

applying these innovations individually or in suitable combinations was then investigated

with the DAT. This study reveals that tunneling technology can substantially influence

tunnel construction performance. The results also showed that improving only one

component has much less of an impact than improving combinations. Several

characteristics of tunneling methods were identified which, if improved, may ultimately

lead to cost and time savings for tunnel construction.



2.4.5. Exploration (Descoeudres and Dudt 1993; Einstein 2001)

The DAT can be used to refine uncertainty in the geology by using information obtained

from additional geologic exploration. A Study conducted by Descoeudres and Dudt (1993)

using information from borings in the Tavetsch Zone of the Gotthard Base tunnel shows

that additional information reduces the scatter and thus the risk (Figure 2-28).

Figure 2-28. Effect of Additional Exploration on Scatter
(Before exploration, bottom (top), after exploration (bottom); Descoeudres and Dudt 1993)

In addition to using the DAT to assess the effect of exploration as was done above, the

value of geologic exploration is usually difficult to determine. The DAT can also allow one



to assess the usefulness of a planned exploration. One of the main effects of exploration is

to reduce uncertainty. This can be done by virtually conducting the planned exploration

(e.g., borings). This results in virtual information on the geologic conditions, including their

uncertainties, which in turn is used in the geologic description and construction simulation

components. One then compares the distribution of time and cost before and after the

introduction of the virtual geologic information. The comparison produces the value of

exploration: if the reduction of the cost (or time) risk, due to virtual exploration, is greater

than the cost of this planned exploration, it is worthwhile to actually perform it.

Several examples of this approach have been published (e.g., Einstein et al. 1977; 1978;

Karam et al.2007 a, b).



2.4.6. Updating (Haas 2000; Haas and Einstein 2001)

Typically the DAT have been applied at an early stage in

exclusively before construction actually started (Einstein et al.

input data is based on expert knowledge and/or experience

However, once construction is in progress, more information from

available. The uncertainty about the excavated part disappears.

the project life, almost

1992; 1999). Therefore,

from previous projects.

the actual project will be

Figure 2-29. Reduction in Uncertainty (Haas 2000)

((a) only replacing predicted progress with actual progress, and (b) additionally refining

prediction based on observations)

distance along tunnel .axis,



What remains is uncertainty about the unexcavated part, but since that part becomes

smaller and smaller, overall uncertainty obviously decreases as shown in Figure 2-29 (a). It

is also possible further reduce the uncertainty about the unexcavated part by drawing

conclusions from information obtained in the excavated part. In other words, one uses the

observed information to update the prediction for the as yet unexcavated part which leads to

a further reduction of uncertainty as shown in Figure 2-29 (b).

A formal procedure to do such updating has been incorporated in the DAT based on

research by Hass (Haas, 2000; Haas and Einstein 2001). The results of applying the

procedure are shown in Figure 2-30 (a)-(c). In Figure 2-30 (a), the time-cost scattergram

for a tunnel before construction starts is shown. In Figure 2-30 (b), the scattergram

considering the encountered geology and performance but without updating for the

unexcavated part is shown. In Figure 2-30 (c), full updating is applied (i.e., the predicted

geology and performance in the unexcavated part has been updated based on what was

observed in the excavated part). It is evident that the scatter becomes smaller as one goes

from Figure 2-30 (a) to Figure 2-30 (c).
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Chapter 3. Resources in Tunneling

3.1. Types of resources in tunneling

The term, "resources" in tunneling, in a broad sense, refers to all items or substances

such as men, equipment, construction materials, supplies, and waste materials involved in

the tunnel construction process. They are transported and otherwise handled within the

tunnel complex (see Figure 3-1; each of the work zones shown in this figure will be

discussed in detail later in Section 8.2). All the resources involved in tunnel construction

can be categorized into three different types; labor, material and equipment. Table 3-1

shows examples of resource items for each of the three different resource types (i.e., labor,

material and equipment) that are involved in tunnel construction. Resource items shown in

Table 3-1 are also classified by their functional characteristics associated with various

tunneling activities.

Although not all of these resources may be required simultaneously for a particular

tunneling project, the list shown in Table 3-1 indicates that a large variety of resources is

required for or produced from various tunneling activities. Types of resources and their

specific items vary from one tunnel project to the other since they are determined by

geologic conditions, tunnel geometries, construction methods used for excavation and

ground support, and resource handling systems (e.g., unloading, loading and transporting

resources).



Functional classification

Personnel for: excavation,

Installation of ground support,

Extension of service lines and resource

handling systems,

Operation of resource handling systems,

Performance of project support

functions

Maintenance of equipment and ground

support systems,

Removal of waste materials

Equipment for excavation

Equipment for loading, unloading and

transfer of materials in the resource

handling systems

Equipment for erection, installation and

application of ground support system

Equipment for handling and installation

of components for the resource handling

systems and service lines

Miscellaneous equipment

Table 3-1. Examples of Different Types of Resources

Tunnel Construction (continued in the next page)

Type of resources

Labor

Resource items

Equipment operators, miners,

miner foreman, blasters, laborers,

electricians, mechanics, truck

drivers, and miner foreman and

etc.

Drill jumbos, hard rock TBMs,

roadheaders, and soft ground

TBMs

Muckers, loaders, power shovels,

rubber-tired vehicles (trucks),

rail-mounted vehicles, and

conveyors

Rib expanders, concrete mixers,

pumps, shotcrete guns, erector

arms, and rock-bolting machines

Conveyors and erectors

Transformers, pumps, mixers,

crushers, compressors, rock drills,

test and inspection equipment,

and equipment for atmospheric

control (ventilation fans and

ducts)

and Resource Items Used in

Equipment



Type of resources Functional classification

Materials and supplies used in

the excavation operations

Materials and supplies required

for operation and maintenance of

all equipment

Components and materials used

in construction of the primary

and secondary ground support

system

Components, materials, and

spare parts for installation and

maintenance of the resource

transport system

Waste material produced by the

excavation operation and other

operations

Components and materials

required to install and extend all

service lines

Table 3-1. Examples of Different Types of Resource and Resource Items Used

Tunnel construction

Material

Resource items

Drill bits, cutter heads, explosives,
blasting wires, and detonators

Spare parts, fuel, lubricants, and

compressed gases

Rock bolts, shotcrete, wire mesh,
metal plates, aggregate, cement,
reinforcing bars, perforated sheet

metal, structural steel, wood

blocks and timber, and precast

reinforced concrete components

Structural steel components,

conveyor belts, support brackets

and anchors, rails, ballast, timber,
concrete cross ties, cables, gears,

bearings, wheels, and rollers

Muck or spoil, ground water,

human waste, and discarded

material from installation of

ground support and other

operations, and discarded

packaging materials and containers

used for transporting resources

Ducting, pipe, power cable, fans,
pressure hose, electrical wiring

insulators, brackets and fittings



Figure 3-1. A Schematic View of the Tunnel Complex
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3.2. Physical properties of resources in tunneling

Generally, the tunneling activities for resource handling include loading, unloading,

transporting, transferring and storing all resources (the resource handling systems will be

discussed in more detail later in Section 8.2). From a resource handling point of view, an

important physical property of resources is whether it is a discrete or bulk material.

Discrete materials have fixed dimensions, shapes, and weights, while bulk materials do not.

For discrete materials, the size of material is an important consideration determining the

characteristics of resource handling system. Size here refers to the combined dimensions,

shape, and weight of a unit. These characteristics are important because they are used along

with material quantity to evaluate resource handling equipment for loading, unloading and

transporting in terms of weight-, power-, capacity-, and loading requirements.

For bulk materials, the important resource characteristics include the material density,

maximum lump size, material temperature, wetness, abrasiveness, and chemical

aggressiveness. The material density is important in the sizing of the resource handling

equipment and in the determination of power requirements. The maximum lump size is an

important factor in transporting resources particularly for the belt conveyor design. The

material temperature may influence the selection of other construction materials or

equipment used for resource handling. Wet materials can be sticky or have properties

approaching liquids and may impose special resource handling design requirements.

Abrasiveness and chemical aggressiveness may influence the durability and maintainability

of machine or equipment used for tunnel construction by causing excessive wear and



corrosion.

3.3. Flow of resources in tunneling

Within the tunnel complex, the flow of resources can be characterized as two-directional

(i.e., outflow and inflow). The outflow is dominated by the muck removal requirements but

is also influenced by wastage (e.g., waste concrete, broken equipment, drill, bits, etc.), the

work crews, special equipment, groundwater, and other material transport requirements.

The inflow is dominated by the tunnel support and systems extension material requirements,

but is influenced by an even wider spectrum of resources than the outflow.

Within the tunnel complex, the flow of resources must follow one or more of the paths

established by the configuration of the tunnels and shafts (if applicable). The configuration

of the tunnels and shafts are established by the overall geometry of the tunnel project.

Specifically, the resource flows must follow paths comprised of selected combinations of

the horizontal, vertical, and/or inclined segments. In other words, regardless of whether the

flow is inflow or outflow, it is segmented into these different modes of resource flow. The

horizontal resource flow occurs between the tunnel face and the shaft or between the tunnel

face and the tunnel portal. The vertical resource flow usually occurs in the shaft for hoisting

muck to the surface or lowering construction materials to the tunnel. An inclined resource

flow can occur in the inclined tunnel segments or inclined shafts. The capability or

efficiency of different resource handling systems is highly dependent on these modes of



resource flow. The overall tunnel design including tunnel depth and length, shaft sizes,

spacing, and direction (vertical or inclined) results in a sequential combination of different

modes of resource flow.

The flow of resources in tunneling is constrained by several environmental factors

unique to the tunnel construction process. First, there are only a few routes along which the

flow can occur. The alternatives are limited to the number of tunnel-shaft-portal

combinations that are available within the tunnel. Second, the two-directional flow must

occur within the confines of the cross-sectional area of the tunnel and shaft. Tunneling

activities in the tunnel further reduce the area or space that is available for resource flow.

Therefore, these geometric restrictions may become more crucial and important

consideration for multiple-drift excavation than full-face excavation. Resource congestion

due to the geometric restrictions is a serious problem, particularly in the "near face" section

since the excavation of muck, emplacement of tunnel support and provision of project

support are all performed. This is not only because space for the tunneling operations in this

area is limited, but also because the flow of various resources (e.g., muck, construction

materials and equipment, crews, etc.), which are required by or produced from the

operations occurs in and out along the same path. Because of these geometric restrictions

and resource congestion, resources coming in and out of the near tunnel face must be

moved in a predetermined sequence to avoid stacking up which not only constricts the

overall resource flow within the near tunnel face area but hampers the performance of the

other major tunneling activities (e.g., excavation, installation of ground support, etc.).

Within this congested environment, resource handling equipment must be strategically



placed to remove muck and to bring in the required construction materials at the right time

and to the right place.

Therefore, the flow of resources enters the tunnel in the form of a queue. The flow is

comprised of the various resources required by the different tunneling activities. Since there

is limited space available in the tunnel, it is apparent that the flow of all resources needs to

be sequentially programmed for arrival at the face in the proper order of use and at a rate

consistent with tunnel advance. This queuing problem is compounded by the variation in

the tunnel advance rate that normally occurs in the tunnel construction process since the

actual advance rate of a tunnel face will change depending on the ground conditions

encountered, equipment downtime, and overall capability to maintain continuous

operations. A mandatory requirement for all resource handling systems is therefore an

adjustable flow capability which needs to be synchronized with the tunnel advance rate.

In addition, as the face is advanced, the length of the tunnel is extended. To respond to

this, a resource handling system must have the capability of adjusting to the changing flow

requirements imposed by the increased travel distance of resources.

Another characteristic of the resource flow is that there is often a closed loop of the

resource flow in tunneling. In the flow of resources from one location to another, it is

implicit that at the end of the trip, the transport equipment or medium returns to its origin

for reuse. As shown in Figure 3-2, the overall flow into and out of the tunnel is comprised

of a number of these internal resource flow loops with possibly different velocity and

capacity capabilities. Therefore, the resource handling systems must have the capability to

accommodate the internal loop flows simultaneously with the inflow and outflow of



resources (Figure 3-2).
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Figure 3-2. Flow of Resources in Tunneling

3.4. Important characteristics of resources in tunneling

The tunneling activities require in particular various forms of resources such as material

(e.g., muck), energy (e.g., electric, diesel), manpower (e.g., labor) and equipment (e.g.,

loader). The resources involved in tunnel construction have various characteristics which

may affect the sequences of the tunneling activities and resource allocation plan:
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Activation of the activities

Tunneling activities start when all the preceding activities are completed and all the

resources required to start the activities are available to them

Distance-dependence

Characteristics of resources and equipment to handle these resources may vary with

location

Sharing between parallel processes

Two or more than two tunneling activities occurring in parallel might be sharing or

competing for the same resources. A decision on resource allocation must be made when

multiple activities are competing for the same pool of resources

Cost of resources

The cost of resources is often uncertain and resources usually cost money even when

they are idle

Resource availability

The amount of resources assigned to a project may be limited due to cost or the confines

of the cross-sectional area of the tunnel or shafts. For example, in mucking operations there

might be only certain number of cars and loaders available



Occurrence in sequence

Resources usually flow from one tunneling activity to another in a sequence. Sequencing

is primarily due to technical or structural precedence of the tunneling activities, e.g.,

loading must precede transporting

Cyclic flow

Since tunneling is a cyclic operation, resources can be utilized repetitively by the same

activities. For example, in the muck disposal, the same truck is repetitively utilized to

transport the muck

Delays

Apart from the time spent in activities, resources can be idle; waiting for other required

resources to start activities, or because of time taken by failure of some equipment and

other unforeseen conditions.



Chapter 4. Resource Models for Tunneling

4.1. Basic concept of resource modeling for tunneling

In order to handle and manage resources in tunneling, the resource model for tunneling

needs to be designed to represent and implement some fundamental concepts as follows

(Halabe 1995):

* The resource model needs to represent various types (e.g., equipment, labor and

construction material), quantities (e.g., volume, weight and number of items) and

properties (e.g., size and capacity of equipment) of resources associated with the

tunneling activities: Resources are either produced or used during construction

operations. Resource availability, resource production, and consumption need to be

associated with the tunneling activities during construction simulation in the model.

The type of resources, their quantities and properties need to be defined in the model,

and the construction processes during simulation are controlled by this information.

* The resource model needs to represent resource flow: Resources are used or

produced in various activities in the work flow, and the resources are taken from or

brought to resource centers. Resource flows describe sequences of operation in a



process. They can follow a fixed path(s) from one activity to another or from one

resource center to another. For example, a truck transports the cement from a cement

production center to a concrete production center. They can also be routed according

to different criteria such as specified probabilities. For example, muck of different

classes is sent to different storage centers based on its usability. The resource flow

can be routed according to the priority of the activity. For example, mixing of

concrete will first take resources before transportation of concrete. Therefore, the

resource model should be able to define all possible flow patterns.

* The resource model needs to represent the characteristics of resource flow (see

Section 3.3), which include storing, queuing, sharing and competing of resources:

For this, the resource-activity relations need to be defined in the model. Resource

centers store the resources and the resources needs to be transported to the site where

activities are taking place. The resources required to perform an activity are

distributed from the resource centers to the specific activity or those produced by

activities are brought to and stored in the resource centers. If all the required

resources are not available for a specific activity, then the resources are either

distributed to other activities requiring them or remain (queue) in the resource center

until all the resources required for the activity are available. An activity starts if all

resources required to start are available in the resource center. Resources need to be

allocated to the activities on the basis of their priority and their order of occurrence.



* The resource model needs to recognize resource dependency on ground conditions

and location: Resources move to different locations to perform the tunneling

activities. Different resources change their characteristics according to ground

conditions. In addition, the resource model needs to handle different delays since

various types of resource delays can occur at different locations and distances (e.g.,

transportation equipment requires maintenance after traveling certain distances, a

change of construction methods requires some delays for changing equipment, crews

etc., learning is required when the construction process goes through new ground

conditions, and layout of the construction process may change with location).

Resource availability also varies with the location or ground conditions.

* The resource model needs to reflect the variation of the geologic conditions in the

selection and usage of resources.

* The resource model needs to predict performances of different process alternatives:

the model needs to evaluate the performance of a process given its layout,

construction methods and ground conditions. It should also be flexible in formulating

and testing different process alternatives. The information required to analyze the

performance of a process includes process production (e.g., concrete production from

the concrete plant), utilization of resources at different locations, and operation

efficiency (ranges of time and cost).



* The resource model needs to include a plan which can be easily understood and

updated: A construction process contains coordination of various users. The users

must be able to define and understand the plan easily. Thus, the model should

represent the plan graphically, instead of some simulation language relating

information to it. Therefore, the model needs to have a user friendly graphical

interface so that there is interactive communication between the user and the program

and the user's knowledge of any programming logic is not necessary. In addition, the

user should be able to easily define the layout of a tunnel, different activity networks,

and equations and variables associated with different activities. The user should also

be able to visualize the simulation results such as the progress of tunnels in different

phases of the project, fluctuation of amount of resources in resource centers

according to time, the cost in different phases of the project etc. In addition, different

users should be able to interact with it and alter it in different phases of a construction

process.

* The resource model needs to track the resources used and produced during

construction in order to estimate the amount of resources and identify the critical

resources and activities: For this, the resource model needs to provide many

meaningful results for decision making (e.g., statistical output such as the utilization

and fluctuation of resources in the resource centers and tunnels and amount of

resources used or produced).



4.2. Resource models in the DAT

There were two previous resource models for the DAT (Halabe 1995 and Marzer 2002),

which were developed and used in practice before the current resource model (2003) in the

DAT. The main features and algorithms of the current resource model are based on these

two previous resource models. In this section, the main features, advantages and

disadvantages of all resource models developed for the DAT will be discussed, and from

this, the limitations and problems of the current resource model will be identified.

4.2.1. Previous resource models in the DAT

4.2.1.1. Halabe's Resource Model (1995)

The first resource model for the DAT was developed by Halabe (1995). This model

implemented all the fundamental concepts for the resource model for tunneling (Section

4.1). In addition, this model extended the basic concept of the real-time and distance-based

modeling techniques of the DAT to resource modeling during tunnel construction. The

major contributions of this model are the development of a global model which can address

the global project instead of a part of a project, as is the case in the other existing models

such as CYCLONE and RESQUE, etc. Halabe's model provides the basic concept of the

resource modeling for the current resource model in the DAT. These features can be

summarized as follows:



1) The model can address the global project instead of a part of a project only, as is

the case in most of other construction simulation models (e.g., CYCLONE, RESQUE,

etc.). It addresses construction time and cost related to different geologic conditions,

local variations of human and equipment performance, different construction methods,

different project parts (tunnels), different processing plants (resource centers) etc.

Therefore, one can make detailed decisions during the design and construction phases by

performing a sensitivity analysis to understand the effect of changing design dimensions

and materials used for a project, construction methods, and type and availability of

resources.

2) The variation of the geologic conditions can be reflected in the selection and

usages of resources, and their flows. The sequences of activities along the tunnel can be

determined on the basis of the geologic profile generated by the geologic module and

different resources and their properties can then be associated with the activities.

Therefore, the geologic profiles (ground classes) can be associated with different

resources and their properties.

3) The model can handle different delays in a construction process such as delays due

to equipment maintenance and failure, scheduled shutdown delays, delays due to bad

ground conditions etc.

4) The model can handle the sharing and competing of resources by introducing the



concept of resource tracking and heuristic rules. An activity starts if all resources

required to start are available in the resource center. The distribution of available

resources is first made on the basis of the priority of the activity, which is pre-defined by

the user. If activities have the same priority, then the activity with a higher idle time is

given preference. Resource centers store the resources and the resources can be

transported to the site where activities are taking place.

5) The flow of resources from one resource center to another one or to the tunnel can

be specified by defining the relation between tunnels and resource centers and between

resource centers (i.e. the origin and destination of resource center for the resources can

be specified). This provides mandatory constraints on the resource flow. In addition, if

the relations between tunnels and resource centers and between resource centers are not

specified, the resource availability is based on the proximity of resource centers, i.e. the

resources are taken from or sent to the closest resource center based on the location of

tunnel and resource center, as defined by the Cartesian coordinates.

6) Distance-based resource handling capability is introduced in the model so that

resources can be specified and interact with each other depending on location. The

locations of tunnel and resource centers can be specified with the Cartesian coordinate so

that the model can physically represent the flow of resources between resource centers or

between resource centers and tunnel. As a result, the model can compute the actual

distance of the resource flows between resource centers or between resource centers and



tunnel (e.g., the transportation time of resources can be computed based on the linear

distance between tunnels and resource centers).

7) The time and cost equations are used to derive construction times and costs of the

activities. The equations are composed of a number of variables, which can be

deterministic or probabilistic.

8) The amount of resources used for or produced from each activity can be defined

in the resource equation. In addition, the initial level of the resources can be specified for

each resource center.

9) There are three types of resources in Halabe's model namely equipment, labor and

material, and the model handles the different types of resources differently. The

properties (or attributes) of the resources can be specified (e.g. the capacity of the

equipment).

10) The model can handle different activities occurring in resource centers (or

processing plants) in addition to the activities in the tunnels. The processes taking place

in resource centers can be handled by representing these processes in the form of an

activity network, similar to that of the construction methods in tunneling. The model can

represent resources used for or produced from the activities taking place in the resource

centers. For example, the "concrete mixing plan" consumes resources such as cement,



aggregate, water and produces concrete.

11) The model can produce a summary as well as a detailed output of the simulation

with the graphical interface (e.g. graphs and tables). The model can provide some

detailed statistics: the utilization of resources in different resource centers, tunnels and

activities; the time taken by resources for transportation between the resource centers and

the places where they are used; the idle time for resources; the amount of resource

produced etc. The detailed information about resources allows one to identify the critical

resources and activities (e.g. bottlenecks due to the resource constraints in the operation

can be identified).

4.2.1.2. MBK (Marzer 2002)

The resource model developed by Halabe provides the basic concept of resource

handling for the DAT and it can address the processes and operations related with resource

usage and flows in great detail. However, the user may have to introduce a large amount of

input data in the model. For example, it requires introducing all the geographical

coordinates of the elements of tunnels and resource centers in order to fully utilize the

'distance-based resource handling capability. Considering this shortcoming of the Halabe's

resource model, Marzer (2002) proposed a new resource model called MBK in order to

keep the volume of input data low and improve the simulation speed for the DAT.



The MBK is a graphic interface for the DAT programmed in JAVA and this model was

developed in the course of the preparation of the simulation for reuse of material in the

L6tschberg Base Tunnel (Switzerland). As mentioned, the main purpose of this model was

to simplify the way used to deal with and control the resources in the Halabe's model and

minimize the amount of input data which need to be introduced in the model. In order to

meet these demands, the data structure of the MBK interface was made much simpler than

that of Halabe's model.

However, since this model was specially developed for the particular tunnel project (i.e.

handling of the excavation materials in the L6tschberg Base Tunnel) and it had a simple

data structure, there are some limitations to define geology and tunnel layouts, which make

this model impractical to be used for general tunnel projects.

4.2.2. Current Resource Model in the DAT (2003)

The main features and algorithms of the current resource model are based on Halabe's

resource model. However, the current resource model in the DAT adds several new features

to the model, and modifies or does not implement some features of Halabe's resource

model. Compared to Marzer's resource model, the current resource model can provide a

better resource management tool since Marzer's model cannot be used for general tunnel

projects due to the limitations of defining geology and tunnel layouts (see Section 4.2.1).

The following list shows some new features which have been added to the current



resource model compared to the Halabe's resource model.

1) When Halabe developed the resource model for the DAT, the DAT consisted of

several different modules (e.g. geology module, construction module, resource

module etc.), which were more or less independent of one another. Therefore, the

resources were not handled in the construction module but in the resource module.

However, in the current resource model, the resources are treated within the

construction module of the DAT. Hence the structure of the DAT is more compact,

and the system becomes more stable.

2) In the current model, both the resources required for an activity and the spaces in the

resource centers, where the produced resources can be brought to (if this activity

produces some resources) have to be available in order to start an activity. Halabe's

model checked only the resource availability before an activity started.

3) When more than two activities compete for the same resources, the resources are

assigned by using the predefined resource allocation rules (i.e. heuristic methods).

The rules used for the current resource model are as follows (the first rule is

considered first):

i) A priority of each activity can be predefined and the activity with the

highest priority is served first

ii) The activity that has waiting the longest is served first (i.e., based on the



idle time of the activity)

iii) If activities have the same priority and the same idle time, the activity

served first is picked at random (The third option (i.e. random selection)

has been added to the current resource model compared to the Halabe's

model. This will break ties and make simulation running successively

when the first and second rules cannot determine to which activity to

assign the resources).

4) In the current resource model, each resource consists of two resource variables (i.e.

used and produced), which are used to define the resource equations either

probabilistically or deterministically (the amount of resources defined in the resource

equations could be defined only deterministically in Halabe's model).

5) In addition, the initial, minimum and maximum level of the resources for each

resource center can be specified (only the initial level of the resources could be

specified for each resource center in Halabe's model).

6) Calendars are used to keep track of specific and real calendar dates. With calendars,

one can specify days-off, delays and different working schedules of the activities (e.g.

when one starts and stops working on each activity during a specific working day).

7) The current resource model is incorporated in SIMJAVA, which is a graphical user



interface programmed in JAVA to implement the DAT. Hence, the DAT with the

current resource model can be used with a user-friendly graphical interface, which

allows one to use the model easier. Also it runs not only on Unix/Linux platforms but

also on Windows or Mac operating systems. In addition, it can be accessed and used

very easily through the internet due to the web-based system of SIMJAVA

There are also some features which are not implemented in the current resource model

but were used in the Halabe's resource model:

1) In the current model, the Cartesian coordinate system is not used to specify the

locations of tunnels and resource centers (The resource center belongs to a tunnel and

is regarded as a component of the tunnel in the current DAT). Therefore, the distance-

based resource handling capability using the Cartesian coordinate, which the

Halabe's model had, is not available in the current model. For example, the

transportation time need to be defined by the average transportation time of the

associated activity. This is so because the average transportation time cannot be

computed based on the linear distance between resource center and tunnel but is

predefined by the user as a time-related variable.

2) In the current model, no distinction is made between different types of resources and

they are treated in the same way. In addition, only the amount of resources is



specified as an attribute for each resource. On the other hand, there were three types

of resources in Halabe's resource model (equipment, labor and material) and the

model treated them differently. For example, when the resource variables were

defined, they had to be categorized into one of the three resource types. Then, the

model could provide simulation results such as the amount of resources and idle

times of resources for each type separately. Also, multiple properties (or attributes) of

the resources could be specified (e.g. the capacity and size of equipment).

Compared to Halabe's resource model, the current resource model has many new

features, which Halabe's resource model did not have. However, the current resource model

does not but should have a distance-based resource handling capability, which is one of the

main features in Halabe's resource model. This is so because the transportation time for

resource flow needs to be computed based on the linear distance between resource centers

or between tunnels and resource centers and between the resource centers.

All the fundamental concepts (see Section 4.1) required for the resource model for

tunneling are implemented in the current resource model, and also several new features are

added to the current resource model compared to the previous resource models in the DAT.

However, in the course of this study, several other major limitations and problems of the

current resource model have been identified (note that these limitations and problems also

apply to the previous resource models in the DAT):

1) The cost equation needs to include the cost of resources considering the amount of



resources used or produced. The current resource model does not account for the

time-cost trade-offs considering the amount of resources which is actually used or

produced to perform each activity (e.g. more resources may mean faster

performance and more cost and vice versa). Hence, the productivity of the

activities such as advance rates and costs of the activities need to be determined

based on the actual amount of resources used for or produced from the activities.

2) Idle costs of the activities which may be incurred every time when the activities

are delayed need to be considered in the cost estimation.

3) All resource models for the DAT use heuristic rules to allocate resources when

more than two activities compete for the same resources. No resource model for

the DAT optimizes resource allocation. A resource planning and scheduling feature

needs to be implemented to achieve optimized resource allocation.

4) Special characteristics of the tunnel construction process (e.g., type of excavation

methods, cyclic operation, distance between headings or drifts and preempting

activities) need to be considered in the planning of construction sequences and

resource allocation in the model.

5) Calendar data may be needed to represent the availability of resources. The daily

availability of labor or construction materials is often related to the daily working



schedules of the activities. In addition, regular check-up or maintenance of

equipment needs to be specified in the calendar.

6) The characteristics of the resource handling activities such as resource

transportation and resource processing, which may vary depending on the actual

locations where they are performed, need to be represented properly in the model.



4.3. Resource Models in Other Construction Simulation Tools

Several other construction-oriented simulation tools and their resource modeling are

reviewed in this section. The advantages and disadvantages of other simulation tools

compared to the resource modeling in the current DAT will also be discussed later in this

section.

CYCLONE

CYCLONE (CYCLic Operations Network systems) is a simulation tool to provide a

construction management tool for understanding a project at its most basic level (Halpin

and Woodhead 1976). CYCLONE models a process as a series of work cycles which can be

represented with a network of graphical symbols (e.g., activity elements, waiting elements,

and linking elements; see Halpin 1977 for more details). For example, construction

processes, resource constraints, and resource flows can be represented in the network with

activity elements, waiting elements, and linking elements, respectively.

This tool can be used to show where delays are likely to occur before work begins, and

then to study how delays can be avoided. The simulation results of CYCLONE help one to

identify bottlenecks by examining where most of the queuing is occurring and thus causing

the delay of the corresponding activity. However, the pure network characteristics of

CYCLONE impose limits that do not allow one to model processes at the level of detail

required to make decisions. In addition, different types (e.g., equipment, labor and

construction material) or properties (e.g., size and capacity) of resources cannot be defined



in CYCLONE, and thus the different types of resources or different properties of the same

type of resources cannot be distinguished.

INSIGHT

INSIGHT (INteractive Simulation using GrapHics Techniques) is a conversion of

CYCLONE that has extended the modeling capabilities of its predecessor (Paulson 1978).

The INSIGHT program has the same conceptual capabilities as CYCLONE with the

advantage of providing graphical reports instead of a tabular output (information obtained

from the simulation can be linked to a videotape data collection system and it contains a

graphical display that provides an alternative to tabular outputs). For example, this

simulator has the advantage of collecting productivity data by means of video methods that

are linked to a computer for data extraction and analysis. However, this tool can represent

and handle only a small portion of a project. Also, the model cannot recognize differences

between resources (i.e., types or properties of resources), therefore it cannot make dynamic

use of resource properties to define model behavior.

RESQUE

RESQUE (RESource based QUEuing network simulation system) was designed as a

significant enhancement of CYCLONE where the model is not limited to the information

conveyed by the network (Chang, 1986). In addition to the CYCLONE network, the

RESQUE model allows one to enter process data, with which one can specify detailed

information for the construction process (e.g., resource characteristics and priority of the



activity). The overlay follows a special language called the Process Description Language

(PDL) which is used to define resource characteristics and enhance simulation control. The

solution presented by RESQUE through the PDL is a significant improvement over

CYCLONE as recognizing distinctions among resources that flow through the same path

and tracking resource properties

However, like CYCLONE, RESQUE can handle only a small portion of a project at a

time. It cannot handle projects on a real-time basis as it only models a particular process of

a project such as concrete mixing instead of the overall project. More importantly,

RESQUE cannot represent resource dependency on location. For example, RESQUE

cannot model different interactions between resources in operations taking place at different

locations in the project. In addition, the user must learn the simulation languages which are

specific to RESQUE in order to model the process.

COOPS

COOPS (Construction Object-Oriented Simulation system) is an object-oriented system

that enhances CYCLONE's conceptual and functional extensions (Liu 1991). COOPS'

interactive graphical model definition is a great improvement over previous construction

simulation systems (e.g., CYCLONE and RESQUE). Modeling elements are picked, placed

and moved directly on the screen, and the need to enter a textual equivalent of the network

is removed. Since this model was designed and implemented using an object-oriented

programming language, the simulation network is a collection of objects such as activities,

queues, and links that are drawn interactively on the screen. In the COOPS models,



resources are also represented as separate objects that flow through subtasks and interact

with each other.

In addition, COOPS uses a calendar system to control resource availability. This system

defines the working schedule of all or individual resources. This feature takes break time as

well as overtime into account for the determination of the activity completion time.

However, COOPS calendars have some limitations since they cannot be used to control the

activation of operations subject to complex startup conditions, which are not directly

related to resource availability (e.g., blasting cannot be performed until all crews of all

trades have left the vicinity).

CIPROS

CIPROS (Construction Integrated PROject and PROcess planning Simulation) extends

the capability of resource characterization beyond RESQUE by considering multiple

properties for resources as well as more complex resource selection schemes (Odeh 1992).

Its capabilities in terms of resource characterization, resource tracking, and control

provide for realistic modeling of complex systems (Tommelein et al. 1995). Also, it

contains an expandable knowledge base of construction techniques and methods. For

example, the users can define and add new processes presenting construction techniques

and methods to the knowledge base which can provide the means for the computerized

collection, organization, and retrieval of knowledge. Once a new process is defined, it

becomes part of the model, and it can be accessed and used repeatedly. In addition,

CIPROS can model construction processes by integrating data from design drawings and



specifications, and construction plans, in combination with a library construction methods

(knowledge base). However, CIPROS cannot recognize resource dependency on location

and lacks the graphical representation of the simulation output.

STEPS

STEPS (STructured Enviroment for Process Simulation) is a special-purpose simulator

that was developed for the U.S. Navy (McCahill and Bernold 1993). STEPS provides

facilities for the consideration of resource in different sizes for the same work task.

However, it lacks a graphical model display and has limitations when modeling complex

operations (Chua et. al. 2002).

STROBOSCOPE

STROBOSCOPE (STate- and ResOurce-Based Simulation of COnstruction ProcEsses) is

a general-purpose simulation programming language used for the simulation of processes

common to construction engineering (Martinez 1996). It provides essential capabilities that

enable it to model construction processes at the level of detail necessary to make decisions.

It allows one access to the state of simulation, categorize, and characterize resources.

STROBOSCOPE models are based on a network of interconnected modeling elements and

programming statements. These statements define the behavior of the modeling elements as

they control the simulation runs. The dynamic nature of construction operations requires

that the behavior of a system be defined in terms of the state of the simulation. A

framework in the STROBOSCOPE can provide dynamic and comprehensive access to the



state of the simulation and to the properties of resources through pre-defined system

maintained variables.

STROBOSCOPE is powerful and accurate. However, its application is limited because

the users need to learn its complicated programming logic and simulation programming

language. In addition, STROBOSCOPE has to be combined with other construction

simulation tools in order to apply to tunnel projects (i.e., STROBOSCOPE itself cannot

generate the geologic profiles).

RBM

RBM (Resource-Based Modeling simulation system) defines operating processes of

active resources as atomic models and assembles them into a working simulation model

through defined linking structures (Shi and AbouRizk 1997). This method was developed

only for specific types of construction processes (e.g., earthmoving operations).

LBS

LBS (Library-Based Simulation Modeling) allows the user to develop a simulation

model through the selection of construction resources from a simulation library (Oloufa et

al. 1997). The operation logic describing the interaction of these resources is added when

the user connects these resources together. The library is composed of a set of

preprogrammed construction resources and targets a specific type of project. Similar to

COOPS, LBS does not require the user to know the simulation programming language

syntax. However, the fixed structure of resources in the library and the complicated
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connections between resources limits its application in practice.

Compared to the current resource model in the DAT (Section 4.2), the other simulation

tools mentioned above have some limitations in addressing resource management in the

systems:

1) The other simulation tools mentioned above do not account for uncertainties in

geology and hence all construction processes have to be performed for fixed geologic

conditions. The impacts of changes in the sequence of construction operations and of

construction methods, which vary depending on geologic conditions, cannot be

represented in the models (i.e., the sequence of construction operations have to be

known and fixed). Therefore, the distributions of resources and their flows are

determined along only one predetermined sequence of activities. In addition, most

other simulation tools (except for STROBOSCOPE) cannot handle the uncertainty in

the amount of resources consumed and produced.

2) Most simulation tools can handle only a small portion of a project instead of the

project as a whole (except for STROBOSCOPE). Therefore, they can be used for a

very specific task or operation only and for a project with a short duration. In

addition, they cannot model the construction processes with the necessary level of

detail required by process planning, and cannot easily model the multiple resource
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requirements and dynamic complexity of construction processes.

3) The other simulation tools cannot handle projects on a real-time basis since they can

only model a particular process of a project such as concrete mixing operation

instead of the overall project.

4) The other simulation tools cannot recognize and represent resource dependency on

ground conditions and location. Therefore, they cannot associates different types or

properties of resources with geologic profile. Therefore, they fail to see the impact of

different resources on the activities occurring in different parts of the project. In

addition, the other simulations tools cannot handle different types of delays occurring

in the construction processes, such as delays due to maintenance/inspection,

equipment breakdown, holidays and etc. These delays can be based on not only time

and ground conditions but also locations of tunnels or resource centers.

5) No other simulation tools can be accessed on the web and they lack of the graphical

representation of the simulation output

6) The user needs to learn the corresponding simulation languages and applications to

the actual projects are limited because of the complexity of the model (in particular

for STROBOSCOPE).
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On the other hand, there are several features that need to be considered and implemented

in the resource model in the DAT. The following list shows the advantages of other

simulation tools over the resource model in the DAT.

1) The ability to access the state of simulation: it is possible to modify information (e.g.,

amount of resources or priority of resource allocation) while the simulation is

running (compared to the STROBOSCOPE).

2) The transportation time for resource flow can be computed based on the actual travel

distance of the activities (e.g., the time for muck moving in and out can be estimated

based on the linear distance between tunnels and resource centers) (compared to

STROBOSCOPE).

3) Resources can be associated with calendar data so that the model can represent

resource availability on the daily basis (compared to the COOPS).
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Chapter 5. Requirements for the New Resource Model

in the DAT

5.1. Limitations and problems of the current resource model

From the examination of the current resource model for the DAT and comparison with

the previous resource models in the DAT and other construction simulation tools, a number

of limitations and problems of the current resource model have been identified (Chapter 4).

They can be categorized into three major limitations and problems as follows:

1. Cost and time estimating considering resources

In the current resource model of the DAT, the construction parameters or variables such

as advance rate and cost per unit length can be defined probabilistically and then, they are

assigned to each activity in order to estimate the total construction time and cost. Since the

actual values of the advance rate and cost for an activity used for a simulation are selected

randomly based on the probabilistic distributions, these values may vary from simulation to

simulation and possibly from cycle to cycle. However, they are selected regardless of the
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actual quantity of resources used for or produced from that particular activity and

simulation.

Generally, as more resources are added, the production rate and cost should increase, and

as they are removed, the production rate and cost should decrease (Halpin and Riggs 1992).

Therefore, it is important to take into account all the various resource items associated with

the tunneling activities (e.g., equipment, work crew and construction material) and the

quantity of these resources for the estimates of cost and time. Even if the quantity of the

resources used for or produced from tunnel construction can be defined as resource

variables in the current DAT, they are used to formulate only the resource equations to

estimate the resource usages and resource flow in the repositories and tunnels, but not the

time and cost equations. Therefore, the quantity of the resources cannot be explicitly

considered in cost and time estimation in the current DAT.

With regard to cost and time estimation in the current DAT, other limitations have been

also identified. For example, different cost categories of project indirect costs cannot be

defined separately since the project indirect costs can only be considered as a lump sum for

a tunnel or the entire tunnel system by defining them as "Fixed costs". In addition, idle

costs of the activities, which are incurred every time the activities are delayed, cannot be

explicitly considered in the cost estimation.
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2. Resource scheduling and planning

From the point of view of a simulation strategy, the DAT can be categorized as an

activity-based model. In an activity-based model, simulation entities such as resources

move from one activity to the other during simulation. Allocating resources to an activity

represents an important decision because the decision may affect part or even the entire

process, and the quantities of resources are usually limited. Therefore, resource scheduling

and planning strategies in the model are crucial to the success of projects. Resource

scheduling and planning strategies in the model should be designed in a way that the model

can distribute resources between various, possibly competing activities effectively and

examine the interaction between committed resources and activities to eliminate avoidable

delays and idleness of resources in the work flow. Most importantly, the model should be

able to allocate resources optimally to the tunneling activities.

In dealing with resource competition between the activities, the current DAT uses the

predefined heuristic rules for prioritizing activities (i.e., which activity will be served first

with resources). However, while these heuristic rules have advantages in terms of their

simplicity and efficiency in application, this does not guarantee the optimal resource

allocation.

With regard to resource allocation with limited resources, the resources are allocated to

the activity on the first-come-first-served basis in the current DAT (i.e., resources are

allocated to the activity which has the earlier starting time than the others). However, this

default resource allocation plan in the current DAT might obviously be inefficient since it
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may ignore the overall criticality of the activities. Therefore, the default resource allocation

plan in the current DAT cannot guarantee an optimal tunneling plan, which can allocate

resources optimally and produce the shortest construction time.

In addition, the special characteristics of the tunnel construction process such as the type

of excavation methods, distance requirement between the headings, cyclic operation, and

the preempting activities are very important since tunneling plans (construction sequences

of the tunneling activities and resource allocation) can vary dynamically depending on

these characteristics. However, the current DAT have not considered many of these

important requirements for resource scheduling and planning.

3. Representation of resource handling activities

Among all the tunneling activities, the activities for handling resources such as loading,

transporting, transferring, dumping/unloading, and processing resources are generally

called resource handling activities. To achieve a designed advance rate at the tunnel heading,

the resource handling activities must be performed efficiently and systematically together

with other major tunneling activities such as excavation and ground support installation.

Due to the nature of cyclic operation in tunneling, any tunneling activities in the next

cycle can begin only after all the preceding tunneling activities in the current cycle are

completed in the current DAT. However, some resource handling activities such as resource

transportation and resource processing (i.e., transforming or changing in nature of

resources) need to be treated differently in the model from other major tunneling activities
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(e.g., excavation and ground support installation). This is so because unlike other major

tunneling activities such as excavation and ground support installation, which are

performed at the location of the current cycle, some resource handling activities can be

performed in different sections of the tunnel and these activities may not affect the

completion of the current cycle. However, due to the restriction to the current cycle, the

current cycle can only be completed after all the activities in the current cycle including the

resource handling activities such as resource transportation and resource processing are

completed. As a result, the construction time may not be estimated correctly.

In addition, the time to transport or transfer resources cannot be estimated based on the

actual travel distance of the activities since the current DAT lack of the distance-based

resource handling capability. In the current DAT, the time to complete the activities for

transporting or transferring resources is defined by an average travel time of the activity.

Therefore, the actual "travel distance" between the start and end positions of these activities

(e.g., between the current cycle and the tunnel portal/shaft), which increases as the tunnel is

excavated and the tunnel face moves from the shaft or tunnel portal, cannot be considered

for the estimates of the time.
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5.2. Major requirements for the new resource model in the DAT

Considering all the major limitations and problems of the current resource model in the

DAT which have been identified in the previous section, the new resource model in the

DAT needs to be developed in order to overcome and improve all the identified

shortcomings of the current resource model in the DAT. The major requirements for new

improvements are briefly listed below: the actual improvements with the related detailed

developments will be described in Chapters 6-8.

1. Cost and time estimating considering resources

The new resource model needs to be developed in a way that the model can explicitly

estimate the cost and time based on the actual amount of resources used for and produced

from tunnel construction (i.e., resource variables). For this purpose, two different

approaches can be used for the new resource model: 1. simple estimates; and 2. detailed

estimates.

For the simple estimates, one can simply correlate resource variables specifying the

amount of resources with the time-cost related variables (e.g. advance rate and unit cost).

Three different options can be used to correlate the resource variables with the method

variables; negatively correlated, positively correlated or uncorrelated. For example, assume

a resource variable (e.g., a number of crews) and a method variable (e.g., labor cost) need

to have a positive correlation; positive correlation then means that if the resource variable
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takes on a high value, the method variable also takes on a high value from its probabilistic

distribution. In this way, the amount of the resources can be indirectly incorporated into the

estimates of cost and time.

For the detailed estimates, the resource variables need to be used to formulate the cost

and time equations so that the amount of resources can be directly incorporated into the

estimates of cost and time. For example, the cost equations can be defined by a number of

different cost items (e.g., unit price of different construction materials) and their associated

resource variables (e.g., quantity of each construction material consumed in a cycle). In

order to formulate the cost equations considering different cost categories and components,

a complete cost classification for tunnel projects needs to be developed considering

different types of resources (i.e., equipment, labor and construction materials) and work

breakdown structure of tunnel projects.

For accurate cost and time estimation, there are also several other requirements for the

new resource model. For example, the treatment of the project indirect costs needs to be

improved by taking into account each of the cost categories of project indirect costs

separately and by incorporating all the cost categories later into the estimates of the total

construction cost. In addition, the idle costs of the activities need to be explicitly considered

in the cost estimation. This can be done by defining the idle costs as a function of the idle

time of an activity and idle cost of the activity per unit time.

The implementation of the requirements mentioned above with two possible approaches

in the new resource model will be discussed in Chapter 6.
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2. Resource scheduling and planning

The special characteristics of the tunnel construction process such as type of excavation

methods, distance requirements between the top heading and bench in heading and bench

operation (or multiple drift), and preempting activities (e.g., blasting) should be considered

for resource scheduling and planning in the new resource model. This is so because

tunneling plans (i.e., construction sequences and resource allocation plan) can vary

significantly depending on them. For example, tunneling plans can be divided into two

categories depending on the type of excavation methods; full-face excavation method and

multiple-face excavation methods. This is so because the construction sequences and

resource allocation considering interrelation among activities are different depending on the

type of excavation methods. Especially, tunneling plans for heading and bench operation

can also vary depending on the distance between the two headings, resource availability

and different way to treat the preempting activities.

With regard to different way to treat the preempting activities, the new resource model

needs to represent two different cases: 1. when the preempting activities are performed in

one heading, no tunneling activities can be performed in the other heading and should

remain idle; 2. the preempting activities in both headings are performed at the same time.

With regard to resource constraints, there are two major limitations of the current DAT: 1.

the heuristic rules used for prioritizing the activities in the current DAT cannot guarantee

the optimal resource allocation; 2. the default allocation plan used in the current DAT (i.e.,

the first-come-first-served basis) may ignore the overall criticality of the activities. These
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two problems are closely related since the priority of resource allocation should be given to

the more critical activities in order to produce the shortest construction time (i.e., the

optimal resource allocation). However, it would be very difficult to find whether the

activities are critical or non-critical beforehand because construction sequences and

resource allocation plans can change dynamically. Therefore, the new resource model needs

to run simulations considering all the possible resource allocation alternatives, and the one

which can satisfy the special characteristics of the tunnel construction process (e.g.,

distance requirements and preempting activities), and produce the shortest construction

time needs to be selected for the optimal tunneling plan.

Chapter 7 will describe the implementation of resource scheduling and planning features

into the new resource model in detail.

3. Representation of resource handling activities

The resource handling activities which are not performed at the location of the current

cycle, but performed between the current cycle and other sections of the tunnel, in other

sections of the tunnel or outside the tunnel need to be treated differently from other major

tunneling activities which are performed in the current cycle. The time to complete these

resource handling activities should not be included in the time to complete the current cycle.

In order to estimate the actual "travel distance" of the resource handling activities such as

resource transportation, the new resource model needs to enhance the distance-based
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capability. This can be done by specifying the start and end positions of these activities.

With this distance-based capability of the new resource model, the construction time to

complete the resource handling activities, and thus the construction time to complete the

cycle can be estimated more accurately.

The implementation of the model for the proper representation of the resource handling

activities and distance-based capability will be described in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 6. Cost and time estimating considering the

resources

6.1. Problem statement and model requirements

The most important attributes for appraising the performance of tunnel construction are

cost and time. Estimating the performance of tunnel construction is a systematic process

predicting the total construction cost and duration for the given project in order to allow

one to make prudent decisions. Computer simulation models like the DAT were developed

to estimate construction cost and time before tunnel construction actually begins.

Various resources are used for or produced from the tunneling activities during tunnel

construction. Generally, as more resources are added, the cost and the production rate

should increase, and as they are removed, cost and the production rate should decrease

(Halpin and Riggs 1992). Therefore, the amount of resources involved in tunnel

construction should be incorporated into the estimates of cost and time in the resource

model in order to have complete and accurate cost and time estimation.

The amount of the resources used for or produced from tunnel construction can be

defined as resource variables in the current DAT. However, even if the amount of the

resources is implicitly reflected in cost and time information to define the method variables
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(e.g., cost per unit length and advance rate), they are not explicitly considered in cost and

time estimation in the current DAT. This is so because the method variables (e.g., cost per

unit length and advance rate) are the only construction parameters used to estimate

construction cost and time, and because the values of these method variables are selected

randomly from the probability distributions regardless of the values of the resource

variables in the current DAT.

Considering the requirements for the resource model and the limitations of the current

DAT, therefore, the new resource model needs to be developed in a way that the model can

explicitly estimate the cost and time based on the actual amount of resources used for and

produced from tunnel construction (i.e., resource variables).

For this purpose, two different approaches can be used for the new resource model: 1.

Simple estimates; and 2. Detailed estimates. Each approach has different ways to

incorporate the resources into the estimates of cost and time.

The development of the new resource model with these two approaches (i.e., simple

estimates and detailed estimates), and cost and time estimating processes in the new

resource model for the DAT will be discussed in detail in the following sections.

Specifically, in Section 6.2, it will be shown that how tunnel construction process can be

modeled at different levels of the work breakdown structure in the DAT. In Sections 6.3 and

6.4, each of the two different approaches will be discussed in detail. In Section 6.5, the

differences between the two approaches will be compared.
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6.2. Different levels of work breakdown structure of tunnel

construction

Before getting into each of the approaches in detail, one needs to understand the work

breakdown structure of tunnel projects, and how tunnel construction process can be

modeled at different levels of work breakdown structure in the current DAT.

6.2.1. Work breakdown structure

Large-scale construction projects like tunneling consist of a number of operations, each

of which can be broken down into a number of detailed and small work units.

Unlike most of other construction projects where standard formats of work breakdown

structures are available (e.g., for building construction the MasterFormat system developed

by the Construction Specifications Institute (CSI)), a standard form of work breakdown

structures is not available for tunneling projects (Likhitruangsilp 2003). Therefore, a

specific project breakdown system, which is prepared and designed specifically for a tunnel

project, needs to be developed. This project breakdown system usually begins with

examining the hierarchy of tunneling work. An example of the hierarchy of tunneling work

for a conventional drill and blast method is shown in Figure 6-1. As shown in this figure, a

tunnel project can be divided into four different levels of detail.
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Tunnl PrFect

Figure 6-1. Hierarchy of Tunnel Project for a Conventional Drill & Blast Method

The method level is the uppermost level. Each method in a tunnel project represents a

specific set of tunneling operations performed in a cycle, which represents a length of the

tunnel advance. For instance, full face drilling and blasting is a method. The method is

mostly determined by a specific combination of ground conditions, in which the tunnel is

driven and a tunnel geometry (e.g., size and shape of the opening). Each of these methods

in turn can be divided into a series of the major tunneling operations such as excavation,

resource handling, installing tunnel support and lining, and project support (operation level

in Figure 6-1). Each operation can then be further subdivided into a number of tasks. For

example, the excavation operation can be composed of the tasks probe, drill, load, and blast

(task level in Figure 6-1). Each task, in turn can be refined further into a series of sub-tasks.

The load task, for example, can be divided into loading explosives in the blast holes,

installing primer, connecting to the circuits and the withdrawal of the crew from the tunnel

face.
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6.2.2. Modeling the tunnel construction process at different levels of

detail in the DAT

Since tunneling is usually a cyclic operation, this is also done in the DAT simulation. As

discussed in Section 2.2, the tunnel construction process performed in a cycle can be

represented by the "Activity network" in the DAT. Given the different levels of detail shown

in Figure 6-1, the "Activity network" can be different. Figure 6-2 shows how the "Activity

networks" in the DAT can be constructed differently and how the complexity of the

"Activity networks" varies depending on the level of detail of the work breakdown structure.

Generally, the level of detail used for the work breakdown structure in the DAT highly

depends on details of information in the given tunnel project, and, therefore the level of

detail to model the tunnel construction process usually varies from project to project.

In addition, the level of the work breakdown structure used to model the tunnel

construction process is significantly affected by the stage or phase of the project (e.g., pre-

construction phase and construction phase) and the objectives of the DAT simulation for the

specific tunnel project. For example, in the early stage of a construction project, the

"Activity networks" are usually defined at the method level since only rough conceptual

estimates of the project cost and duration are required to establish the project budget and

plan the project schedule for bidding, or to compare different design alternatives. In

contrast, if one needs to obtain some detailed outputs from the DAT simulation (e.g., the

detailed resource management plan or updating the project by using additional and more

detailed information obtained during construction phase), the "Activity networks" need to
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be modeled at the task level or sub-task level.

Usually the level of detail and complexity of the DAT model are determined not by a

single factor but by a combined effect of all the factors mentioned above (i.e., details of the

initial information and data availability, the phase of the project, and the intended purpose

of the DAT simulation).

Generally, using upper levels of the work breakdown structure to define the "Activity

networks" in the DAT (e.g., method level or operation level) makes a simulation model

much simpler and requires much less effort than using detailed or lower levels of the work

breakdown structure in the model (e.g., task level or sub-task level). However, the "Activity

networks" need to be modeled at detailed (lower) levels of the work breakdown structure

(e.g., task level or sub-task level) to represent the interaction between the tunneling

activities associated with the resources, enhance the accuracy of the cost and time estimates,

and provide detailed information on resource flows and resource usages.
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"Activity Network"

at the method level

Drill&Blast Method

"Activity Network" "Drill&Blast_Method" can be divided into a series of
tunneling operations

at the operation level

Excavating Mucking Installing_support

"Activity Network" For example, "Excavating" operation can be

at the task level subdivided into probe, drill, load and blast

Muck Muck
Probe Drill Load Blast loading transport Clean RBolts Shotc.

"Activity Network" "Blast" task can be refined further into a series of
sub-tasks

at the sub-task level

Connect Withdrawal Detonating
blasting all crews explosives Ventilation Delay
circuit

Figure 6-2. Level of Detail and Complexity of the "Activity Networks" in the DAT

("Activity Network" at the sub-task level only shows the sub-tasks for "Blast" task due to limited space)
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6.3. Simple estimates

Simple estimates are one of the two approaches that will be used for the new resource

model in the DAT. In the following sections, the limitations of the current DAT (Section

6.3.1) and the new resource model with simple estimates (Section 6.3.2) will be discussed

in detail.

6.3.1. Relevant capabilities and limitations of the current resource model

in the DAT

As discussed in Section 2.2, since an "Activity" is a basic unit for the construction

simulation, the method variables need to be associated with each "Activity" to estimate

construction cost and time. The most common and simplest way to define the method

variables in the current DAT is in an aggregate form. Therefore, for example, only one

"cost-related" method variable and one "time-related" method variable can be defined

probabilistically for an "Activity" in the form of a cost per unit length and an advance rate,

respectively. These variables are then, used to formulate the cost and time equations. The

most common format of the cost and time equations defined for an "Activity" in the current

DAT are shown below:

Cost = (cost per unit length) x (cycle length)

Time = (cycle length) / (advance rate)
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In addition, the method variables are often correlated to each other in the current DAT.

For example, if one method variable takes on a high value it is likely that another method

variable also takes on a high value because there is a common underlying cause for both

variables to take on high values. In this regard, any variable defined as a method variable

can be correlated in the current DAT. Three different options can be used to correlate the

method variables in the current DAT; negatively correlated, positively correlated or

uncorrelated.

However, cost and time to complete an "Activity" can be estimated only by the method

variables (e.g., a cost per unit length, an advance rate and a cycle length) and their

correlations to each other. Therefore, the amount of resources used for or produced from the

"Activity" (i.e., resource variables) cannot be explicitly considered in cost and time

estimation in the current DAT (Note that the resource variables are used to formulate only

the resource equations to estimate the resource usages and resource flow in the repositories

and tunnels. Even if the effect of resources is implicitly considered in the estimates of cost

and time, there is no explicit relation between the resource variables and cost/time).

Due to these limitations of the current DAT, the new resource model with simple

estimates needs to be developed as will be discussed in the following section.

6.3.2. New resource model with simple estimates

In the new resource model with simple estimates, the "Activity networks" are defined at
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the upper levels of the work breakdown structure (i.e., method level or operation level), and

the "cost-related" method variables and "time-related" method variables are defined in an

aggregate form (e.g., cost per unit length and advance rate). Therefore, this approach

requires less effort to prepare and define input data, and can be used for the conceptual or

rough estimates of cost and time at the very early stage of the project where detailed

information for the given tunnel project may not be usually available.

The most important development of the new resource model with simple estimates is that

the resources involved in tunnel construction can be considered in cost and time estimation

"simply" by making a correlation between the method variables and the resource variables.

The way to specify a correlation between the method variables and the resource variables in

the new resource model is similar to what is used for the correlation between the method

variables in the current DAT. Specifically, it is as follows:

In order to have a negative correlation between a resource variable "A" and a method

variable "B", a value is first selected randomly from the probability distribution of the

resource variable "A", and a fractile of this selected value is evaluated from the probability

distribution of the resource variable "A" (i.e., z%-fractile in Figure 6-3). Then, a value of

the other variable (i.e., the method variable "B") is selected at the (l-z) % fractile of the

probability distribution of the method variable "B". If the two variables "A and B" are

positively correlated, each value of the two variables is selected at the same fractile of its

own probability distribution. If the two variables "A and B" are uncorrelated, each value of

the variables "A and B" is generated randomly and has its own random value.

For example, if the amount of muck to be removed from the tunnel increases, the
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advance rate of the mucking operation decreases while the cost per unit length of the

mucking operation increases. Therefore, in this example, the resource variable (i.e., the

amount of muck) needs to be negatively correlated with the "time-related" method variable

(i.e., the advance rate), and needs to be positively correlated with the "cost-related" method

variable (i.e., the cost per unit length).

z%-fractile (1 -z)%-fractile

PDF of the resource variable "A" PDF of the method variable "B"

Figure 6-3. A Negative Correlation between Two Variables based on the Fractile

Values

In this manner, the amount of the resources can be indirectly incorporated into the

estimates of cost and time in the new resource model with simple estimates. In addition,

one should note that if more than two resource variables are defined for an "Activity", one

may need to correlate the resource variables among themselves as well.

An additional effect on time that can be considered in the simple estimates is when

resources run out. The ensuing delays are considered internally but not explicitly in the

model in that an activity can only start when the resources are available.
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However, while these simple estimates have the advantages of requiring less effort to

define input data, and of providing a simple way to incorporate the resources into the

estimates of cost and time, they have some limitations:

1. For cost estimation with simple estimates, it is not possible to define the cost

equations with a number of cost items and their associated resource variables (e.g.,

the actual unit prices for each resource and the amount of resources) because the

"cost-related" method variables are defined in an aggregate form.

2. For time estimation with simple estimates, the time to complete the "Activity" cannot

be estimated at detailed levels (i.e., task level or sub-task level) since the "Activity

networks" are defined at the upper levels of the work breakdown structure and the

"time-related" method variable (advance rate) can only be associated with the

"Activity" at the upper levels in an aggregate form. In addition, delays due to the

interaction between the "Activities" or due to lack of resources/storage can only be

explicitly considered through idle times when using the detailed level (The idle time

of the "Activity" will be discussed in more details in Section 6.4.5.).
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6.4. Detailed estimates

Detailed estimates are another approach to estimate cost and time considering the

resources for the new resource model in the DAT. This will be discussed in the following

sections: 1. Limitations of the current resource model in the DAT (Section 6.4.1) 2. New

resource model with detailed estimates (Section 6.4.2); 3. Cost classification (Section

6.4.3); 3. Cost estimating procedures (Section 6.4.4); 4. Time estimating procedures

(Section 6.4.5); 5. Idle cost estimation (Section 6.4.6).

6.4.1. Relevant capabilities and limitations of the current resource model

in the DAT

As mentioned previously (Section 6.3), the cost and time to complete the "Activity" are

generally defined by one "cost-related" method variable (cost per unit length) and one

"time-related" method variable (advance rate) in an aggregate form in the current DAT.

The cost to complete an "Activity" at any level of the work breakdown structure can also

be further subdivided into a number of cost components depending on different cost

categories (e.g., equipment costs, labor costs, etc.) or different cost items (e.g., maintenance

costs, costs for supplies and energy, etc.) as shown in Figure 6-4. Therefore, the cost to

complete an "Activity" can be estimated not only by one "cost-related" method variable but

by a number of the itemized "cost-related" method variables. This is important where
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relating cost to resources.

Time can also be estimated at different levels of detail. At the upper levels (method level

and possibly at the operation level), time is usually expressed as the advance rate. At the

lower levels (task level and sub-task level) time can be expressed as the time to complete an

"Activity". However, and in contrast to cost, it is not possible to have different time

categories (equipment time, labor time, etc.) as will be explained in Section 6.4.5. On the

other hand, idle time due to the interaction between the "Activities" or lack of

resources/storage at the detailed level can be explicitly considered in time estimation as will

be discussed in more detail in Section 6.4.5.

However, there are several limitations for cost and time estimation in the current DAT

related to considering resources but also otherwise:

It is important to take into account all the various resource items associated with the

tunneling activities (e.g., equipment, work crew and construction material) and their

amount (i.e., resource variables) for the estimates of cost and time. However, as mentioned

in the previous sections (Sections 6.1 and 6.3), the resource variables cannot be directly

used to formulate the cost and time equations in the current DAT.

In addition, for cost estimation with the itemized method variables, there is no such

standard format or guideline to organize and classify all the different cost categories

systematically considering different types of resources and the work breakdown structure of

the tunneling work.

Another limitation of the current DAT is that different cost categories of project indirect

costs cannot be defined separately since the project indirect costs can only be considered as
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a lump sum for a tunnel or the entire tunnel system by defining them as "Fixed costs".

Considering these limitations of the current DAT, the new resource model with detailed

estimates needs to be developed as will be discussed in the following section.
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Time

T j T Method level

T - - ---- Operation level

T T T T-- ------ TTask levelT

T T T T T T - -- Sub-task level

------------------
Cost at any level

Different cost categories

- Different cost items
------ -- - -- - -

WT "Time-related" method variables
S "Cost-related" method variables
in an aggregate form (cost per unit length)

C__ Itemized "cost-related" method variables
(cost per unit length)

Figure 6-4. Hierarchy of Tunneling Time and Cost
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6.4.2. New resource model with detailed estimates

In the new resource model with detailed estimates, the "Activity networks" are defined at

the detailed (lower) levels of the work breakdown structure (i.e., task level or sub-task

level). Therefore, this approach can be used for more complete and accurate cost and time

estimation. The new resource model with detailed estimates has to have the following

developments:

1. Resource variables defining the amount of resources are used to formulate the cost and

time equations:

Recall that the construction cost and time can be estimated only by the method variables

and the resource variables can only be used to estimate the resource usages and resource

flows in repositories and tunnels in the current DAT.

In the new resource model with detailed estimates, the resource variables can be used

not only to formulate the resource equations but also to formulate the cost and time

equations so that the amount of resources can be directly incorporated into the estimates of

cost and time. Therefore, cost and time to complete the "Activity" will vary depending on

the actual values of the resource variables selected randomly from probability distributions

which are defined by the users. For example, as will be seen in Section 6.4.4.1, the cost

equation of construction material costs is formulated as a function of unit price per unit of
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construction materials (cost-related method variable; $/unit volume, $/unit weight, $/each

item, and etc.) and the amount of construction materials involved in the "Activity"

(resource variable). Therefore, if a resource variable (e.g., the amount of construction

materials) takes on a high value, construction material costs will increase correspondingly

and vice versa. In addition, since the resource variable is directly considered in the cost

and time equations, one does not need to specify a correlation between the method

variables and the resource variables as in the simple estimates with aggregate input (see

Section 6.3).

One should note that unlike cost estimation, the resource variables can be directly used

to formulate the time equations only if a relation between the "time-related" method

variables (i.e., advance rate) and the resource variables (i.e., the amount of resources) is

available (see Section 6.4.5 for more details).

2. A number of itemized cost-related method variables and resource variables are used to

formulate the cost equations for each of the cost items based on the complete cost

classification for tunnel projects:

In the current DAT, even if the cost equations can be formulated with a number of

itemized method variables, it is not easy to classify different cost categories and their

components systematically and formulate the cost equations of each cost category in a

standard format since there is no such standard format to organize different cost categories

systematically.
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Considering this limitation of the current DAT, in the new resource model with detailed

estimates, a complete cost classification for tunnel projects has been developed (see

Section 6.4.3), and the cost to complete the "Activity" can be defined with a number of

itemized cost-related method variables and resource variables based on this cost

classification (see Section 6.4.4 for more detail).

One should note that even if it is possible to estimate the tunneling costs at the upper

levels of the work breakdown structure (i.e., method level or operation level) with a

number of itemized method variables and the resource variables, the tunneling costs need

to be estimated at the detailed levels (i.e., task level or sub-task level) in order to take into

account all relevant categories of costs for tunnel projects in sufficient detail and in a

systematic way.

The procedure and preparation for cost estimating in the new resource model can

provide a checklist for categorizing costs which can minimize the chance that one may

ignore or omit some cost elements or resource items. Therefore, outputs from the final

simulation can provide: 1. An organized manner of collecting project cost data in a

standard format for cost reporting and cost tracking; and 2. A means to maintain historical

cost data in a standard format which can be used for the future projects.

The procedure for cost estimating in the new resource model will be discussed in more

detail in 6.4.4.

3. Each of the cost elements of the project indirect costs is considered separately for cost

estimating. For this, the "system variables " are introduced into the model:
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In the current DAT, the project indirect costs are considered as a lump sum for a specific

tunnel in the tunnel network or the entire tunnel system by defining them with only one

directly encoded value (i.e., "Fixed cost"). Therefore, no cost equations and variables are

required to estimate the project indirect costs in the current DAT.

In the new resource model with detailed estimates, the treatment of the project indirect

costs is improved by taking into account each of the cost categories of project indirect

costs separately (see Figure 6-5), and by incorporating all the cost categories later into the

estimates of the total construction cost. For this, the new resource model allows one to

define each of the cost categories of the project indirect cost by its own variables and cost

equation. A new type of the variables called the "system variables" is then used to

formulate the cost equations for cost elements of project indirect costs. This is done since

the method variables can only be associated with the "Activities" to define the cost

elements of the project direct costs. Conversely, the system variables are associated with a

specific tunnel or the entire system to define the cost elements of the project indirect costs

in the new resource model for the DAT. The estimation procedure of project indirect costs

will be explained in more detail in Section 6.4.4.2.

4. "Representative method variables" are introduced in the model to identify and keep

track of costs of different project direct cost categories (e.g., operating costs, direct

labor costs, construction material costs, and etc.):
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In the current DAT, the model can provide information on "cash flow" showing the

growth of the total construction cost in time (usually on a daily basis). Even if different cost

categories of the project direct costs can be defined separately in the cost equations with the

itemized method variables in the current DAT, the model sums up all the itemized method

variables (i.e., different cost categories) to estimate the total construction cost. Therefore,

the current DAT cannot provide the cash flows for each of the different cost categories of

the project direct costs separately.

The new resource model with detailed estimates, however, can keep track of not only the

cost variations and cost growth (e.g., cash flow) of each of the different cost categories of

project direct costs versus time (e.g., the cost variations/cost growth of construction

material costs or direct labor cost in time) but also the cash flow of the total construction

cost.

In order for the model to identify and keep track of the cost variations/growth for each of

the different cost categories, a new type of variables called the "representative method

variable" which represents the costs of each cost category is required. This "representative

method variable" can then be defined as a function of other itemized method variables and

the resource variables in the new resource model as will be shown in Section 6.4.4.1. For

example, direct labor cost, which is one of the main cost categories of project direct costs,

needs to be defined as the "representative method variable", and this variable (i.e., direct

labor cost) is then defined as a function of the daily rate of labor (cost-related method

variable), labor time (time-related method variable) and the number of workers (resource
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variable). Then, the cost variation/growth of the direct labor cost in time can be obtained

from the new resource model.

5. Idle time and idle cost of the "Activities" can be considered in cost and time

estimation:

While the model can handle only the idle time of the "Activities", but not the idle cost of

the "Activities" in the current DAT, both idle time and idle cost of the "Activities" can be

directly considered in cost and time estimation in the new resource model with detailed

estimates. This will be discussed in Sections 6.4.5 and 6.4.6 in more detail.
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6.4.3. Cost classification

A complete cost classification for tunnel projects has been developed based on different

types of resources (see Table 6-1) and work breakdown structure of tunnel projects as

shown in Figure 6-5. This cost classification can provide a standard format to organize

tunneling costs and formulate the cost equations in the new resource model with detailed

estimates.

There are three different types of resources used or produced in tunnel construction.

Tunneling costs can then be categorized into three main cost items based on these three

different types of resources; equipment costs, material costs, and labor costs as shown in

Figure 6-5.

Each of these three main cost items can then be divided into project direct costs and

project indirect costs. The project direct costs can be defined as any costs incurred in the

course of the project and especially, directly associated with tunneling activities on site.

Therefore, project direct costs are treated as "activity costs" in the DAT which are incurred

at the end of every cycle of the "Activity". On the other hand, the project indirect costs can

be defined as costs associated with some non-productive project functions which are not

directly associated with tunneling activities.

Project direct and project indirect costs for each of the three main cost items can then be

subdivided into more detailed sub-categories as shown in Figure 6-5.
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Other On-site Expenses
(Hand Tools and Supplies,
Protective Clothing, Travel,
Office Supplies)

-Expenses for Small Equipment &
Vehicles for Project Support
Operations

-Preparatory Work Costs
(She Clearing and Setting Up Camp)

Figure 6-5. Cost Classification

(* Rental/Leasing costs can also be considered as project direct costs if the rental/leasing rate is determined by the actual operation hours of equipment)
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Types of resources Functional classification Resource items

Equipment for excavation Drill jumbos, hard rock TBMs, roadheaders, and soft ground

TBMs machines

Equipment for loading, unloading, and transfer of materials Muckers, loaders, power shovels, rubber-tired vehicles

in the resource handling systems (trucks), rail-mounted vehicles, and conveyors

Equipment for erection, installation and application of Rib expanders, concrete mixers, pumps, shotcrete guns,

Equipment ground support system erector arms, and rock-bolting machines

Equipment for handling and installation of components for Conveyors and erectors

the resource handling systems and service lines

Miscellaneous equipment Transformers, pumps, mixers, crushers, compressors, rock

drills, test and inspection equipment, and equipment for

atmospheric control (ventilation fans and ducts)

Materials and supplies used in the excavation operations Drill bits, cutter heads, explosives, blasting wires, and

detonators

Materials and supplies required for operation and Spare parts, fuel, lubricants, and compressed gases

maintenance of all equipment
Material

Components and materials used in construction of the Rock bolts, shotcrete, wire mesh, metal plates, aggregate,

primary and secondary ground support system cement, reinforcing bars, perforated sheet metal, structural

steel, wood blocks and timber, and precast reinforced concrete

components

Table 6-1. Examples of Different Types of Resources and Resource Items Involved in Tunnel Construction

(continued in the next page)
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Types of resources Functional classification Resource items

Components, materials, and spare parts for installation and Structural steel components, conveyor belts, support brackets

maintenance of the resource transport system and anchors, rails, ballast, timber, concrete cross ties, cables,

gears, bearings, wheels, and rollers

Waste material produced by the excavation operation and Muck or spoil, ground water, human waste, and discarded

Material other operations material from installation of ground support and other

operations, and discarded packaging materials and containers

used for transporting resources

Components and materials required to install and extend all Ducting, pipe, power cable, fans, pressure hose, electrical

service lines wiring insulators, brackets and fittings

Personnel for excavation, installation of ground support, Equipment operators, miners, miner foreman, blasters,

extension of service lines and resource handling systems, laborers, electricians, mechanics, truck drivers, and miner

Labor operation of resource handling systems, and performance foreman and etc.

of project support functions, maintenance of equipment

and ground support systems, and removal of waste

materials

Table 6-1. Examples of Different Types of Resources and Resource Items Involved in Tunnel Construction
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6.4.3.1. Equipment costs

The costs of tunneling equipment mainly depend on the construction methods used and

the geologic conditions encountered. Equipment costs can be divided into project direct

costs and project indirect costs, and each of the two can also be divided into more detailed

sub-categories (e.g., operating costs, ownership costs, rental costs, and

mobilization/demobilization costs) as shown in Figure 6-5.

A. Operating costs

The operating costs are categorized as project direct costs since they are directly incurred

in the tunnel activities. The equipment operating costs consist of costs for supplies and

energy to operate the equipment, method change costs, and maintenance and repair costs.

Method change costs need to be considered in the cost estimates each time there is a change

of methods during tunnel construction. The costs for maintenance and repairs include the

expenditures for replacement parts and the labor required to keep the equipment in good

working condition.

B. Ownership costs

Ownership costs refer to the indirect fixed expenses incurred in purchasing plant and

equipment which are to be written off over the course of the work. Operating costs accrue

only when the unit of equipment is being used, whereas ownership costs accrue whether or

not the equipment is used and therefore they are categorized as project indirect costs (see
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Figure 6-5).

Ownership costs include investment cost and interest on money required to purchase the

equipment, depreciation of the equipment over its useful life (i.e., the loss in value of

equipment resulting from use and age), taxes, insurance for owning and operating

equipment, and storage of the equipment when it is not in use.

C. Rental or leasing costs

Construction equipment can be purchased, rented or leased. Rental/leasing costs refer to

the expenses incurred in renting/leasing equipment for the work, or in charging an

equivalent rental/leasing rate for equipment. Weekly, monthly or yearly rates must be

converted to an equivalent cost per working day. Rental or leasing costs are usually

categorized as project indirect costs since they accrue whether or not the equipment is used

during a period of renting or leasing equipment, however, if the rental rate or leasing rate is

determined by the actual operation hours of equipment, they can be considered as project

direct costs.

D. Mobilization/demobilization costs

Each tunnel segment requires that the equipment be moved to the site and be installed or

reassembled. Following the use of each equipment set, the equipment must be disassembled

and hauled away. Costs associated with all these activities are mobilization/demobilization

costs which may include the costs for labor, supply and operation of equipment. For

example, for machines that need to be transported to the site, and assembled or
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disassembled on site, costs associated with these activities have to be included in estimates

of the indirect equipment costs.

E. Other on-site expenses

Costs in this category include expenses for small equipment and vehicles for the project

support operations. The costs of other preparatory work, such as site clearing and setting up

camp, may also be included in the indirect costs of equipment. However, these costs can be

considered as project direct costs of equipment when they are directly associated with the

tunneling activities.

6.4.3.2. Material costs

The material costs can be also divided into project direct costs and project indirect costs

(see Figure 6-5). The project direct costs in this category refer to the construction material

costs including costs for permanent material, supplies and energy. The project indirect costs

of the material cost refer to other on-site expenses which are not directly associated with

the tunneling activities.

A. Construction material costs

Permanent materials are incorporated into the work and remain as a permanent part of

the work. Major permanent materials are primary support systems (e.g. rock bolt, wire
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mesh, and shotcrete) and lining, utility lines and lighting systems.

Expendable materials such as supplies and energy are required during construction but

do not remain as a permanent part of the work. Examples of tunneling supplies and energy

are drill bits, drill steels, explosives, fuel, oil and lubricant.

In order to estimate construction material costs, one needs unit prices of each item, and

amount or quantities from the takeoffs. Unit prices of the items are developed using cost

data bases such as vendor quotes, historical costs, commercial pricing sources, or

component calculations. The price should include delivery to the project site. The unit

measure of construction material costs can vary (e.g., number of items, unit weight, unit

volume, and unit length).

B. Other on-site expenses

Project indirect costs of the material costs include other on-site expenses such as hand

tools and supplies, protective clothing, travel costs, and office supplies.

6.4.3.3. Labor costs

Labor costs are generally the most difficult to estimate, and are subject to the greatest

variation. In tunnels where geologic conditions vary rapidly and where changes in the

methods are frequent, labor costs may be higher because of the inability of crews to achieve

peak efficiency for extended periods and because of the constant necessity to learn new
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methods. Thus, generally, as labor costs get larger, total costs will generally be subject to

greater variation (Moavenazdeh at al, 1974).

Labor costs reflect the total effective crew cost per working hour. This cost requires

determination of crew size and composition, wages, fringe benefits, or any other payroll

burdens.

Labor costs consist of project direct costs (e.g., direct labor costs and costs of employee

benefits) and project indirect costs (e.g., supervisory personnel cost, engineering personnel

cost, office personnel cost, and safety personnel cost) as shown in Figure 6-5.

A. Direct labor costs

Direct labor costs include base pay and fringe benefits. This type of costs is a time

varying expense and is normally estimated by hourly or daily rates of crews and duration of

work (or cycle time). Hourly rates or wage rates vary considerably with project locations

and types of craft.

B. Costs of employee benefits

In addition to paying the base rate, an employer must pay or contribute amounts for

such items as social security tax, unemployment tax, workers' compensation insurance,

public liability and property damage insurance. This type of costs can be calculated as

percentages of direct labor costs.
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C. Project overhead of labor costs

The costs in this category can be divided into four sub-categories as follows:

1. Supervisory personnel- project manager, superintendents, and walkers;

2. Engineering personnel- project engineers, tunnel engineers, and field engineers;

3. Office personnel- office manager, secretaries, purchasing agent, and accountants;

4. Safety personnel- safety engineers and first aid personnel.
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6.4.4. Cost estimation

The procedure of cost estimating in the new resource model with detailed estimates will

now be discussed. The way to formulate the cost equations with different types of the

variables and especially with the resource variables for each cost category in the cost

classification (see Figure 6-5) will be explained in detail. As mentioned in Section 2.2, the

cost-related and resource variables in the form of probability distributions are defined by

the users. Estimating project direct costs (Section 6.4.4.1) and indirect costs (6.4.4.2) will

be explained separately.

6.4.4.1. Estimating project direct costs

The project direct costs for each "Activity" (or activity costs) can be estimated by

summing up the costs of the three main cost categories (material costs, labor costs, and

equipment costs). Specifically, the itemized method variables, the resource variables and

representative method variables are used to formulate the cost equations for each cost

category of the project direct costs.

A. Material costs (Project direct costs)

The direct material costs have only one sub-category, "Construction material costs" as

shown in Figure 6-5. Information on unit costs (i.e., cost-related method variables) and,

most importantly, the amount of materials (i.e., resource variables) involved in the
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"Activities" is required to formulate the cost equations:

Eq. 6-1

CMC = Z (price - cm _ units x amount _ cm) + Z (price _ cm _ length x cycle _ length)

Where

CMC: Construction material costs in a cycle of an "Activity"

($), Representative method variable

price cm_units: Unit price per unit of construction materials

($/unit volume, $/each item, $/unit weight, and etc.), Cost-related method variable

price_cm_length: Unit price per unit length of tunnel segment for construction materials

($/unit length), Cost-related method variable

amount_cm: Amount of construction materials consumed in a cycle of an "Activity"

(unit volume, each item, unit weight and etc.), Resource variable

cycle_length: Cycle length of the given "Activity"

(unit length), Deterministic value

B. Labor costs (Project direct costs)

As explained in Section 6.4.3, direct labor costs include two cost items; "Direct labor

costs" and "Cost of employee benefits" (see also Figure 6-5):
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Eq. 6-2

DLC + EBC = C (wage _ rates x time _ labor x number _ labor)(1 + rEBC)

Where

DLC: Direct labor cost in a cycle of an "Activity"

($), Representative method variable

EBC: Cost of employee benefits (this type of costs can be calculated as a percentage of

DLC)

($), Representative method variable

wage_rates: Hourly rate or daily rate of labor

($/hour or $/day), Cost-related method variable

time_labor: Time for a worker to complete a cycle of an "Activity"

(hour or day), Time-related method variable

number_labor: Number of workers in a cycle of an "Activity"

Resource variable

rEBc: A percentage of cost of the employee benefits over the direct labor cost

(%), Cost-related method variable

C. Equipment costs (Project direct costs)

"Operating costs" are the only cost category of the direct equipment costs as shown in

Figure 6-5. "Operating costs" include supplies and energy costs to operate the equipment,
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method change costs, and maintenance and repair costs (see Figure 6-5):

Eq. 6-3

OC = I (price - se _units x amont _se)+ method - change _ cost()

Where

OC: Operating costs in a cycle of an "Activity"

($), Representative method variable

price se units: Unit price per unit of supplies and energy (fuel, lubricant and spare parts)

($/unit volume, $/each item, $/unit weight and etc.), Cost-related method variable

amount_se: Amount of supplies and energy to operate the equipment in a cycle of an

"Activity"

(unit volume, each item, unit weight and etc.), Resource variable

method_change_cost (): Average method change costs for each method change

($), Internal function used in the DAT

In the above equation, expenses for energy and supplies are incurred from operating the

equipment in every cycle of the "Activities". On the other hand, "method _change_cost ()",

which is one of the internal functions used for the cost equations in the DAT, is accounted

for in the estimates of operating costs when there is a shift from one method to another. The

values of the method change costs can be defined in the "Method Change" table in the DAT

where delay time and cost due to a method change can be specified (see SIMJAVA's manual

for more detail).
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Maintenance and repair costs are also one of the sub-categories of the direct equipment

costs. However, maintenance and repair costs need to be estimated separately from Eq. 6-3

because these costs are considered only when maintenance and repair of equipment are

scheduled or required (i.e., these costs are not incurred in every cycle of the "Activities")

and there is no internal function which can be used in the cost equation to represent these

costs in the DAT. The annual costs of maintenance and repairs are often estimated as a

percentage of the purchase price of equipment. Therefore, the cost of maintenance and

repairs can be estimated by the following equation:

Eq. 6-4

main _ repair = (price _ equipment x r)x n

Where,

main_repair: Maintenance and repair costs for each maintenance and repair activity

($), Cost-related method variable

price_equipment: Purchase amount of equipment

($), Cost-related method variable

r: A percentage of the purchase price of equipment

(%), Cost-related method variable

n: useful life of equipment

(in years)

The maintenance and repair costs can also be estimated as a percentage of the operating
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costs.

D. Project direct costs (activity costs)

The cost equations and their variables for each of the three main cost items of project

direct costs have been explained so far. As mentioned, the project direct cost of an

"Activity" (i.e., "activity cost") can then be estimated by summing up these main cost items

(i.e., material costs, labor costs and equipment costs). The cost equation for "activity cost"

in a cycle of an "Activity" can therefore be formulated as follows:

Eq. 6-5

activity - cost = OC + CMC + (DLC + EBC)

where

activitycost: Project direct cost for a cycle of an "Activity"

($), Representative method variable

OC: Operating costs in a cycle of an "Activity" (Equipment costs)

($), Representative method variable (see Eq. 6-3)

CMC: Construction material costs in a cycle of an "Activity" (Material costs)

($), Representative method variable (see Eq. 6-1)

DLC: Direct labor cost in a cycle of an "Activity" (Labor costs)

($), Representative method variable (see Eq. 6-2)

EBC: Costs of employee benefits (Labor costs)
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($), Representative method variable (see Eq. 6-2)

The total project direct costs for the entire tunnel (i.e., total activity costs) will then be

sum of all the project direct costs which are directly associated with tunneling activities:

Eq. 6-6

total _ activity _ cost = C activity _ cost

6.4.4.2. Estimating project indirect costs

In the new resource model with detailed estimates, different cost categories of project

indirect costs can be considered separately. The ways to formulate cost equations with

system variables (see Section 6.4.2) for each cost category of project indirect costs will be

explained in the following.

The total project indirect costs can be estimated by summing up all the cost categories of

project indirect costs.

A. Equipment costs (Project indirect costs)

Project indirect costs of equipment costs include ownership costs, mobilization/

demobilization costs and other on-site expenses (see Figure 6-5), which will be further
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explained below:

a. Ownership costs

For estimating the equipment ownership, the model will use capital recovery and sinking

fund equations which are time-value-of money equations since the estimates with these

equations are widely used by most construction contractors. The development of these

equations and a complete description of their deviation can be found in many references on

economic analysis (Oberlender, 2000).

The capital recovery equation is as follow:

Eq. 6-7

i(1 + i) "A = (price_ equipment i(+i') -11

where,

A: equivalent annual value

i: annual interest rate

price_equipment: Purchase price of equipment, ($)

n: useful life, (in years)

The sinking fund equation is as follow:
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Eq. 6-8

A = (salvage value (1 + i)

where,

A: equivalent annual value

i: annual interest rate

salvage_value: Future salvage value. ($)

n: useful life, (in years)

Equations 6-7 and 6-8 give the equivalent annual value (A) of the purchase price and

future salvage value, respectively, assuming an annual interest rate of (i) during the useful

life of (n). Considering these two equations, the following procedure is widely used for

estimating the ownership cost of equipment.

1. Obtain the purchase price of equipment and estimate the probable future salvage value,

and expected useful life of equipment.

2. Select an appropriate interest rate for borrowing money considering the current rate of

interest for borrowing money and an additional amount for risk.

3. Estimate the average cost for taxes, insurance, and storage each year and convert these

costs into an equivalent interest rate based on the value of the equipment

4. Combine the interest rate from steps 2 and 3 to define the annual interest rate (i) and

use the capital recovery (see Eq. 6-7) and sinking fund equations (Eq. 6-8) to estimate

the equivalent annual ownership cost of equipment.
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Note that estimating an annual interest rate of (i) is not in the scope of this study. There

are various ways to estimate interest rates which can be found in many references

(Collier et al., 1984; Peurifoy et al., 2002; Holm et al., 2005).

Therefore, the annual ownership costs can be estimated by using the following equation,

assuming an annual interest rate of (i) during the useful life of (n):

Eq. 6-9

i(1 + i)" IOSC = (priceequ pment- (salvage (1 i)value

where

OSC: Annual ownership costs

($), System variable

i: Annual interest rate (this is sum of interest on money, risk addition, and taxes &

insurance)

(%), System variable

price_equipment: Purchase price of equipment

($), System variable

salvage_value: Future salvage value

($), System variable

n: useful life

(in years), System variable

b. Mobilization/demobilization costs
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The costs associated with mobilization are usually estimated based on a percentage of the

total project direct costs (i.e., total activity costs; see Eq. 6-6). The mobilization percentage

for a project will vary depending on a size of the project, transportation distance, and

frequency of move-ins and -outs of equipment. Demobilization costs are often expressed as

a percentage of mobilization costs. The cost equations for these costs can be formulated as

follows:

Eq. 6-10

MC + DMC = (total _ activity _ cost x ruc X + rDMC)

where

MC: Mobilization cost

($), System variable

DMC: Demobilization cost

($), System variable

total_activity_cost: Total project direct cost (this can be obtained at the end of a

simulation; see also Eq. 6-6)

rc: A percentage of the mobilization cost over the total project direct cost

(%), System variable

roc: A percentage of the demobilization cost over the mobilization cost

(%), System variable

c. Other on-site expenses for equipment
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Other on-site expenses for equipment (e.g., expenses for small and temporary equipment,

and transportation vehicles for project support operation) vary with the total project direct

cost. These costs can be estimated by using the following equation:

Eq. 6-11

OEE = total _ activity _ cost x roEE

where

OEE: Other on-site expenses for equipment (they are usually estimated based on a

percentage of the total project direct costs)

($), System variable

total_activity_cost: Total project direct cost (see Eq. 6-6)

rOEE: A percentage of other on-site expenses for equipment over the total project direct

cost

(%), System variable

B. Material costs (Project indirect costs)

Other on-site expenses for supplies (e.g., hand tools and supplies, protective clothing,

travel, and office supplies) are included in project indirect costs of material costs. These

costs can be estimated by the following equation:

Eq. 6-12

OES = total _ activity _ cost x rOE
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where

OES: Other on-site expenses for supplies for the project

($), System variable

totalactivity_cost: Total project direct cost (see Eq. 6-6)

roES: A percentage of on-site expenses for supplies over the total project direct

cost

(%), System variable

C. Labor costs (Project indirect costs)

The costs in this category can be divided into four sub-categories; supervisory personnel

cost, engineering personnel cost, office personnel cost, and safety personnel cost. Each of

the four sub-categories can be estimated from information on the wage rate (i.e., the daily

rate of labor) and the total duration of the project. In addition, cost of employee benefits

should be considered as shown in the following equations:

Eq. 6-13

SPC = (wage _ rate _ spc x number _ spc x total - time)(1 + rsc)

where

SPC: Supervisory personnel cost

($), System variable
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wage_ratesspc: Daily rate of supervisory personnel

($/day), System variable

number_spc: Number of supervisory personnel

System variable

total_time: total construction time (Days; this can be obtained at the end of a simulation)

rspc: A percentage of the employee benefits over the labor costs (wage_rates spc x

number_spc x total_time)

(%), System variable

Eq. 6-14

EPC = (wage _ rate epc x number_ epc x total _ time)(1 + rEPC)

where

EPC: Engineering personnel cost

($), System variable

wage_rates_epc: Daily rate of engineering personnel

($/day), System variable

number_epc: Number of engineering personnel

System variable

total time: total construction time

rEpc: A percentage of the employee benefits over the labor costs

(%), System variable
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Eq. 6-15

OPC = C (wage _ rate_ opc x number - opc x total _ time)(1 + ro c )

where

OPC: Office personnel cost

($), System variable

wage_rates_opc: Daily rate of office personnel

($/day), System variable

number_opc: Number of office personnel

System variable

total time: total construction time

roPc: A percentage of the employee benefits over the labor costs

(%), System variable

Eq. 6-16

STPC = (wage _ rate _ stpc x number _stpc x total _ time)(1 + rsrPc)

where

STPC: Safety personnel cost

($), System variable

wage_rates_stpc: Daily rate of safety personnel

($/day), System variable
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number_stpc: Number of safety personnel

System variable

total time: total construction time

rsTPC: A percentage of the employee benefits over the labor costs

(%), System variable
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6.4.5. Time estimation

In the new resource model with detailed estimates, the tunnel construction process is

defined and analyzed at the task level or sub-task level as mentioned in Section 6.4.1.

Therefore, the model can represent the interaction between "Activities" at detailed levels

(e.g., the resource flows and distributions occurring due to the interaction between the

"Activities", and sharing and competing for the same resources between the "Activities").

The model can also consider the special characteristics of the tunnel construction process

such as distance requirements between the top heading and bench in heading and bench

operation. In addition, the model can incorporate important resource-related factors into the

estimates of time systematically and quantitatively. (e.g., an "Activity" is delayed due to

lack of resources or storage).

It is important to realize that while idle times as shown in Figure 6-6 can be explicitly

related to interrelation effects of activities (e.g., distance requirement between the top

heading and bench) or lack of resources/storage, they are not separately expressed in the

time equations. The model internally considers the idle times every time when the activities

are delayed by adding them to the total construction time (note that this internal

consideration of delays is also used in the simple estimates as mentioned earlier in Section

6.3.2). However, idle times are used in the cost equations through a new internal function,

"idle_time ()" which saves and returns idle times every time the activities are delayed in

order to estimate idle costs of the activities as will be discussed in Section 6.4.6.

Figure 6-6 shows that the time to complete an "Activity" at the detailed level consists of
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the idle times of the activity, and the active or running time of the activity. The active or

running time of the activity which is the time the activity is actually performed can be

estimated by "time-related" methods variable at the detailed level.

Figure 6-6. Time to Complete the "Activity" in the Detailed Estimates

There is another important consideration for time estimation in the new resource model

with the detailed estimates related to considering resources. For more accurate time

estimation, the model needs to take into account the number or amount of resources for the

estimates of time because for example, the size of the work crew to perform "Activities" or

the amount of muck to be handled has a direct impact on the time to complete the

associated "Activities". However, the resources involved in tunnel construction cannot be

explicitly incorporated into the time estimates in the current DAT.

In contrast, in the new resource model with detailed estimates, the resource variables can

be directly used to formulate the time equations. Recall that the time to complete the

"Activity" at the sub-task level is the smallest time component (i.e., "time-related" method

variable) (Section 6.4.1). Therefore, for example, if the tunnel construction process is

defined at the sub-task level, the time to complete the blasting activity can be estimated by

summing up times to complete a number of sub-tasks (e.g. connect the blasting circuit,
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warn all workers before blasting, detonate explosives, ventilate the site, and delays due to

misfiring). In order to formulate the time equations for the "Activity", a relation between the

"time-related" method variables and the resource variables (i.e., the amount of resources)

must be available. Note that as mentioned in Section 2.2, the time-related method variables

and resource variables used in the time equations are defined by the users in the form of

probability distributions. For example, the time equation for the "drilling blast holes"

activity can be formulated as:

time dillholes =
(length _ drillhole) x (number _drillhole)

(rate _ drillhole) x (number _ drillrig) x (number - drill)

Where

time_drillholes: The time to drill blast holes in a cycle, (day)

length_drillhole: Length of blast holes

number_drillhole: Number of blast holes in a cycle

(number), Resource variable

rate_dillhole: Drilling rate per unit length of each drill

(day/m-each), Time-related method variables

number_drillrig: Number of drill rigs

(number), Resource variable

number_drill: Number of drills for each drill rig

(number), Resource variable
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As was mentioned earlier and unlike cost information, the "time-related" method

variables cannot be subdivided into components (equipment time, labor time, etc.) since

information such as unit time per each resource item is not usually available. Also even if

this information is available, a relation between the "time-related" method variables

(activity time) and the resource variables (i.e., the amount of resources) may not be

defined clearly. This is so because the activity time is usually determined not by a single

resource but by combined effects of more than two resources, and because the activity

time is also affected by the resource properties (e.g., the type and the capacity of the

resources). For example, time to load muck onto the trucks can be determined by a number

of the factors, the amount of muck to be loaded (ft3), the number of loaders, the capacity of

loader (ft3/hour), the number of trucks, and the capacity of truck (ft3/truck). As shown in

this example, it is difficult to formulate the time equations considering all the factors

affecting the activity time. In addition, relations between the activity time and the amount

of resources are not always available for all the activities.

Therefore, since relations between the "time-related" method variables and resource

variables are not available to formulate the time equations, the resources have to be

considered indirectly for the time estimates. This is done by specifying a correlation

between the "time-related" method variables and the resource variables. Hence, the way to

consider the resources in time estimation is similar to what is used for the simple estimates

(see Section 6.3). For the example of the "loading muck onto the truck" above, the time

equation for this activity can be simply formulated as:
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time load muck = cycle - length
loading _ rate

Then, "time-related" method variable ("loading_rate") can be positively correlated with

the resource variables such as the number of loaders, the number of trucks while this can

be negatively correlated with the other resource variable such as the amount of muck to be

loaded.
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6.4.6. Idle cost estimation

Another development of the new resource model with detailed estimates is to estimate

the idle costs of the activities.

As discussed in Section 6.4.5, the idle times of the activities can be considered in the

detailed estimates. In the detailed estimates, idle costs of the activities are incurred every

time the activities are delayed, and therefore, these costs need to be considered together

with the idle times of the activities. However, idle costs of the activities cannot be explicitly

considered in cost estimation in the current DAT.

Since the idle costs vary depending on the idle time of the activities, the idle costs of the

activities can be defined as a function of the idle time of an activity and idle cost of the

activity per unit time. Therefore, in the new resource model in the DAT, the cost equation

for the idle cost of the "Activity" can be defined as shown in Eq. 6-17.

Eq. 6-17

idle_ cos t _ activity = idle _ time() x idle _ cos t _ unit _ time

Where

idle_cost activity: Idle cost of the "Activity", ($)

idle_time(): Idle time of the "Activity"

(day), Internal function used in the DAT

idle_cost_unittime: Idle cost of the "Activity" per unit time

($/day), Cost-related method variable
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As mentioned in Section 6.4.5, idle time of an activity can be obtained from a new

internal function, "idle_time ()" in the new resource model which can be used in the cost

equations. This internal function returns the idle time of the activity every time the activity

is delayed during a simulation.

In addition, the new resource model allows one to define the idle cost of the activity per

unit time (e.g., $/day) as a "cost-related" method variable for each activity. Examples of the

procedure to estimate the idle costs will be shown in Section 9.1.2 with the sample

simulations.
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6.4.7. Simple estimates vs. detailed estimates

The differences between the two different approaches (i.e., simple estimates and detailed

estimates) are compared in Table 6-2.

The differences between the two approaches are as follows:

1. The simple estimates usually require less effort to define input data because the

tunnel construction process is analyzed at the upper levels and the method variables

are defined in an aggregate form. On the other hand, the detailed estimates require

much more effort to prepare and define input data since the tunnel construction

process needs to be analyzed at more detailed levels, and tunneling costs need to be

defined with the itemized method variables in the model. For this reason, the

detailed estimates lead to a more complex model than the simple estimates.

2. The simple estimates can incorporate the amount of resources indirectly into the

estimates of cost and time by specifying a correlation between the method variable

and the resource variable. In contrast, the resource variables can be directly used to

formulate the cost and time equations in the detailed estimates. This, in turn,

enhances the accuracy of estimates.

3. The simple estimates can be used for the conceptual or rough estimates of cost and

time for establishing the budget at the very early stage of the project. On the other

hand, the detailed estimates can be used for more complete and accurate estimates

for preparing the firm's bid. The detailed estimates can also be used for the detailed
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resource management plans or updating the project by using additional or more

detailed information obtained during construction phase. Clearly, the detailed

estimates are sensitive to the detail of information and data availability.

4. The simple estimates may overlook or ignore some relevant steps and interactions

between the tunneling activities at detailed level. In contrast, the detailed estimates

can for instance consider the idle time and idle cost due to the interaction between

the tunneling activities or a lack of resources/storage at the detailed level.

5. The simple estimates can provide information on the growth of the total

construction cost in time (i.e., "cash flow"). However, in addition to the cash flow

of the total construction cost, the detailed estimates can also keep track of the cost

variations and cost growth (e.g., cash flow) of each of the different cost categories

of project direct costs.

In addition, the detailed estimates have some other advantages over the simple

estimates: 1. the detailed estimates can provide a standard format for cost reporting and

cost tracking; 2. the treatment of the project indirect costs is improved by taking into

account each of the cost categories of project indirect costs separately.
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Simple Estimates with Aggregate Input Detailed Estimates with Itemized Input

Much more effort to prepare/define input
Level of effort Less effort to define input data

data

WBS Cost and time estimation at the detailed
Cost and time estimation at the upper levels

(Work breakdown structure) (lower) levels

Complexity of model Simple Complex

Sensitive to detail of information / data
Sensitivity to data availability Less sensitive to data availability availability

availability

Resources Indirectly incorporate amount of resources Directly incorporate amount of resources into

in cost/time estimation into the estimates of cost and time the estimates of cost and time

Accuracy of estimation Conceptual or rough estimation Accurate estimates

Useful for more complete and accurate
Useful for conceptual estimates of cost and

Application estimates of cost and time for preparing the
time in the early stage of the project

firm's bid

Overlook or ignore some relevant steps and Represent interaction between the tunneling
Interaction between activities

interaction between tunneling activities activities associated with resources in detail

Keep track of costs of each of different cost
Cash flow Cash flow for total construction cost

categories and resource items

Provide a standard format for cost
Cost output Total construction cost

reporting and cost tracking

Consider different categories of project
Project indirect costs Considered as a lump sum (fixed cost) ate

indirect costs separately

Table 6-2. Comparison between Simple Estimates with Aggregate Input

Input

and Detailed Estimates with Itemized
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Chapter 7. Resource Scheduling and Planning

7.1. Problem statement and model requirements

The implementation of large and complex projects such as tunnels requires various

resources such as construction crews, heavy equipment, and construction materials.

Therefore, simulation models for tunnel construction require not only accurate modeling of

tunneling activities, but also modeling of resource allocation to these tunneling activities in

order to obtain the detailed estimation of tunnel construction time, cost and resource

flow/usage.

From the point of view of a simulation strategy, the DAT can be categorized as an

activity-based model as mentioned earlier. In an activity-based model, simulation

parameters such as resources move from activity to activity during simulation. After an

activity completes an operation, the involved resources can be released to one of the three

destinations: remaining in the activity, returning to the resource pool (e.g. resource center or

repository), or allocated to an immediate successor (e.g., the following activities).

Allocating a resource to a successor may involve an important decision depending on the

amount of resources available for the successors, and the number of successors that demand

the same resources. If the same resources are required by multiple immediate successors

and the amount of resources is limited, selecting a recipient is important because the
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decision may affect part or even the entire process. In this regard, resource scheduling and

planning in the simulation model for tunnel construction are crucial to the success of

project.

Resource scheduling and planning are the strategies for making tunneling plans, which

determine the construction sequences of the tunneling activities and resource allocation

during construction. Tunneling plans in the model should be made in a way that the model

can distribute resources between various work processes and competing activities.

Examination of the interaction between committed resources and activities is also important

in order to determine imbalance or poor utilization of resources in the work flow to

eliminate avoidable delays and idleness of resources. Most importantly, the model should

be able to allocate resources optimally to the tunneling activities and thus, lead to the

completion of the projects within schedule and budget.

Several aspects need to be considered to obtain an optimal tunneling plan in the model.

Making tunneling plans (i.e., construction sequence and resource allocation) requires

considerations of many factors related to the technical/structural precedence of the

tunneling activities, resource/space availability, dynamic status of the process, and work

continuity. In addition, it is very important to consider special characteristics and practical

aspects of the tunnel construction process (e.g., type of excavation methods, cyclic

operation, distance between headings or drifts, and the preempting activities). This is so

because, even if all the resources are available for the tunneling activities, tunneling plans

can vary significantly depending on these special characteristics and practical aspects of the

tunnel construction process as will be discussed in Section 7.5.
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The current DAT normally set the predefined heuristic rules for prioritizing activities in

dealing with resource allocation. However, this does not guarantee an optimal resource

allocation in the model. Moreover, important requirements such as some special

characteristics and practical aspects of the tunnel construction process (e.g., preempting

activities) are not considered for making tunneling plans in the current DAT. Therefore, a

new resource model with new approaches for resource scheduling and planning needs to be

developed.

In the following sections, several existing approaches for resource scheduling and

planning will be briefly discussed (Section 7.2) followed by a description of the new

approach to achieve the optimal tunneling plan, and the requirements of the new resource

model in the DAT (Section 7.3).
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7.2. Existing approaches for resource optimization

There are various existing approaches for resource optimization which have been

developed and implemented into the models. Each approach has its own advantages, and its

own specialized solution algorithms that take into account the objectives, constraints, and

premises of the problem. On the other hand, they have several limitations when applied to

modeling of tunnel construction. Several of these existing approaches which have been

widely used in practice such as mathematical approaches, heuristic methods, and genetic

algorithms will be briefly introduced below with comments on their advantages and

limitations

Mathematical approaches

Various mathematical approaches have been formulated to optimally solve the problem

of resource allocation, including integer programming (IP), branch-and bound and dynamic

programming and the implicit enumeration approaches (Davis 1973; Lee and Gatton 1994;

Sung and Lim 1996; Demeulemeester and Herroelen 1997). However, the efficiency of the

algorithms in searching for solutions depends on making strong assumptions about the

objective functions and constraints employed in the model, which may depart from real-

world situations (Chan et al. 1996). Furthermore, their primary disadvantage is that they

can not solve the bigger and complicated problems encountered in practice due to a

phenomenon called "combinatorial explosion" which can be simply defined as an
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exponential increase of all the possible solutions with the number of inputs. For example,

considering a binary problem with 20 variables, each of which must be 0 or 1, this will

have 220 = 1,048,576 possible solutions to enumerate to find a best one. Now if we consider

a small-size tunnel project with 100 activities, then the number of all the possible solutions

to examine is 2100 solutions (roughly 1030), which is impossible to handle, even for a very

fast computer. This combinatorial explosion becomes even worse for general integer

variables that can take on even more values than just the two possibilities for binary

variables. Therefore, the mathematical approaches may not be applicable to solve the

problem of resource allocation for large and complex projects such as tunnels. In addition,

the optimal solution obtained from the mathematical approaches may not be implemented

in practice since no model with mathematical approaches has ever taken into account the

special characteristics and practical aspects of the tunnel construction process (e.g., type of

excavation methods, cyclic operation, distance between the headings or drifts, and the

preempting activities), which can affect the sequence of construction and resource

allocation significantly. In fact, it would not be easy to develop mathematical formulations

of the objective functions and constraints in the model by considering all dynamic changes

in construction sequences and resource allocation, and the interaction/interrelation between

the tunneling activities due to all characteristics of the tunnel construction process.

Furthermore, as mentioned earlier, the model needs to be simplified by making strong

assumptions about the objective functions and constraints in order to improve the efficiency

in searching for solutions.

Considering all these limitations mentioned above, the mathematical approaches are not
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suitable for the new resource model in the DAT.

Approaches with the Heuristic Methods

The heuristic methods have been applied to many models and systems to overcome the

problem of combinatorial explosion in mathematical approaches. A single rule or a

hierarchy of rules is used to decide the order of resource allocation among competing

activities (Morse and Whitehouse 1988). Accordingly, the resource is given to the top-

ranked activity and the others are delayed. These rules have been shown to perform well for

a variety of problems and are widely used in actual practice because of their simplicity and

efficiency in application. In fact, any established heuristic rule for prioritizing activities can

be embedded in a model such as the "minimum total slack", the "most resources first", the

"shortest task first", the "latest start prioritization" rule or a combination of rules. Therefore,

heuristic rules are able to rationalize the scheduling process and make it manageable for

practical size projects (Talbot and Patterson 1979).

Another advantage is that the heuristic rules can be developed considering some special

characteristics of the tunnel construction process such as cyclic operation; hence such

characteristics of tunnel construction process can be reflected in resource allocation plan.

However, even if certain heuristic rules produce very good feasible solutions, many

studies have shown that the effectiveness of certain heuristic rules can vary from one

project to the other since heuristic rules are problem-dependent (Chan et al. 1996).

Therefore, there are no hard guidelines that help in selecting the best heuristic rule to use
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for a given project (Hegazy 1999). Further, the most critical limitation of heuristics rules is

that they cannot guarantee optimum solutions. In fact, this is the main reason why

approaches with heuristic methods cannot be used for the new resource model in the DAT.

Approaches Using Genetic Algorithms

With recent developments in artificial intelligence and computer technology,

nontraditional optimization techniques, such as genetic algorithms (GAs), have emerged

and can potentially be used for resource optimization in large projects and networks.

Genetic algorithms work by emulating the natural evolution and "survival of the fittest"

mechanism in living organisms such as inheritance, mutation, selection, and crossover (also

called recombination). Genetic algorithms can be easily implemented as a computer

simulation, and have already been applied successfully to numerous areas in civil

engineering and construction, including time-cost tradeoff analysis of non-repetitive

projects (Li and Love 1997; Hegazy and Ayed 1999).

The genetic algorithms (GAs) overcome the problem with the combinatorial explosion,

which is the major drawback of the mathematical approaches, and they also provide the

optimal or near-optimal solutions to the problem, which cannot be guaranteed by the

heuristic methods. Therefore, the genetic algorithms can provide the basis for a general

method of resource scheduling in construction projects. For instance, the model allocates

resources to activities with the objective of minimizing the project duration under limited

resource constraints.
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The GAs procedure that suits optimal resource allocation in simulation models normally

involves several steps. First, a solution to the optimization problem is represented by a

single string-like entity called a chromosome. A chromosome typically consists of a number

of genes, which may be visualized as boxes arranged in a linear fashion as shown in Figure

7-1. Two attributes are associated with each gene: its position (e.g., the priority of an

activity) and its contents (e.g. an activity in the project network).

Figure 7-1. Chromosome Consists of A String of Genes

To evaluate each solution (chromosome), an objective function (e.g. maximizing

production, minimizing cost, etc.) is formulated. Constraints such as limits on production

amounts, resource availability, and operational hours also can be set. In essence, genetic

optimization starts with generation of an initial population of random solutions

(chromosomes). A larger population size will increase the likelihood of obtaining a global

optimum since a larger pool has a better chance to find an optimum, but it substantially
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increases processing time. Once a population of chromosomes is initially generated

randomly, the fitness of each chromosome is evaluated with respect to a fitness function

(referred to as an objective function) which quantifies the optimality of a solution (i.e., a

chromosome) so that particular chromosome can be ranked against all the other

chromosomes depending on how good their solution is. The initial solution in the

population undergoes evolution toward better solutions to the problem through successive

generations. In each generation, a solution having a good fitness will improve the

population and produce a next generation through repetitive application of any or all of the

genetic operators (e.g., mutation, selection, and crossover) which is a process used in

genetic algorithms to maintain genetic diversity for the process of evolution. A complete

description of each of these genetic operators can be found in many references (Whitley

1994; Chan et al. 1996; Leu et al. 1999; Hegazy 1999). After repeating the process for all

populations, the relative merit of each solution in the population and the optimum solution

can be selected, and the algorithm terminates. As a termination condition, one can limit a

maximum number of generations in order to reduce the computational time to obtain the

solutions. However, a satisfactory solution may or may not be reached, even if the model

terminates after it goes through a maximum number of generations.

There are also several limitations to the application of the GAs because they do not

consider the technical/structural precedence of the activities, dynamic degree of the

resource requirements, and special characteristics of the tunnel construction process (e.g.,

distance requirements between the headings or drifts, and the preempting activities). In

addition, a large amount of computing time may be required considering the very large
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number of resources and associated tunneling activities, and repetitive activation of

activities.

As discussed above, none of the existing approaches can satisfy all the requirements for

optimal resource allocation in tunnel construction. In particular, none of existing

approaches has ever taken into account the special characteristics and practical aspects of

the tunnel construction process such as distance requirements between the top heading and

bench in heading and bench operation (or multiple drift), and preempting activities (e.g.,

blasting). Therefore, new approaches for resource optimization need to be developed and

need to be implemented into the resource model in the DAT as will be discussed in the

following sections.
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7.3. New approach for resource scheduling and planning

As discussed in the previous sections, the characteristics of the tunnel construction

process such as the type of excavation methods, distance requirement between the headings,

cyclic operation, and the preempting activities are very important since tunneling plans

(construction sequences of the tunneling activities and resource allocation) can vary

dynamically depending on these characteristics. However, all the existing approaches and

the current DAT have not considered many of these important requirements for resource

scheduling and planning.

As shown in Figure 7-2, tunneling plans can vary depending on the characteristics of the

tunnel construction. First of all, tunneling plans can be divided into two categories

depending on the type of excavation methods; full-face excavation method and multiple-

face excavation methods (e.g., heading and bench, and multiple-drift'). This is so because

the precedence logic to model certain tunneling projects, which controls the performance of

tunneling activities considering start time/end time/ processing time of each activity, and

interrelation among activities, and especially the resource allocation; is different depending

on the type of excavation methods. Especially, tunneling plans for heading and bench

operation can also vary depending on the distance between the two headings, resource

availability and different way to treat the preempting activities.

In the new resource model in the DAT, an optimal tunneling plan which produces the

1 Tunneling plans for multiple-drift are not considered in this study. The development of tunneling plans

and model requirements for multiple-drift will be discussed in the context of future studies in Chapter 10.
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shortest construction time will be selected among all the possible tunnel plans, thus

eliminating a major limitation of the current DAT where the heuristic rules cannot

guarantee an optimal tunneling plan.

The development of tunneling plans and the optimization of tunneling plans as well as

the development of the corresponding new resource model in the DAT will now be

discussed in detail (Full-face excavation in Section 7.4 and heading bench operation in

Section 7.5).

Type of
Excavation Methods

Distance between
the two headings

Resource Preempting
Availability Activities

Figure 7-2. Tunneling Plans depending on the
Aspects of the Tunnel Construction Process

Special Characteristics and Practical
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7.4. Full-face excavation

The precedence logic of the activities in one cycle for the full-face excavation is mostly

determined by technical/structural precedences. This means that one activity can start only

after all the preceding activities are completed, and resources are allocated to activities on a

first-come-first-served basis in the same cycle of a tunneling operation. Therefore, for full-

face excavation, there are no tunneling activities occurring in parallel which compete or

share the same resources between them in the same cycle.

These characteristics of the construction process and resource allocation in the full-face

excavation can be represented in the current DAT since the precedence logic of the

tunneling activities in the same cycle can be directly represented by the sequence of

tunneling activities in the "Activity network", and the model allocates resources to the

activities in the order of occurrence in the same cycle (i.e., first-come-first served basis).

However, activities performed in the different cycles, in different sections of the tunnel

or even in different tunnels could also occur in parallel in the same time frame. When the

activities occur in parallel in time but at different locations for full-face excavation, these

activities may or may not share/compete the same resources depending on resource

availability and types of resources which each of the activities occurring in parallel requires.

Two different cases can be considered depending on whether or not the activities compete

for the same resource (i.e., Cases 1 and 2).
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7.4.1. Case 1

Case 1 represents the case, in which the activities occurring in parallel in time but at

different locations do not compete or share the same resources.

For example, if lining needs to be placed some distance behind the tunnel face (i.e.,

lining starts some time after the tunnel face proceeds), lining could occur in parallel with

other major tunneling activities performed at the tunnel face in the same time frame but in

different locations of the tunnel. However, in this case, there is usually no resource

competition or sharing between the lining activity and the other major tunneling activities

since resources (e.g., equipment, work crews, and construction materials) required for the

lining activity are different from those used for other major tunneling activities. Therefore,

the tunneling plans (i.e., precedence logic of activities and resource allocation) for the

major activities at the tunnel face are not affected by the lining activity.

Other examples are resource processing (e.g., changing in size and shape, or mixing of

construction materials) and resource transportation (e.g., driving resources out of the tunnel

or driving resources into the tunnel face). Similarly to the case for the lining example, the

activities for resource processing or resource transportation can occur in parallel in time

with the other major tunneling activities, but at the different locations of the tunnel.

Activities for the resource transportation may start or end in the same cycle or location of

the tunnel, in which the major tunneling activities are performed. However, these activities

(i.e., resource transportation) are performed not only within the tunnel section of the current

cycle (i.e., at the tunnel face) but also in different sections along the tunnel or outside of the

tunnel (e.g., between the tunnel face and disposal area/repositories) (This will be discussed
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in the context of the resource handling system in Chapter 8). Since the resources required

for resource processing or resource transportation are different from those for the other

major tunneling activities at the face, there is no resource competition or sharing between

the activities for resource processing/ resource transportation and the major tunneling

activities.

7.4.2. Case 2

Case 2 represents the case in which the activities occurring in parallel in time, but at

different locations may compete or share the same resources.

For example, when the tunnel is excavated in two opposite directions from a shaft, or

when two tunnels are built in parallel (e.g., two tunnels running in parallel or two tunnels

diverging from one tunnel), the tunneling activities in two different locations can be

performed simultaneously (see Figure 7-3).

In Case 2, two different situations can be considered depending on resource availability:

1. All the resources are available for the tunneling activities performed in two different

locations; 2. tunnel construction can proceed in only one of the two locations due to limited

resources.
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Excavation Direction
I

Two Opposite Tunnels from the Shaft

Excavation Direction

Two Parallel Tunnels

I -,

Excavation Direction

Figure 7-3. Tunneling Activities Occurring in Parallel in two Different Locations
(Case 2)
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In Case 2, if all the resources are available for the two different locations (two directions

from the shaft, two parallel tunnels, a tunnel branching off in two directions; see "A" and

"B" in Figure 7-3), the tunneling activities occurring in parallel can be performed without

causing a delay in construction due to lack of resources (note that cases for activities

occurring in parallel in time at more than three different locations are not considered in this

study).

However, if tunnel construction can proceed at only one of the two locations due to

limited resources, construction in two different locations has to proceed one after another.

This means that the tunneling activities in one of the two locations become idle.

Tunneling plans for the activities in a cycle for each of the different locations are as

simple as other cases for full-face excavation (i.e., precedence logic of the activities based

on the technical/structural precedence, and the resource allocation plan on the first-come-

first-serve basis), while tunneling plans for the entire tunnel may be different depending on

how the resources are allocated to each of the two locations (i.e., the priority of resource

allocation between the two locations). Two different possible plans for this special case (i.e.,

Case 2 with limited resources) can be considered:

First, construction at two different locations can be performed one after another at every

cycle(s). This plan can be considered if construction at one location should keep pace with

construction at the other location. In this case, to which of the two locations the resources

are allocated first does not make much difference in terms of the total construction time and

cost. However, since resources need to be transported or relocated continuously between
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the two locations at the end of every cycle(s), the total construction time and cost will

increase by the time and cost for transportation or relocation of the resources.

Second, it is also possible to complete one tunnel (a tunnel at one location) and then the

other (a tunnel at the other location). In this case, the cost and time for the transportation or

relocation of the resources are less than those for the first plan since the resources need to

be transported or relocated from one location to the other only once after construction at

one location is completed. In this case, to which of the two locations the resources are

allocated first does not make much difference in terms of the construction time and cost if

the lengths of each tunnel are similar to each other. However, if construction in one of the

two locations is critical in terms of the construction time, the resources should be allocated

first to the critical part of the tunnel and construction in this part should be performed first.

A simple example in Figure 7-4 shows construction of the two opposite tunnels from a

shaft where the length of the right side of the tunnel (i.e., "Part B-Method 1" and "Part B-

Method 2") is much longer than the other (i.e., "Part A-Method 1"). In this specific

example, the tunneling activities of "Method 1" in "Part A-Method 1" and "Part B-Method

1" require different resources than those used for "Method 2" in "Part B-Method 2". In this

case, the resources required for "Method 1" need to be allocated to the right side of the

tunnel (i.e., "Part B-Method 1") first since the resources required for construction in the left

side of the tunnel (i.e., "Part A-Method 1") will be available after completion of

construction in "Part B-Method 1". After construction in "Part B-Methodl" is completed,

construction in "Part A-Method 1" and "Part B-Method 2" can be performed in parallel

since they require different resources. For this, "Part A-Method 1" needs to be connected to
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the end of the "Part B-Method 1" in the DAT tunnel network as shown in Figure 7-5.

Figure 7-4. Construction of Two Opposite Tunnels from A Shaft

Part B - Method 1 Part B - Method 2

El

0= Part A - Method 1

DAT Tunnel Network

Figure 7-5. Tunnel Network in the DAT

As can be seen in all the cases above (Cases 1 and 2), the tunneling plans for full-face

excavation are relatively simple and can be represented and handled with the current DAT

without any modification.
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7.5. Heading and bench operation

The precedence logic of the tunneling activities and the resource allocation plan for

heading and bench operation (or multiple drift) can be very complicated compared to those

for full-face excavation (note that as mentioned in Section 7.3, tunneling plans for multiple

drift are not considered in this study). This is so because tunneling plans must be developed

in a way that they satisfy not only technical/structural precedence of tunneling activities,

design details and resource/space availability, but also some other aspects such as min-max

distance between headings, and the preempting activities (e.g., blasting). The minimum and

maximum distances between headings or drifts are a critical factor in planning the resource

allocation and the construction sequences for the heading and bench operation. In the

longitudinal sense, "headings" follow each other at a certain distance. The leading heading

cannot be less or more than a certain distance ahead of the following heading (see "distance

x" in Figure 7-6).

Excavation direction

Figure 7-6. Distance Requirement in Heading and Bench Operation
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7.5.1. Three different phases in the heading and bench operation

The construction process in the heading and bench operation can be divided into three

different phases depending on the distance between the two headings: Phases I, II and III

(see Figure 7-7).

Phase I: At the very beginning of the heading and bench operation, construction in the top

heading always precedes construction in the bench in this phase of construction in order to

produce the "minimum distance" between the two headings. For this, all the resources will

be allocated to the activities performed in the top heading as long as the distance between

the top heading and bench is shorter than the "minimum distance" between the two

headings (see Phase I in Figure 7-7). Therefore, the construction sequence in this phase is

simply determined by the precedence logic of the activities in the top heading, which is

based on the technical/structural precedence of the activities such as the one for full-face

excavation. In addition, the resources will be allocated on the first-come-first-served basis.

Phase III: Here, all the resources will be allocated to the activities performed in the bench

when construction in the top heading is completed. Tunneling plans for "Phase III" will be

considered usually at the end of the heading and bench operation. Analogous to

construction in Phase I, the construction sequence and the resource allocation in Phase III

are the same as those for full-face excavation.
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Figure 7-7. Three Different Phases in the Heading and Bench Operation

Phase II: In this phase of construction, the distance between the top heading and bench

ranges between the "minimum and maximum distances". Phase II can then be divided into

two cases depending on resource availability of the tunneling activities for each heading:

Phase II-A: All the resources are available for the activities in both headings

Phase II-B: Resources are available for the activities in only one of the headings

Phase II-A and Phase II-B will be explained in Sections 7.5.2 and 7.5.3, respectively.
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7.5.2. Phase II-A

This represents the case, in which all the resources required for the activities performed

in both headings are available. In other words, one does not need to make a special plan to

decide on the sequence of the activities between the two headings and the priority of the

resource allocation to one of the two headings, since the construction sequence and the

resource allocation plan in one heading are not affected by those in the other heading. As

for construction in Phases I and III, the tunneling plans for each heading are as simple as

those for full-face excavation.

However, in Phase II-A, there are two aspects that need to be considered: 1. Distance

between the top heading and bench; 2. Preempting activities. For these two considerations,

special tunneling plans need be made:

Distance requirements between the two headings

The tunneling plans (i.e., the precedence logic of the activities and resource allocation

plans) can vary depending on the distance between the top heading and bench. If the

distance between the two headings becomes shorter than the "minimum distance", all the

resources need to be allocated only to the activities in the top heading and the activities in

the bench and the resources for those activities should remain idle until the distance

between the two headings becomes longer than the "minimum distance". On the other hand,

if the distance between the two headings is greater than the "maximum distance", all the

resources should be allocated only to the activities in the bench, and the activities in the top
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heading and the resources for the top heading will remain idle until construction in the

bench can keep up with the construction in the heading while maintaining a certain distance.

Hence in Phase II-A, there will be dynamic changes in resource allocation depending on

not only the predefined distances between the two headings (i.e., the "minimum and

maximum distances") but also the differences of the advance rates and the duration of the

activities between the two headings.

Preempting activities

Another consideration for Phase II-A is activities that preempt other activities in the

other heading such as blasting. This is not a problem if the distance between the two

headings is long enough so that even if blasting is going on in one heading, the tunneling

activities can be performed in the other heading. However, in most cases, activities such as

blasting preempt other activities performed in the other heading for the safety reasons.

Depending on how to treat the preempting activities in practice, two different tunneling

plans, namely Plan A and Plan B can be considered to represent the preempting activities as

will now be discussed (Sections 7.5.2.1 and 7.5.2.2).

7.5.2.1. Plan A

For Plan A, tunneling plans can be made in a way that when the preempting activities are

performed in one heading, no tunneling activities can be performed in the other heading

and should remain idle (even if the resources for those activities are available and the
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distance between the two headings ranges between the "minimum and maximum

distances"). Hence, due to the idle times of the preempted activities, the time to complete

tunnel construction will increase. Figure 7-8 illustrates an example of Plan A in Phase II-A

showing how the preempting activities could affect the construction sequences and resource

allocation for Plan A (note that Phase II-A begins after the top heading proceeds 3 cycles

(i.e., Cycle 1(H), Cycle 2(H) and Cycle 3(H)) to produce the minimum distance between

the two headings (i.e., Phase I). As shown in this figure, no other tunneling activities are

performed while the preempting activities are performed in the other heading. In this

example (see the enlarged view of "Cycle 4 (H) and Cycle 1 (B) in Figure 7-8), there are

three delays before starting the activities, "Blast-H" and "Muck-H" in the top heading (i.e.,

"Cycle 4 (H)"), and "Blast-B" in the bench (i.e., "Cycle 1 (B)") due to the preempting

activities (e.g., "Blast-H" and "Blast-B"). For example, the "Blast-H" activity will remain

idle in order to avoid overlapping with the "Load-B" until the "Load-B" is completed since

the "Load-B" starts earlier than the "Blast-H" (note that it would not be realistic if the

"Load-B" activity is stopped in the middle of operation). The "Muck-H" and "Blast-B"

activities are preempted by the "Blast-B" and "Blast-H" activities, respectively (see Figure

7-8). In addition, this example shows that "Cycle 2 (B)" is delayed after completion of

"Cycle 1 (B)" until "Cycle 5 (H)" is completed because the distance between the two

headings is shorter than the "minimum distance" before "Cycle 2 (B)" is scheduled to begin.
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Figure 7-8. Distance-scaled and Time-scaled Views of Tunneling Activities for Plan A in Phase II-A
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7.5.2.2. Plan B

For Plan B, tunneling plans can be made by scheduling the operation of the preempting

activities in a way that the preempting activities in both headings are performed at the same

time. For this, one of the two preempting activities in one heading may need to be delayed

in order to synchronize the starting time of the preempting activities in the two headings.

Figure 7-9 shows an example of Plan B in Phase II-A. As shown in this figure, the starting

time of the preempting activity in the top heading (i.e., "Blast-H" in "Cycle 4 (H)") is

delayed until the "Load-B" in the bench is completed so that the preempting activities in

both headings (i.e., "Blast-H" in "Cycle 4 (H)" and "Blast-B" in "Cycle 1 (B)") can start at

the same time (see enlarged view of the "Cycle 4 (H) and Cycle 1 (B) in Figure 7-9).

With Plan B, the idle times of other tunneling activities due to the preempting activities,

and thus the tunnel construction time can be reduced compared to those with Plan A

because the preempting activities which may cause the idle times of the other tunneling

activities are performed at the same time. For example, the two examples shown in Figure

7-8 and Figure 7-9 show that the construction time to complete Phase II with Plan A is 24

and 1/2 time units while the one with Plan B is 22 and 1/2 time units. In fact, the tunneling

plan with Plan B would be the simplest way to perform the preempting activities such as

blasting in practice.
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Figure 7-9. Distance-scaled and Time-scaled Views of Tunneling Activities for Plan B in Phase II-A
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7.5.3. Phase II-B

As mentioned in Section 7.5.1, Phase II can be divided into two phases depending on

resource availability of the tunneling activities for each heading: Phase II-A and Phase II-B.

So far, we have discussed tunneling plans for Phase II-A in which all the resources are

available for both headings in Phase II.

In contrast, Phase II-B represents tunnel construction in Phase II under the condition of

limited resources (i.e., the resources are available for the activities in only one of the

headings in Phase II). Therefore, in phase II-B, the tunneling activities in both headings

may not be performed together due to limited resources even if the distance requirement

between the two headings is satisfied.

Even if tunneling plans for the activities in the same heading are as simple as those used

for full-face excavation (see Section 7.4), tunneling plans (i.e., construction sequences and

resource allocation plans) considering all the activities in both headings could be

complicated in Phase II-B. This is so because the effect of limited resources, of the distance

requirement between the two headings, and of the preempting activities should be

considered for tunneling plans in Phase II-B. With regard to resource constraints in Phase

II-B, it is particularly important to consider the prioritization of the activities between the

two headings and the criticality of the activities for the tunneling plans. Therefore,

tunneling plans for Phase II-B and an approach to achieve the optimal resource allocation

are different from those for Phase II-A. There are four important aspects that need to be

considered for tunneling plans in Phase II-B: 1. Prioritizing activities between the two
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headings; 2. Criticality of the activities; 3. Distance requirement between the two headings;

4. Preempting activities. For these four considerations, special tunneling plans need to be

made:

Prioritizing activities between the two headings

If the activities in both headings require the same resources at the same time, there will

be not enough resources for all of them to start in Phase II-B. It is thus necessary to

prioritize the activities between the two headings so that the resources can then be allocated

to either the activities in the top heading or bench first (note that there will not be resource

competition among the activities in the same heading as discussed in Section 7.4).

In an example shown in Figure 7-10, the first two activities in each heading can start at

the same time at the very beginning of construction in Phase II-B (i.e., "Drill-H" in H4 and

"Drill-B" in Bi) since the distance between the two headings begins to fall into the ranges

between the minimum and maximum distances after the top heading proceeds 3 cycles (H1,

H2, and H3) to produce the minimum distance between the two headings. However, due to

limited resources in Phase II-B, these two activities compete for the same resources, and

thus the resources can be allocated to only one activity between the two headings.

With regard to this, tunneling plans for Phase II-B need to be made in a way that the

prioritization of the activities should guarantee the optimal resource allocation leading to

the shortest construction time.
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Figure 7-10. An Example of Resource Competition in Phase II-B

Criticality of the activities

As mentioned above, it is necessary to prioritize the activities between the two headings

when the activities in top the heading and those in the bench require the same type of

resources at the same time in phase II-B. However, there might not be much chance that the

activities in both headings requiring the same resources start at the same time since the

activities of the different headings generally have different starting times and durations. In

addition, even if the resources are available for the activities only in one of the headings in

Phase II-B, it is still possible that the tunneling activities in the top heading and bench

could be performed in parallel if the activities in each heading require different resources.

Considering resource allocation with limited resources, it is very important to consider

the overall criticality of the activities for making tunneling plans in Phase II-B. This is so

because the resources should be allocated to the more critical activities in order to produce

the shortest construction time. Therefore, the optimal dynamic resource allocation plan

requires that non-critical activities be held back deliberately and not be allowed to start so

that resources will be available to perform more critical activities which can start later

otherwise.
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Preempting activities

Considering the preempting activities in Phase II-B, tunneling plans need to be made in a

way that when the preempting activities (e.g., blasting) are performed in one heading, no

tunneling activities can be performed in the other heading and should remain idle. In fact,

the way to treat the preempting activities in Phase II-B is the same as the one used for Plan

A in Phase II-A (see Section 7.5.2). While the preempting activities in both headings can be

performed at the same time in Phase II-A (i.e., Plan B), they cannot be performed at the

same time in Phase II-B due to limited resources.

Distance requirement between the two headings

Similarly to Phase II-A (see Section 7.5.2), the tunneling plans (i.e., the precedence logic

of the activities and resource allocation plans) can vary depending on the distance between

the top heading and bench in Phase II-B. This is so because the top heading cannot be

shorter or longer than a certain distance ahead of the bench.
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7.5.4. Relevant capabilities and limitations of the current DAT to model

heading and bench operation

This section will explain how the current DAT can model heading and bench operation,

and the relevant capabilities and limitations of the current DAT to model two different cases

in Phase II (i.e., Phase II-A and Phase II-B) mentioned in Sections 7.5.2 and 7.5.3,

respectively.

In the current DAT, the heading and bench operation can be defined by two separate

activity networks, each of which represents the tunneling activities in the top heading and

bench. Therefore, as shown in Figure 7-11, each heading can have the different cycle

lengths, and the activities in one heading can proceed regardless of the completion of those

in the other heading (e.g., the "Drill-H" activity in the top heading of "Cycle 2" can start

when all the activities in the top heading of "Cycle 1" are completed even if all the

activities in the bench of "Cyclel" are not completed). In addition, the distance

requirements between the two headings, which is one of the practical considerations for

tunneling plans in Phase II-A (see Section 7.5.2) can be considered in the current DAT since

the "minimum and maximum distances" between the two headings can be specified in the

current DAT. Also, tunnel construction in Phases I and III where the activities are

performed only in one heading can be represented by specifying the "minimum and

maximum distances" in the model.
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Figure 7-11. Modeling Heading and Bench Operation in the Current DAT

Therefore, heading and bench operations can be modeled closely to those in practice in

the current DAT in that important characteristics can be considered (i.e., the cycle lengths

of each heading are generally different, the activities in one heading can advance to the next

cycle regardless of the completion of the other heading, and the tunneling activities in the

top heading should keep a certain distance ahead of those in the bench).

However, during course of this study, several limitations of the current DAT have been

identified. These limitations of the current DAT are different for each of the two cases in

Phase II (i.e., Phase II-A and Phase II-B), since they need different considerations, and thus

different tunneling plans. For Phase II-A, the limitations of the current DAT are mostly

related to the representation of the preempting activities in the model. For Phase II-B, the

current DAT cannot represent the preempting activities and cannot prioritize activities and

consider the criticality of the activities. These limitations will now be discussed in more

detail.
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7.5.4.1. Limitations of the current DAT for Phase II-A

As mentioned in Section 7.5.2, there are two different ways to treat the preempting

activities (i.e., Plans A and B). The limitations of the current DAT for Plans A and B in

Phase II-A will now be discussed:

For Plan A (see Section 7.5.2.1), there is no way to define activities, which can preempt the

other activities performed in the other heading in the current DAT because the tunneling

activities for each heading are defined in two separate activity networks (see Section 7.5.4),

and because no activity in one heading can directly affect the operations of the other

activities in the other heading in the current DAT.

For Plan B, there is no physical connection between the two activity networks (i.e., one

for the top heading and the other for the bench). Therefore, the interrelation of the tunneling

activities between the two headings (i.e., the preempting activities in both headings start at

the same time), especially if they are performed in different cycles or sections of tunnel

(e.g., the preempting activities "Blast-H" in "Cycle 4(H)" and "Blast-B" in "Cycle 1(B)"

need to start at the same time as shown in Figure 7-9) cannot be directly specified in the

activity network of the current DAT.

To eliminate these limitations, a new model needs to be developed by modifying the

current DAT. The new model for Plans A and B in Phase II-A will be discussed in Sections

7.5.5 and 7.5.6, respectively.
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7.5.4.2. Limitations of the current DAT for Phase II-B

The current DAT have several limitations to model tunnel construction process in Phase

II-B with regard to a number of important aspects that need to be considered for tunneling

plans in Phase II-B (i.e., the prioritization of the activities, the criticality of the activities,

and the preempting activities). Each of these limitations will now be discussed:

In dealing with resource competition between the activities, the current DAT sets

predefined heuristic rules for prioritizing activities. The rules used in the current DAT to

specify, which activity will be served first with resources are as follows (the first rule is

considered first):

1) Every activity has a priority; the activity with the highest priority is served first.

2) The activity that has been waiting the longest is served first.

3) If activities have the same priority and have been waiting the same time, the activity

served first is picked at random

However, as mentioned in Section 7.2, while these heuristic rules used in the current

DAT have advantages in terms of their simplicity and efficiency in application, this does

not guarantee the optimal resource allocation to complete the projects within schedule and

budget.

With regard to resource allocation with limited resources, the resources are allocated to

the activity in the one heading which has the earlier starting time since the resources are

allocated on the first-come-first-served basis in the current DAT. However, this default
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resource allocation plan in the current DAT would obviously be inefficient since it may

ignore the overall criticality of the activities. Therefore, the default resource allocation plan

in the current DAT cannot guarantee an optimal tunneling plan, which can produce the

shortest construction time.

Considering the preempting activities in Phase II-B, there is no way to represent the

preempting activities in the current DAT. This is so because the tunneling activities for each

heading are defined in two separate activity networks and thus no activity in one heading

can directly affect the operations of the other activities in the other heading in the current

DAT. In addition, the current DAT cannot differentiate the preempting activities from other

normal activities.

The new model which overcomes and improves the limitations of the current DAT for

Phase II-B will be discussed in Section 7.5.7.
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7.5.5. New model for Plan A in Phase II-A

For Plan A (i.e., during the operation of the preempting activities in one heading, no

tunneling activities can be performed in the other heading), the new model needs to be

developed such that an activity performed in one heading can control the activities in the

other heading. This can be done by adding new starting conditions of the activity to the

model.

Before discussing the new starting conditions of the activity for Plan A, one needs to

understand the activity in the current DAT in more detail first including the components,

status and duration of the activity. As shown in Figure 7-12, an activity consists of three

components (i.e., start node, activity arc and end node), and each activity can have five

different statuses (i.e., "Not activated (NA)", "Waiting for resource (WFR)", "Running

(RUN)", "Waiting for space (WFS)", and "Finished (FIN)"). The "Not activated (NA)" and

"Waiting for resource (WFR)" statuses are checked at the start node. The "Running (RUN)"

status is related with the activity arc, and "Waiting for space (WFS)" and "Finished (FIN)"

statuses are checked at the end node. (Note that if the resources are not used in the model,

the activity can have only three statuses: "Not activated (NA)", "Running (RUN)", and

"Finished (FIN)"). The status of an activity changes during the simulation as follows:

The status changes from "Not activated (NA)" to "Waiting for resource (WFR)" when

the condition at "Not activated (NA)" is satisfied (i.e., all the preceding activities in the

same activity network are completed), and this time is referred to as the "Activation time"
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(see Figure 7-12). The resource availability is checked at "Waiting for resource (WFR)". If

the resources are available, the status changes to "Running (RUN)" and this time is referred

to as "Starting time". At this time, the "active or running time" of the activity is determined

(this time is randomly selected from the probability distribution of the time-related method

variables such as the advance rate for each simulation) and the "Stopping time" when the

status changes from "Running (RUN)" to "Waiting for space (WFS)" can be calculated.

Space for the produced resources is checked at "Waiting for space (SFS)". If the status of

the activity meets the condition, the status changes to "Finished (FIN)", and this time is

referred to as the "Finishing time". Otherwise, the activity waits until space is available (in

this case, the "idle or delay time" will be added to the "Finishing time").

Figure 7-12. Components, Status and Duration of the Activity in the DAT
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As explained above, the starting condition of an activity (i.e. the resource availability) is

checked at the start node before its start. As for Plan A, an activity in one heading should

check and have the information on the status of another activity performed in the other

heading before its start. The DAT can keep track of the status, current location and time of

all the activities in real time during simulation. Therefore, this can be added to the model as

new starting conditions of the activity, which will be checked at "Waiting for resource

(WFR)" as follows:

Before starting a normal activity N (i.e., non-preempting activity) in one heading, the

model needs to check whether a preempting activity is performed in the other heading. If

the preempting activity is performed in the other heading, the activity N should wait until

the preempting activity in the other heading is completed. On the other hand, before starting

a preempting activity P (e.g., blasting) in one heading, the model needs to check if any

activity is performed in the other heading. Regardless of the type of the activity in the other

heading, a preempting activity P should wait until the other activity in the other heading is

completed if any activity (either preempting or non-preempting activities) is performed in

the other heading. However, if the start times of the preempting activities in both headings

happen to be the same during construction (even if it is very unlikely to happen since the

durations and the advance rates of the tunneling activities in each heading are generally

different, and the activities in the heading should keep a certain distance ahead of those in

the bench), the preempting activities in both headings will start at the same time.

From the user's point of view, the only thing they need to do in the new model compared
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to the current DAT is to define the "preempting activities" as a different type of activity

than other activities so that the program can differentiate "the preempting activities" from

other activities (i.e. normal activities) during simulation.

The detailed procedures to define input data and the differences of the simulation results

between the current DAT and the new model for Plan A will be discussed in Chapter 9.
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7.5.6. New model for Plan B in Phase II-A

For Plan B (i.e., the preempting activities in both headings are performed at the same

time), there are a number of aspects that need to be considered for the new model:

1. Interrelation of the preempting activities between the two headings and possible

tunneling plans

Since the cycle lengths of each heading are generally different, the number of cycles in

each heading within a certain section of the tunnel, where a specific heading and bench

operation is applied, are different. Thus the number of the preempting activities in each

heading within this section is also different. Therefore, for Plan B, the model should be able

to decide which preempting activity in the top heading should start with which preempting

activity in the bench in Phase II-A (i.e., all the resources required for the activities in both

headings are available, and thus both headings can proceed together). If n number of the

preempting activities in the top heading and k number of the preempting activities in the

bench will be performed within the entire section of the tunnel in Phase II-A, the number of

the possible combinations of the two preempting activities in each heading starting together

in this section is:

n Ck
"Cke k! (n -k)!

(i.e., the number of ways of picking k unordered outcomes from n possibilities)
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For example, if the heading has three cycles (H1, H2, and H3 in Figure 7-13) and the bench

has two cycles (BI and B2) in Phase II-A, there will be three possible combinations of the

preempting activities between the two headings for Plan B (i.e., 3C2 = 3) (e.g., the

preempting activities in "H4" and "B 1" and those in "H5" and "B2" for "Tunneling Plan 1",

the preempting activities in "H4" and "Bl" and those in "H6" and "B2" for "Tunneling

Plan 2", and the preempting activities in "H5" and "B " and those in "H6" and "H2" for

"Tunneling Plan 3" start at the same time).

H ) ................ ..............I .. .. 2 Ph.. . . . ...... P ... . .(H, I(Phase 1) . H2 (Phase 1) H3 (Phase i) N
(B)

Phase II-AMinimum distance between heads

H2 2Phase l i Hn Phase i
Tunneling Plan 1

Bench (B) 8 3 (Phase 1i) 8 4 (Phase l1)

Phase II-A
B2:H5 :

51:44 '............. . .....
...................................................

Phase II-AMinimum distance between heads

Top Heading
Bench 63 8(Phase I8 84 (Phase 1I):

Phase II-A
B2:H6
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Phase II-A
,• ..... f----.. _..•.•-Minimum distance between heads

Top H
Tunneling Plan 3B (B)I1 93 B(Phase 1i1) 84 (Phase .1

Phase II-A
B:H2:H6
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eading (H) HI (Ph-..ase H2 (Phase i H3 hPs e

Tunneling Plan 2

Figure 7-13. Possible Combinations of the Two Preempting Activities in the Heading

and Bench for "Plan B"

Since each heading (i.e., top heading and bench) usually has many cycles in the entire

section of the tunnel in Phase II-A, there will be a large number of the tunneling plans (i.e.,

possible combinations of the preempting activities between the two headings). However,
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among those plans, only the tunneling plans which can satisfy the distance requirements

between the two headings in Phase II-A will be considered. For example, the preempting

activity in the cycle "H2" and one in the cycle "B2" may not be able to start at the same

time if all the activities in "B2" should remain idle until the completion of all the activities

in "H2" in order to maintain the "minimum distance" between the two headings (see

"Tunneling Plan 1" at the top of Figure 7-13).

2. Optimal tunneling plans for Plan B

Among the possible tunneling plans in Phase II-A, an optimal tunneling plan can be

obtained by selecting the one that satisfies the distance requirement between the two

headings and produces the shortest construction time.

In order to simplify the process to find the optimal tunneling plan, the entire tunnel

section in Phase II-A can be divided into a number of the sub-sections of the same length

(Note that since the length of each sub-section is the same, the number of cycles, and thus

the number of preempting activities in the sub-section are the same for each heading).

Therefore, this can narrow down the number of the possible tunneling plans (i.e., the

number of the possible combinations of the preempting activities between the two

headings) for each sub-section since the number of cycles and thus, the number of

preempting activities for each heading within each sub-section can be reduced. This in fact,

can make the process to find an optimal tunneling plan much easier and faster not only for

each sub-section but also for the entire tunnel section in Phase II-A as will be shown in the
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example of Figure 7-14.

In the example of Figure 7-14, the top heading consists of 9 cycles (i.e., "Cycle 7(H)" -

"Cycle 15(H)") and the bench consists of 6 cycles (i.e., "Cycle 1(B)" - "Cycle 6(B)") in

Phase II-A. Therefore, the number of the possible tunneling plans (i.e., the possible

combinations of the two preempting activities starting at the same time in each heading) is

9C6 (= 84). However, if the given tunnel section is divided into three sub-sections of the

same length (see Figure 7-14), each of the three sub-sections has 3 cycles in the top heading,

and 2 cycles in the bench. Therefore, the number of the possible tunneling plans are 3C2 (=

3) for each sub-section, and 9 (= 3 x 3) for the entire tunnel section in Phase II-A (i.e., each

of the three sub-sections has three possible tunneling plans). Since each sub-section

consists of a collection of the same number of the cycles for each heading, each sub-section

can be referred to as a "set of cycles" as shown in Figure 7-14.

Figure 7-14. Reduction in Number of the Possible Tunneling Plans with "Plan B"
for Each Sub-section (or "Set of Cycles")
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3. "Set of cycles"

The simplest way to divide the entire tunnel section in Phase II-A into a number of "sets

of cycles (i.e., sub-sections)" would be that the length of each "set of cycles" is determined

by the least common multiple of the cycle lengths of each heading. For example, if the

cycle lengths of the top heading and bench are 4m and 6m, respectively, the length of a "set

of cycles" is 12m as shown in the example of Figure 7-15.

Minimum distance between heads "Set of Cycles I (H)" "Set of Cycles 2 (H)" "Set of Cycles 3 (H)"
Minimum distance between heads A A

Top Heading
Bench

"Set of Cycles 1 (B)" "Set of Cycles 2 (B)" "Set of Cycles 3 (B)"

<A Set of Cycles in Phase II-A>

Top Heading (H) 1
Cyl =ngt- 4m

Bench (B)
cyce Length * em

Length of
A Set of Cycles ,

Least Common Multiple
of 4m and 6m = 12m

Figure 7-15. "Set of Cycles" used for the Tunneling Plans with "Plan B" in Phase II-
A

With this approach, tunnel construction for the entire tunnel section in Phase II-A can be

represented by a number of "sets of cycles", each of which consists of the same number of

the cycles for each heading. For example, there are three "sets of cycles" in Phase II-A, and

there are three and two cycles in the top heading and bench, respectively in each "set of

cycles" in the example shown in Figure 7-15 (note that the number of cycles for each

heading in a "set of cycles" can be automatically generated in the model based on the least
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multiple common of the cycle lengths of each heading. It is also possible to define

manually the number of cycles for each heading in a "set of cycles"). While each heading

will advance by the same distance at the end of every "set of cycles", the construction time

of each heading to complete the length of a "set of cycles" may be different due to the

differences of the advance rates and the duration of the activities between the two headings.

However, there is no proper way to represent the "set of cycles" in the current DAT since

each heading in the heading and bench operation can be defined by only one cycle in the

activity network. Therefore, there is no way to combine a number of cycles for each

heading as a "set of cycles" in the current DAT. This has been changed in the new model. In

addition, at the beginning of each cycle within a "set of cycles" both in the top heading and

bench, the distance between the two headings should be checked to make sure that the

tunneling plan maintains a certain distance between the two headings (i.e., the "minimum

and maximum distances").

The detailed procedure to define a "set of cycles" in the new model will be explained in

Chapter 9.

4. "Imaginary resources"

After defining the "sets of cycles", the interrelation of the preempting activities between

the two headings should be specified. For this, the new model needs to work in a way that

the preempting activities in both headings are performed at the same time. This can be done

by synchronizing the starting times of the preempting activities in both headings. In the
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new model, an "imaginary resource" can be used for this purpose (note that there is no

direct way to specify the interrelation of the specific activities between the two headings

through the activity networks in the current DAT as mentioned in Section 7.5.4.1). The

imaginary resource is not a real or actual resource used for or produced from the tunneling

activities, but this can be used to control or adjust the construction process of the specific

activities. This is so because the resources are the only parameters in the DAT which can be

used for the activities in both headings, and which can affect the starting conditions of an

activity. How the imaginary resource can be used in the model in order to represent the

tunneling plans for Plan B can be explained as follows:

Imaginary resources need to be assigned for the two activities (i.e., the activities right

ahead of the preempting activities and the preempting activities) in the cycles where the

preempting activities need to start at the same time in a "set of cycles" (see Figure 7-16).

This is also shown for a specific example in Figure 7-17 with "Blast-H" and "Blast-B" in

"Cycle 3 (H)" and "Cycle 1 (B), and in "Cycle 4 (H)" and "Cycle 2 (B)". As shown in

Figure 7-16, in the top heading, the preempting activity ("Blast-H") requires one unit of

imaginary resource ("Imaginary resource-B") which is produced by the activity right ahead

of the preempting activity in the bench ("Load-B"). In the bench, the preempting activity

("Blast-B") needs one unit of imaginary resource ("Imaginary resource-H") produced by

the activity right ahead of the preempting activity in the top heading ("Load-H") (see also

the table shown in Figure 7-16). In this way, the preempting activities in the two headings

("Blast-H" and "Blast-B" in Figure 7-16) can start at the same time.
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In the example shown in Figure 7-16, even if the starting time of "Blast-H" in the top

heading is earlier than "Blast-B" in the bench, "Blast-H" in the top heading waits until

"Load-B" in the bench is completed and produces one unit of the "Imaginary resource-B".

On the other hand, even if the "Imaginary resource-H" produced from "Load-H" in the top

heading is available for "Blast-B" in the bench, "Blast-B" cannot start until "Load-B" in the

bench is completed. Therefore, in this case (i.e., the example shown in Figure 7-16), the

preempting activities in both headings (i.e., "Blast-H" and "Blast-B") can start at the same

time right after the completion of"Load-B" in the bench.

However, one should note that since the number of the preempting activities in the top

heading and bench are usually different, there can be "non-interrelated" preempting

activities either in the top heading or bench in a "set of cycles" (e.g., "Blast-H" in "Cycle 5

(H)" in Figure 7-17). Imaginary resources should not be assigned for the "non-interrelated"

preempting activities (e.g., "Blast-H" in "Cycle 5 (H)" in Figure 7-17), otherwise the "non-

interrelated" preempting activities cannot start due to the lack of imaginary resources. This

is so because there is no activity in the other heading which can produce imaginary

resources for the "non-interrelated" preempting activities (see Figure 7-17).

Once it has generated all the possible tunneling plans for each "set of cycles", the model

can automatically assign imaginary resources to the activities to interrelate the preempting

activities between the two headings, and handle the "non-interrelated" preempting activities

differently according to each of the possible tunneling plans.
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Imaginary ResourcesHeadings Activities
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<Imaginary Resources in the Model>

Figure 7-16. Imaginary Resources Used for or Produced from the Activities in Plan B
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Figure 7-17. An Example of the Possible Combinations of the Preempting Activities between the Two Headings*

(*In this example, there is no activity in the bench after completion of "Cycle 2 (B). This is so because the next cycle after "Cycle 2 (B) in
the bench should wait until "Cycle 5 (H)" in the top heading is completed due to the distance requirements.)
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5. Multiple simulations in every "set of cycles"

Another major development of the new model for Plan B is that the model runs multiple

simulations in every "set of cycles" since there are a number of the possible tunneling plans

(i.e., the possible combinations of the preempting activities between the two headings) in

each of the "sets of cycles" in Phase II-A. Before running simulations at the beginning of

every "set of cycles" in Phase II-A, the model should be able to generate a number of

tunneling plans reflecting the possible combinations of the preempting activities between

the two headings, and the new model runs a simulation for each of all the possible

tunneling plans. In addition, as mentioned earlier, imaginary resources need to be assigned

for the activities only in the cycles where the preempting activities need to start at the same

time. For example, if the heading has three cycles (H1, H2, and H3) and the bench has two

cycles (B1 and B2) in Phase II-A, the new model will generate three tunneling plans based

on the possible combinations of the two preempting activities in each heading (i.e., 3C2 = 3)

as shown in Figure 7-18. For the first possible combination shown in this example, the

model will assign imaginary resources for the cycles H1 and H2 in the top heading, and B 1,

and B2 in the bench, while imaginary resources will not be assigned for the cycle H3 in the

top heading since it has a "non-interrelated" preempting activity (see Figure 7-18). For the

second and third possible combinations in this example (Figure 7-18), imaginary resources

will not be assigned for the cycles H2 and H1, respectively since "non-interrelated"

preempting activities are performed.

During multiple simulations within "sets of cycles", the tunneling plan(s) which cannot

maintain a certain distance between the two headings will be removed, and the one which
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satisfies the distance requirements, and produces the shortest construction time to complete

the length of the "set of cycles" will be selected at the end of every "set of cycles". Each

"set of cycles" might have a different optimal tunneling plan due to the differences in the

advance rates and durations of the activities between the two headings, and the "minimum

and maximum distances" between the two headings (e.g., the optimal tunneling plan

selected for "Set of cycles 1" could be different from the one for "Set of cycles 2" or "Set

of cycles 3" in Figure 7-15). Therefore, the new model cannot only handle and represent the

dynamic changes in the construction sequences and resource allocation but also provide the

optimal tunneling plan during construction.

One should note that the concept of "the optimal tunneling plan" in the context of this

thesis means the "locally optimized" solution (among many possible tunneling plans) under

the given specific conditions e.g., given geologic conditions, given performance of the

construction method (i.e., advance rates and costs of activities) and given amount of

resources selected from their probabilistic distributions for a specific "set of cycles" during

a specific simulation. This is so because as mentioned above, "the optimal tunneling plans"

may vary from one "set of cycles" to another for the given simulation and they also may

vary from one simulation to another for the same "set of cycles" depending on the selected

values of the random variables for a specific "set of cycles" and for a specific simulation.
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Figure 7-18. Allocation of Imaginary Resources during Multiple Simulations

6. Different construction simulation strategies depending on the phases of construction

Another important aspect that needs to be considered in the new model is the

representation of the tunnel construction process in Phases I and III. As discussed earlier,

since the tunneling activities are always performed in only one heading in Phases I and III,

imaginary resources and the multiple simulations in every "set of cycles" are not required

for tunnel construction in these two phases (see Figure 7-19). Therefore, the new model

should be able to run multiple simulations in every "set of cycles" with imaginary resources

only in Phase II-A, while it runs a single simulation in every cycle without imaginary

resources in Phases I and III (Figure 7-19).

Therefore, the construction simulation strategies for Plan B (i.e., a single simulation in
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every cycle and multiple simulations in every "set of cycles") will be determined during the

simulation depending on the phases of construction. (i.e., Phases I, II-A, and III).

The detailed procedures to define input data and the differences of the simulation results

between the current DAT and the new model for Plan B will be discussed in Chapter 9

Figure 7-19. Simulations in Different Phases for Plan B
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7.5.7. New model for Phase II-B

The following developments are required for the new model for Phase II-B:

1. Resource allocation plans

With regard to resource allocation plans for Phase II-B, there are two major limitations of

the current DAT (Section 7.5.4.2): 1. The heuristic rules used for prioritizing the activities

in the current DAT cannot guarantee the optimal resource allocation; 2. The default

allocation plan used in the current DAT (i.e., the first-come-first-served basis) may ignore

the overall criticality of the activities. These two problems are closely related since the

priority of resource allocation should be given to the more critical activities in order to

produce the shortest construction time (i.e., the optimal resource allocation). However, it

would be very difficult to find whether the activities are critical or non-critical beforehand

because construction sequences and resource allocation plans can change dynamically.

Therefore, the new model needs to run simulations considering all the possible resource

allocation alternatives, and the one which can satisfy the distance requirement between the

two headings, and produce the shortest construction time will be selected for the optimal

tunneling plan.

If there are m number of the cycles in the top heading and n number of the cycles in the

bench in Phase II-B, the number of all the possible resource allocation alternatives that

specify all the possible ways to set the priority of the resource allocation between the two

headings is:
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(m + n)!
S m!n!

(The number of ways of picking n unordered outcomes from m+n elements)

For example, if there are 3 cycles in the top heading (H4, H5 and H6) and 2 cycles in the

bench (B1 and B2), the number of all the possible ways to specify the priority of the

resource allocation between the two headings is 10 as shown in Figure 7-20. One should

note that the sequences of the cycles in the same heading should remain in the order of

occurrence (e.g., H5 can not precede H4 or B2 can not precede B1).

Minimum Distance cycle

Top Heading (H) PhaseTop Heading (H) H....... _ _.......... . ..................... . ....... _.......... . .--.....- ...-.-. ..-
Bench (B)

Cycle <Phase II-B>

10 possible resource allocation plans (3 42C2 = 10)

BI-B2-H4-H5-H6 I BI-H4-B2-H-H61 I BI-H4-H5-B2-H6 I BI-H4-H5H6-B2 / H4-BI-B2-HS-H6
H4-B-H5-B2-H6 I H4-B1H-H6-B2 / H4-H5-BI-B2-H6 H4414-H82 I H4-H5-H6-B1-B2

Figure 7-20. All the Possible Resource Allocation Alternatives

An example in Figure 7-21 shows that the resources are allocated between the two

headings in an order of B , H4, H5, B2 and H6 if the resource allocation plan (B1-H4-H5-

B2-H6) is selected. According to this resource allocation plan, all the resources are

allocated to the activities in "B 1" first. Within the same cycle, the resources are allocated to

the activities in the order of occurrence of the activities (i.e., in an order of "Drill-B",

"Load-B", "Blast-B", "Muck-B", "RBolt-B" and "Shotc.-B" in the bench "Bl"). The
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resources used for or produced from "Bl" can be allocated to the following cycle "H4"

only if no other activities in the same cycle ("B 1") require these resources. For example,

resources produced from "Drill-B" in "B1" can be allocated to "Drill-H" in "H4" only if

the other activities in "B 1" (i.e., "Load-B", "Blast-B", "Muck-B", "RBolt-B" and "Shotc.-

B") do not require these resources.

Figure 7-21. Resource allocation between the Two Headings for the Plan "B1-H4-

H5-B2-H6"

2. Optimal tunneling plan in Phase II-B

Among all the possible resource allocation plans, the one which can satisfy the distance

requirement between the two headings, and produce the minimum construction time to

complete the project will be selected for the optimal tunneling plan.

In this way, the problem with both the priority of resource allocation to the activities and

the criticality of the activities can be considered for tunneling plans. Therefore, the new

model can allocate the resources based on the optimal resource allocation plan resulting in

the shortest construction time, and thus the construction sequences of the activities in both

headings in Phase II-B are determined according to this optimal resource allocation plan.
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3. "Set of cycles"

In order to simplify the process to find the optimal tunneling plan, the entire section in

Phase II-B can be divided into a number of "sets of cycles" with the same length. Therefore,

the new model needs to be developed in a way that each of the two headings in Phase II-B

can be represented by a "set of cycles" (see Section 7.5.6 for the definition of "sets of

cycles" in the new model).

In the example of Figure 7-22, there are 9 cycles in the top heading and 6 cycles in the

bench in Phase II-B. The number of all the possible resource allocation plans in Phase II-B

before defining the "sets of cycles" is 5005 (= 9+6C6). However, if the entire section in

Phase II-B is divided into three "sets of cycles" with the same length, each of the "sets of

cycles" has 3 cycles in the top heading, and 2 cycles in the bench. Therefore, the number of

possible resource allocation plans is 10 (= 342C2) for each "set of cycle", and 30 (= 10 x 3

"sets of cycles") for the entire section in Phase II-B. As shown in this example, the number

of possible resource allocation plans can be reduced significantly after defining the "sets of

cycles" for both headings in Phase II-B.

Phase I
inmu distance between heads "Set of Cycles 1 (H)" "Set of Cycles 2 (H)" "Set of Cycles 3 (H)".~~~~ ~ ~ ~ . ....... ... ......... ..... . ....... T -

"Set of Cycles 1 (B)" "Set of Cycles 2 (B)" "Set of Cycles 3 (B)" Phase 11-B

<Phase II-B is divided into Three "Sets of Cycles">

Figure 7-22. "Sets of Cycles" in Phase II-B
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4. Multiple simulations in every "set of cycles"

The new model needs to run multiple simulations in every "set of cycles" since there are

a number of the possible tunneling plans in each "set of cycles" in Phase II-B. After the

model generates a number of all the possible resource allocation alternatives, the model

needs to run a simulation for each resource allocation plan. After running multiple

simulations for all possible resource allocation plans, the one which satisfies the distance

requirements and produces the shortest construction time to complete the length of the "set

of cycles" will be selected at the end of every "set of cycles".

The optimal resource allocation plan might be different for each "set of cycles".

Therefore, the new model for Phase II-B can represent dynamic changes in the resource

allocation and construction sequences. In addition, the new model can provide the optimal

tunneling plan considering the overall criticality of the activities during construction.

As discussed in Section 7.5.6, one should note that the concept of "the optimal tunneling

plan" in the context of this thesis means the "locally optimized" solution (among many

possible tunneling plans) for a specific "set of cycles" and for a specific simulation.

5. Preempting activities

In addition to the model requirements for resource allocation plans in Phase II-B

mentioned above, the preempting activities also need to be considered. As mentioned in

Section 7.5.3, the way to treat the preempting activities in Phase II-B is the same as the one

used for Plan A in Phase II-A. Therefore, the preempting activities in Phase II-B can be
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considered by adding new starting conditions and by differentiating the preempting

activities from the normal activities. For this, an activity in one heading should check the

status (e.g., active or idle) and types (e.g., preempting activities or normal activities) of

another activity performed in the other heading before its start (See Section 7.5.5 for more

detail).

The detailed procedures to define input data and the differences of the simulation results

between the current DAT and the new model for Phase II-B will be discussed in Chapter 9
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Chapter 8. Representation of Resource Handling

Activities

8.1. Problem statement and model requirements

Among all the tunneling activities, the activities for handling resources such as loading,

transporting, transferring, dumping/unloading, and processing resources are generally

called resource handling activities. To achieve a designed advance rate at the tunnel heading,

the resource handling activities must be performed efficiently and systematically together

with other major tunneling activities such as excavation and ground support installation,

which in turn leads to a high degree of interdependence between the resource handling

activities and other major tunneling activities.

Since tunneling is a cyclic operation, the resource handling activities can be represented

by an activity network together with all the other activities performed in a cycle in the

current DAT. Due to this nature of cyclic operation in tunneling, any tunneling activities in

the next cycle can begin only after all the preceding tunneling activities in the current cycle

are completed in the current DAT.

However, some resource handling activities such as resource transportation and resource

processing (i.e., transforming or changing in nature of resources) need to be treated

differently in the model from other major tunneling activities (e.g., excavation and ground
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support installation). This is so because unlike other major tunneling activities such as

excavation and ground support installation which are performed at the location of the

current cycle, some resource handling activities can be performed in different sections of

the tunnel. For example, resource transportation is performed between the current cycle and

other locations (e.g., tunnel portal or disposal area), and resource processing or

unloading/dumping can be performed in other sections of the tunnel.

Due to the restriction to the current cycle, the current DAT cannot properly represent

resource handling activities such as resource transportation and resource processing. As a

result, the construction time may not be estimated correctly. In addition, the time to

transport or transfer resources cannot be estimated based on the actual travel distance of

these activities since the current DAT lack of the distance-based resource handling

capability.

In order to overcome these limitations, a new model needs to be developed by modifying

the current DAT.

Details on the resource handling activities, several limitations of the current DAT to

represent the resource handling activities, and the development of the new model for the

resource handling activities will be discussed in the following sections. Specifically, in

Section 8.2, the functional elements of the resource handling systems and different types of

resource handling activities will be explained. In Section 8.3, the limitations of the current

DAT to model the resource handing activities will be discussed. In Section 8.4, the new

model which overcomes and improves the limitations of the current DAT will be discussed.
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8.2. Resource handling systems

The functional elements of the resource handling systems include the following activities

(Duncan et al. 1970):

* Gathering and loading resources onto the resource transport system

* Transportation of resources through the tunnel or shaft (inflow and outflow)

* Transferring of resources from one mode of the resource transport system to another

* Unloading resources from the resources transport system

* Storage of resources waiting to be used or transported

* Processing of resources to be compatible with a particular resource handling system

or to facilitate handling of resources

Transport of construction materials, equipment, and personnel requires a flexible

transport system to accommodate the wide variety of shape, size, and masses to be

transported. There are various modes of horizontal transport for tunneling projects such as

conveyor belts, conventional rail with cars and locomotives, siderail, monorail and rubber-

tired vehicles (e.g., trucks). Cable-operated skips and hoists are the most common modes

for vertical or steeply inclined transport, but specialized conveyor belts are also used. Two

different modes can be used in parallel such as conveyor belts and trucks/rails. The

mechanisms used for loading, unloading and transfer of resources must be compatible with

the mode of transport used and the characteristics of the resources being handled. Transfer

from one mode of transport to another may be required at points of direction change.
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Processing of resources includes changes in size and shape, or mixing of materials.

Depending on the particular mode of transport selected, the method of excavation used, and

the nature of material, processing of the muck prior to loading onto the transport system

may be required to reduce the particle size of the muck or to change its characteristics such

as temperature or water content. For example, wet muck might require dewatering in order

to be carried away effectively by a conveyor system, or dry muck would require slurry

development to be removed by a pipeline.

Each of the different functional elements of the resource handling system takes place at

various locations in the tunnel complex. Even if distinction between some adjacent work

zones cannot be made, several work zones in the tunnel complex can be classified based on

the locations where specific operations are performed and based on different functional

elements of the resource handling systems (see Figure 8-1). Each of the work zones and

their associated tunneling activities, especially the activities for resource handling can be

described as follows (Duncan et al. 1970):

Face zone (or excavation zone)

Tunnel face is excavated and muck or waste is removed in the face zone (Figure 8-1).

Gathering the muck or displaced rock from the floor of the tunnel can be also included in

the activities performed in this work zone. The ground conditions to be excavated and

excavation methods determine not only construction materials, supplies, spare parts,

equipment and personnel required for tunnel excavation but also the characteristics of muck,

waste and other construction materials, which in turn, leads to selection of the resource
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handling activities in the face zone.

Near-face zone (or construction zone)

Immediately behind the excavation zone, the muck or waste is loaded onto the resource

transportation system for removal from the tunnel, and ground support is often placed in the

near-face zone (Figure 8-1). In addition, the extension of the resource transport system (e.g.,

conveyor belt), the ground support installation system and project support system (e.g.,

ventilation, water supply, electric facilities, etc.) is usually done in this work zone in order

to keep pace with the advance of the excavation face. The liner can be installed not only in

the near-face zone but also in the face zone or in the tunnel zone (i.e., the liner can be

placed some distance behind the tunnel face after tunnel face proceeds).

Tunnel zone (or transport and transfer zone)

The various resources including construction materials, supplies and personnel are

transported to the near-face zone through the tunnel zone (see Figure 8-1), and muck or

waste is also transported through this work zone. The tunnel zone provides the path for the

resource inflow to the face and near-face zones. The length of the tunnel zone (i.e., distance

between the near-face zone and shaft station or distance between the near-face zone and a

portal) increases as the tunnel is excavated.

Depending on tunnel configurations, the tunnel zone may include a shaft station, shaft, or

inclined tunnel. In the shaft zone which is located at the junction between the tunnel and

shaft (see Figure 8-1), a transfer of resources between different modes of the resource
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transportation occurs when resources are transported through the shaft. In addition, there

are several other important activities for resource handling that can also be performed in the

shaft station: 1. Resources can be stored temporarily; 2. Repairing or maintaining

equipment can be performed; 3. Resource processing such as changes in size and shape, or

mixing of resources is usually performed at the shaft station (note that these activities can

be performed in the tunnel zone even if there is no shaft station). A shaft or inclined tunnel

segments (see Figure 8-1) provides access to the tunnel for resource transportation and

ventilation for the tunnel.

Construction support area

A construction support area is normally located in the vicinity of the shaft collar or

tunnel portal (see Figure 8-1). Construction materials and equipment are stored in

"repositories" and utility facilities (e.g., blowers, compressors, water pumps and electric

generators), and project support facilities (e.g., carpentry, machine shops and field office)

are located in this area.

Muck disposal area (or dump sites)

Dump sites for disposal of muck and other waste can be either close to or many miles

away from the shaft collar or tunnel portal, depending on the availability of disposal sites

and on the muck characteristics.
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The three work zones the face zone, near-face zone and the tunnel zone are located in the

tunnel, but these are not fixed zones since one work zone can be switched or transitioned as

the tunnel is excavated. For example, the face zone becomes the near-face zone or tunnel

zone. On the other hand, the construction support area and dump sites are located on the

surface, and the locations of these areas are generally fixed and only specific activities are

performed (e.g., unloading or dumping at the dump sites).

The resource handling activities performed in the different work zones can be divided

into two different types (i.e., Types I and II) depending on the locations where these

activities are actually performed. This is so because unlike other major tunneling activities

(e.g., excavation and ground support installation) which are always performed at the

locations of the current cycle, some resource handling activities can be performed in

different sections of the tunnel. The two different types of the resource handling activities

are:

Type I: Resource handling activities of this type are performed at the location of the

current cycle together with other major tunneling activities (e.g., excavation and ground

support installation). Type I include the resource handling activities such as gathering and

loading resources which are performed in the face zone or the near-face zone.

Type II: Resource handling activities of this type are not performed at the location of the

current cycle, but performed between the current cycle and other sections of the tunnel, in

other sections of the tunnel or outside the tunnel. Type II include the resource handling

activities such as resource transportation, resource transferring, resource processing and
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unloading/dumping, which are performed in the tunnel zone or unloading/disposal area.

As mentioned above, each of the two different types of the resource handling activities

are performed in different sections of the tunnel, and the characteristics of each type are

different. This is a very important aspect to model the resource handling activities as will be

discussed in Sections 8.3 and 8.4.
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Figure 8-1. Schematic view of the work zones in the tunnel complex
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8.3. Limitations of the current DAT to model the resource

handling activities

The current DAT have several limitations to model the two different types of the resource

handling activities (i.e., Types I and II):

In the current DAT, the current cycle can be completed only when all the activities in the

current cycle are completed, and the next one can start only after the completion of the

current cycle (e.g., "Excavation" in "Cycle 2" can start only after all the activities in "Cycle

1" are completed in the example shown in Figure 8-2). Therefore, the time to complete the

cycle (i.e., "cycle time") is determined by the times to complete all the activities in a cycle.

Figure 8-2. Representation of the Resource Handling Activities in the Current DAT

(* "Unloading" in this example represents an activity for unloading/dumping waste or muck onto the

disposal/dumping area)
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However, as mentioned in Section 8.2, resource handling activities of Type II are not

performed at the location of the current cycle where other major tunneling activities and the

resource handling activities of Type I are performed. Therefore, even if the starting

conditions of the activities in the next cycle may be affected by the completion of the

resource handling activities of Type II, e.g., if the activities in the next cycle require the

resources produced from the resource handling activities of Type II in the current cycle

(this will be discussed in more detail in Section 8.4), the current cycle can always be

completed regardless of the completion of the resource handling activities of Type II (e.g.,

"Cycle 1" can be completed regardless of the completion of "Driving_out", "Unloading"

and "Driving_in" in the example shown in Figure 8-2). Therefore, the time to complete the

resource handling activities of Type II in the current cycle should not be included in the

time to complete the current cycle (i.e., "cycle time").

However, since the current DAT cannot treat the resource handling activities of Type II

differently from other major tunneling activities and the resource handling activities of

Type I, the time to complete the cycle, and thus the total construction time may not be

estimated correctly in the current DAT.

Another limitation of the current DAT is related to the estimates of the time for the

resource handling activities of Type II such as transporting or transferring resources which

are performed between two different locations of the tunnel (e.g., between the current cycle

and the tunnel portal/shaft/disposal area). In the current DAT, the time to complete the

activities for transporting or transferring resources (i.e., Type II) is defined by an average

travel time of the activity. Therefore, the actual "travel distance" between the start and end
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positions of these activities (e.g., between the current cycle and the tunnel portal/shaft),

which increases as the tunnel is excavated and the tunnel face moves from the shaft or

tunnel portal, cannot be considered for the estimates of the time for the resource handling

activities of Type II.
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8.4. New model for the resource handling activities

The following developments are required for the new model for the resource handling

activities:

1. Differentiate "cycle-independent" activities from "cycle-dependent" activities

As mentioned in Section 8.2, there are two different types of the resource handling

activities (i.e., Types I, and II) depending on whether they are performed at the location of

the current cycle or not.

The starting conditions of the resource handling activities of Type II are dependent on

other major tunneling activities in the same cycle due to the technical precedence of the

activities in tunneling (e.g., "Excavation" must precede the resource handling activities of

Type II such as "Driving_out", "Unloading" and "Drivingin" in the example shown in

Figure 8-2). However, the resource handling activities of Type II can be performed in

parallel with other major tunneling activities (e.g., "Driving_out" is performed in parallel

with "Install_support" in Figure 8-2) since they don't share or compete for the same

resources with other major tunneling activities as mentioned in Section 7.4.1 (i.e., Case 1).

In addition, as mentioned in Section 8.3, while the starting conditions of the activities in

the next cycle may depend on the completion of the resource handling activities of Type II

in the current cycle, the current cycle can be completed regardless of the completion of the

resource handling activities of Type II in the current cycle if all the major tunneling
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activities (e.g., excavation and ground support installation) and the resource handling

activities of Type I (e.g., loading) in the same cycle are completed since the resource

handling activities of Type II are not performed at the location of the current cycle, but in

other sections of the tunnel. Therefore, if the resource handling activities of Type II in the

current cycle are completed "before" all the other activities in the same cycle (i.e., other

major tunneling activities and the resource handling activities of Type I) are completed, the

current cycle can only be completed after all the other activities in the current cycle are

completed, and the next cycle can start right after the completion of the current cycle. On

the other hand, if the resource handling activities of Type II in the current cycle are

completed "after" all the other activities (i.e., other major tunneling activities and the

resource handling activities of Type I) in the same cycle, the current cycle can still be

completed when all the other activities are completed regardless of the completion of the

resource handling activities of Type II in the current cycle even if the next cycle may not

start until the resource handling activities of Type II in the current cycle are completed (if

the activities in the next cycle require the resources produced from the resource handling

activities of Type II in the current cycle). Therefore, in any case, the completion of the

current cycle is "independent" of the completion of the resource handling activities of Type

II in the current cycle, and thus the time to complete the resource handling activities of

Type II in the current cycle should not be considered in the estimates of the time to

complete the current cycle (i.e., "cycle time"). Considering these special aspects of the

resource handling activities of Type II, they can be referred to as "cycle-independent"

activities.
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On the other hand, other major tunneling activities (e.g., excavation and ground support

installation) and the resource handling activities of Type I (e.g., loading), which are

performed at the location of the current cycle can be referred to as "cycle-dependent"

activities. This is so because the completion of the current cycle is "dependent" of the

completion of these activities (i.e., other major tunneling activities and the resource

handling activities of Type I) and because the times to complete each of the "cycle-

dependent" activities should be considered in the estimates of the time to complete the

current cycle ("cycle time").

In order to represent "cycle-independent" activities and estimate the construction time

properly, the new model needs to differentiate the "cycle-independent" activities from the

"cycle-dependent" activities and treat them differently.

For this, a new type of the activity node called a "Type End" node will be used in the

new model as shown in Figure 8-3 (Note that two types of the activities nodes (i.e., "Type

AND" and "Type OR" nodes shown in Figure 8-4 are used in the current DAT). A group of

the activities ending with a "Type End" node (i.e., a square node in Figure 8-3) will be

treated as "cycle-dependent" activities (i.e., "Excavation", "Loading" and "Install_support"

in Figure 8-3). On the other hand, a group of the activities ending with "Type AND" or

"Type OR" node will be treated as "cycle-independent" activities (i.e., "Driving_out",

"Unloading" and "Driving_in" in Figure 8-3). Therefore, the type of the activities (i.e.,

"cycle-independent" or "cycle-dependent") can be determined simply by the type of the

node in the activity network in the new model.
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Figure 8-3. "Cycle-independent" Activities vs. "Cycle-dependent" Activities

Activity 3

"Activity 3" can start only after both "Activity 1"
and"Activity 2" are completed

"Activity 3" can start after either "Activity 1"
or "Activity 2" is completed

Figure 8-4. Two Different Types of the Activity Nodes Used in the Current DAT

If the "cycle-independent" activities ending with "Type AND" or "Type OR" node are

completed before the "cycle-dependent" activities ending with "Type END" node, the

current cycle ends at "Type END" node when all the "cycle-dependent" activities are

completed, and the next cycle can start right after the completion of the current cycle. On

the other hand, even if all the "cycle-dependent" activities are completed before the

completion of the "cycle-independent" activities in the current cycle, the current cycle still
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ends at "Type END" node when all the "cycle-dependent" activities are completed

(regardless of the completion of the "cycle-independent" activities in the current cycle).

However, in this case, the next cycle may not start right after the completion of the current

cycle and has to wait until the "cycle-independent" activities in the current cycle are

completed if the activities in the next cycle require the resources produced from the "cycle-

independent" activities in the current cycle.

Therefore, the current cycle always ends at "Type END" node in any case (i.e.,

regardless of the completion of the "cycle-independent" activities in the current cycle), and

the activity network with the new type of node (i.e., "Type END" node) as shown in Figure

8-3 can represent all the possible cases.

In addition, the time to complete the current cycle ("cycle time") is determined by the

time to complete all the "cycle-dependent" activities only in the new model (e.g., the time

to complete the cycle is the sum of the time to complete only "Excavation", "Loading" and

"Install_support" in the example shown in Figure 8-3).

One should note since the resource handling activities of Type II do not share or compete

for the same resources with other major tunneling activities, and the first activity of a cycle

generally begins with the major tunneling activities such as excavation, the next cycle can

start right after the completion of the current cycle regardless of the completion of the

resource handling activities of Type II (i.e., "cycle-independent" activities) in the current

cycle (e.g., Since "Excavation" in "Cycle 2" do not require the resources which are

produced from "Driving_out", "Unloading" and "Driving_in" in "Cycle 1", "Cycle 2" can
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start right after the completion of "Cycle 1"). However, the completion of the resource

handling activities of Type II ("cycle-independent" activities) in the current cycle may

affect the starting condition of the resource handling activities of Types I or II in the next

cycle (e.g., "Loading" in the next cycle can begin only after a truck is released from

"Driving_in" in the current cycle in Figure 8-2). Therefore, even if the first activity in the

next cycle can start regardless of the completion of the resource handling activities of Type

II ("cycle-independent" activities) in the current cycle, the duration of the next cycle (i.e.,

"cycle time" of the next cycle) can be affected by the completion of the resource handling

activities of Type II ("cycle-independent" activities) in the current cycle since the resource

handling activities of Types I or II in the next cycle may require the resources produced

from the resource handling activities of Type II in the current cycle.

2. Distance-based capability

As mentioned in Section 8.3, the actual "travel distance" of the resource handling

activities of Type II such as resource transporting and transferring cannot be considered in

the estimates of the time for these activities. In order to estimate the actual "travel distance"

of the resource handling activities in Type II, the start and end positions of these activities

need to be specified in the new model. For the example shown in Figure 8-5, if

"Driving_out" starts at the location of the current cycle and ends at the tunnel portal, one

needs to specify the start position of this activity as "the current cycle" and the end position

as "position 0 in tunnel A". From this, the actual "travel distance" can be estimated based
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on the linear distance between the actual start and end positions of "Driving_out", which

will increase as the tunnel is excavated.

In addition, for the time equations of the resource handling activities of Type II, two new

internal functions called "startposition ()" and "endposition ()", which return the start

and end positions of the resource handling activities of Type II will be used in the new

model. Therefore, the time equation for the resource handling activities of Type II can be

defined with these two internal functions and the advance rate of the resource transportation

or transfer systems (e.g., trucks) as below:

Time = [startposition () - endgposition ()] / (advance rate)

One should note that since the DAT can keep track of the current location of the activities

in real time during simulation, either the internal function, "startposition ( )" or

"endposition () " will return different values for the resource handling activities of Type II

as the tunnel moves forward from one cycle to the next cycle.

With this distance-based capability of the new model, the construction time to complete

the resource handling activities of Type II and the construction time to complete the cycle

can be estimated more accurately.
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Figure 8-5. "Travel Distance" of the Resource Handling Activity in Type II
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Chapter 9. Demonstration of the DAT with New

Resource Model

One of the major developments of the new resource model is that it can provide an

optimal tunneling plan which can ensure an optimal resource allocation among all the

tunneling activities, and thus can produce the shortest construction time. In addition, the

special aspects of the tunnel construction process such as distance requirements between

the top heading and bench, and the preempting activities are considered in making

tunneling plans. As shown in Figure 9-1, the tunneling plans can be first divided into two

categories depending on the type of excavation methods; full-face excavation method and

multiple-face excavation methods (e.g., heading and bench, and multiple-drift 2 ).

Specifically, the new resource model has been developed for the tunneling plans for

heading and bench operation (note that the tunneling plans for full-face excavation can be

represented and handled with the current DAT without any modification as discussed in

Section 7.4, and tunneling plans for multiple-drift2 are not considered in this study).

The construction process in the heading and bench operation can be divided into three

different phases (i.e., Phases I, II and III ) depending on the distance between the two

headings, and Phase II can be divided into two cases depending on resource availability of

2 The development of tunneling plans and model requirements for multiple-drift will be discussed in the

context of future studies in Chapter 10.
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the tunneling activities for each heading: Phase II-A and Phase II-B (see Figure 9-1).

Type of Distance between
Excavation Methods the two headings

I Can be modeled with the current DA T

Resource Preempting
Availability Activities

Can be modeled with the new resource model

Figure 9-1. Different Tunneling Plans

All the resources are available for the activities in both headings in Phase II-A, and

tunneling plans for Phase II-A can then be divided into two plans (i.e., Plans A and B)

depending on how to treat the preempting activities. On the other hand, resources are

available for the activities in only one of the headings in Phase II-B. Therefore, there are

three different tunneling plans, namely Plan A, Plan B and Phase II-B that have to be used

depending on resource availability and the way to treat the preempting activities (Figure

9-1).

In this chapter, the new resource model with the three different tunneling plans (i.e., Plan
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A, Plan B and Phase II-B) will be tested, and the practical applications of the new resource

model will be demonstrated. For this, the results of the DAT simulations with each of the

three different tunneling plans will be examined and analyzed, and then compared with the

simulation results obtained from the current DAT. One of the actual tunnel projects in

Korea (the Sucheon tunnel) where the DAT were applied prior to and during construction to

obtain the distribution of the total construction time and cost (Min, 2003) is used for all the

DAT simulations performed in this study.

This chapter is structured as follows: In Section 9.1, an overview of the sample project

and preparation of input data for the DAT simulations will be given (Section 9.1). In

Section 9.2, the results of the DAT simulations with the current DAT and those with the

new resource model for different tunneling plans will be examined, and the comparative

analyses of the current DAT and the new resource model with three different tunneling

plans will be performed.
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9.1. Overview of the project and input data for the DAT

simulations

9.1.1. Project overview

The Sucheon tunnel is a road tunnel consisting of two parallel tunnels (Figure 9-2). The

total length of tunnel A is 1910m, and tunnel B is 1900m long. Five cross passages are

located between the two parallel tunnels. The two tunnels were built with the same cross-

section but along slightly different geologic profiles. The geologic profile of the Sucheon

tunnel is shown in Figure 9-3. The rock classification and overburden are the main geologic

parameters considered for this tunnel. The NATM with drilling and blasting was applied

and several different tunnel support patterns were used (i.e., "Patterns 1-6" in Figure 9-4).

The tunnel cross section is 13m wide and 9.6m high, while the maximum overburden is

about 300m.

Figure 9-2. Tunnel Layout
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Figure 9-3. Geologic Map and Profile of the Tunnel

Heading & Bench Heading & Bench

Figure 9-4. Construction methods
(Each pattern represents a combination of a specific tunnel support pattern and excavation type)
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Since the Sucheon tunnel was excavated by a combination of full-face and heading and

bench, the special aspects of the tunnel construction process such as the distance

requirement between the two headings and the representation of the preempting activities

can be considered for the test run with the new resource model.

For the DAT simulations performed to demonstrate the new resource model, only a

specific section of the tunnel (i.e., "H&B" section in "Tunnel B" in Figure 9-2) where

heading and bench operations were performed is considered since this is the aspect in

which the new resource model differs from the current DAT. This "H&B" section is 240m

long, and only one construction method (i.e., "Pattern 4" in Figure 9-4) was used in this

section since the geologic condition and tunnel geometry is the same throughout the entire

length of this section. Therefore, the results from all the DAT simulations performed in this

study reflect the uncertainty only in the construction process (e.g., costs per unit length and

advance rates of the tunneling activities). This has the advantage that this study can

concentrate on how the new resource model produces the optimal tunneling plan

considering the special aspects of this tunnel construction process (e.g., distance

requirements between the top heading and bench and the preempting activities). It is thus

possible to examine the construction sequences of the tunneling activities between the two

headings and how the resources are allocated optimally for the specific construction method.

The input data used for the DAT simulations performed in this study will be explained in

Section 9.1.2:
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9.1.2. Input data for the DAT simulations

The construction method "Pattern 4" (Figure 9-4) was used for the "H&B" section

(Figure 9-2). The tunneling activities for "Pattern 4" can be specified by an activity network

with two headings with each heading consisting of a series of the tunneling activities (e.g.,

drilling, loading, blasting, mucking, installing rock bolting, and shotcreting) as shown in

Figure 9-5.

Figure 9-5. Activity Network for "Pattern 4"
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The cycle lengths of the top heading and the bench are 4m and 6m, respectively. The

"Minimum distance" and "Maximum distance" between the top heading and bench are

defined as 12m and 36m, respectively.

Since information on the amount and types of resources used for and produced from the

tunneling activities are not available for the Sucheon tunnel project, the method variables

for each tunneling activity are defined in an aggregate form as shown in Table 9-1 (i.e.,

only one "cost-related" method variable and one "time-related" method variable are defined

probabilistically for each activity in the form of a cost per unit length and an advance rate,

respectively).

In addition, idle costs of the activities, which may be incurred every time the activities

are delayed can be explicitly considered in the cost estimation with the new model, while

they cannot be directly considered in cost estimation in the current DAT (Section 6.4.6).

Idle cost of the activities can be estimated as a function of the idle time of an activity and

idle cost of the activity per unit time. However, information on the actual idle costs of the

activities per unit time is not available since these costs were not even considered in

estimating the total construction cost for the Sucheon tunnel (Note that the concept of idle

costs of the activities is not considered in the cost estimation for all the tunnel projects in

Korea. This will be discussed in more detail in Section 9.2.5).

The idle cost of the activity per unit time is generally estimated based on the cost of the

activity per day, which is the cost incurred when the activity is actively performed (Duncan

et al. 1970; Gupta 1993; Halabe 1995). Since the cost of the activity per day (cost/day) can

simply be defined as a function of the cost of activity per unit length (cost/meter) and the
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advance rate of the activity (meter/day), idle cost of the activity per unit time for this study

can be defined by using the time-related and cost-related method variables of the activity

shown in Table 9-1 (i.e., cost per unit length and advance rate). Since information on the

actual idle cost of the activity per unit time is not available, two different idle costs of the

activities per unit time are assumed for this study:

1. "idleC_activityper_time" - idle cost of the activity per unit time is defined as a

function of "100% of cost of activity per unit length (cost/meter) and of the

advance rate of the activity (meter/day)" as shown in Eq. 9-1. For these costs, it is

assumed that the idle activities would cost the same as if they are actively

performed. For example, the mean idle cost of "Drill H" per unit time is 7,000,000

won/day (i.e., "C_drill_H (500,000 won/meter)" x "T_drill_H (14 meter/day)").

Table 9-2 shows "idleC_activitygper time" for all the activities. This definition of

idle costs ("idleC_activity per_time") is also used in the references mentioned

above (Duncan et al. 1970; Gupta 1993; Halabe 1995).

2. "20%_idleC_activityper_time" - idle costs of the activities per unit time are

defined as a function of "20% of cost of activity per unit length (cost/meter) and of

the advance rate of the activity (meter/day)" as shown in Eq. 9-2. Table 9-3 shows

"20%_idleCactivity_per_time" defined for all the activities. Idle costs defined in

this way are much less conservative compared to "idleC activityper time".
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In this study, DAT simulations were performed with both idle costs of the activities per

unit time (i.e., "idleC_activity_per_time" and "20%_idleC_activityper_time"). The results can

be used to investigate the effect of idle costs on the total construction cost as will be

discussed in Sections 9.2.2, 9.2.3 and 9.2.4.

Eq. 9-1
idleC _ activity _ per _ time

= C activity x T _ activity

Where

idleC_activityper_time: Idle cost of the activity per unit time (cost/day)

Cost-related method variable (e.g., IdleC_drill H per time) in Table 9-2

C_activity: 100% of cost of the activity per unit length (cost/meter)

Cost-related method variables (e.g., C_drill H) in Table 9-1

T_activity: advance rate of the activity (meter/day)

Time-related method variables (e.g., T_drill H) in Table 9-1

Eq. 9-2
20% _ idleC _ activity _ per _ time

= 20% _ C_ activity x T _ activity

Where

20%_idleC_activityper time: Idle cost of the activity per unit time (cost/day)

Cost-related method variable in (e.g., 20%_idleC_drill H_pertime) in Table 9-3

20% C activity: 20% of cost of the activity per unit length (cost/meter)

Cost-related method variables

T_activity: advance rate of the activity (meter/day)

Time-related method variables (e.g., T drill H) in Table 9-1
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Therefore, the cost equations for the idle cost of the activity can be defined as shown in

Eq. 9-3.

Eq. 9-3
idle_ cos t _ activity = idle _ time() x IdleC _ activity _ per _ time

or

20% _ idle_ cos t _ activity = idle _ time() x 20% _ idleC _ activity _ per _ time

Where

idle_cost activity: Idle cost of the activity with "idleC_activityper_time ", (cost)

20%_idle_costactivity: Idle cost of the activity with "20%-idleC_activityper_time",

(cost)

idle_time(): Idle time of the activity

(day), Internal function used in the DAT (see Section 6.4.6)

IdleC_activityper_time: Idle cost of the activity per unit time (Eq. 9-1)

(cost/day), Cost-related method variable (see Table 9-2)

20%_idleC activityper_time: Idle cost of the activity per unit time (Eq. 9-2)

(cost/day), Cost-related method variable (see Table 9-3)
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Method VariableActivities Min Mean Max
variables types
C drill H Drill H Cost-related 475,000 500,000 525,000

C loadH LoadH Cost-related 380,000 400,000 420,000

C blastH Blast H Cost-related 380,000 400,000 420,000

C muckH Muck H Cost-related 617,500 650,000 682,500

C bolt H Bolt H Cost-related 570,000 600,000 630,000

C shotH ShotH Cost-related 95,000 100,000 105,000

C drill B DrillB Cost-related 266,000 280,000 294,000

C load B LoadB Cost-related 209,000 220,000 231,000

C blast B BlastB Cost-related 209,000 220,000 231,000

C muckB MuckB Cost-related 342,000 360,000 378,000

C boltB Bolt B Cost-related 313,500 330,000 346,500

C shotB ShotB Cost-related 52,250 55,000 57,750

T drillH Drill H Time-related 13.30 14.00 16.10

T loadH LoadH Time-related 109.25 115.00 132.25

T blast H Blast H Time-related 23.75 25.00 28.75

T muck H Muck H Time-related 12.35 13.00 14.95

T bolt H Bolt H 'Time-related 118.75 125.00 143.75

T shot H Shot H Time-related 19.00 20.00 23.00

T drill B DrillB Time-related 28.50 30.00 34.50

T load B Load B Time-related 247.00 260.00 299.00

T blast B BlastB Time-related 52.25 55.00 63.25

T muckB Muck B Time-related 26.60 28.00 32.20

T bolt B Bolt B Time-related 266.00 280.00 322.00

T shotB Shot B Time-related 44.65 47.00 54.05

Table 9-1. Method Variables
(Cost-related method variables (Cost (Won)/meter); Time-related method variables

(meter/day))
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Method variables Activities Min Mean Max

IdleCdrill_H_per_time DrillH 6,650,000 7,000,000 7,350,000

IdleC load_Hpertime Load_H 43,700,000 46,000,000 48,300,000

IdleCblast H per time Blast_H 9,500,000 10,000,000 10,500,000

IdleCmuck_H per_time Muck_H 8,027,500 8,450,000 8,872,500

IdleC_bolt_H_per time BoltH 71,250,000 75,000,000 78,750,000

IdleC_shot_H per time ShotH 1,900,000 2,000,000 2,100,000

IdleCdrill B per time DrillB 7,980,000 8,400,000 8,820,000

IdleC_load B per_time LoadB 54,340,000 57,200,000 60,060,000

IdleCblast B per time BlastB 11,495,000 12,100,000 12,705,000

IdleC_muck B per_time MuckB 9,576,000 10,080,000 10,584,000

IdleC_bolt Bper time Bolt B 87,780,000 92,400,000 97,020,000

IdleCshot B_per time Shot_B 2,455,760 2,585,000 2,714,260

Table 9-2. "IdleC_Activity_Per_Time" (Cost (Won)/day)

Method variables Activities Min Mean Max

20% idleC drillHper_time Drill H 1,330,000 1,400,000 1,470,000

20% idleCload Hper_time Load H 8,740,000 9,200,000 9,660,000

20%_idleC_blast_H_per time BlastH 1,900,000 2,000,000 2,100,000

20%_idleC_muck_Hper_time Muck H 1,605,500 1,690,000 1,774,500

20%_idleC bolt H per_time Bolt H 14,250,000 15,000,000 15,750,000

20% idleC_shot_H_per time ShotH 380,000 400,000 420,000

20%_idleC drill B pertime Drill B 1,596,000 1,680,000 1,764,000

20%_idleCload Bpertime Load B 10,868,000 11,440,000 12,012,000

20%_idleC_blast Bper_time Blast_B 2,299,000 2,420,000 2,541,000

20%_idleCmuck Bpertime Muck B 1,915,200 2,016,000 2,116,800

20%_idleCbolt B per_time Bolt_B 17,556,000 18,480,000 19,404,000

20% idleC shot B_per_time Shot_B 491,152 517,000 542,852

Table 9-3. "20% IdleCActivity_Per Time" (Cost (won)/day)
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For this study, several different sets of the DAT simulations are performed as shown in

Table 9-4:

"Current DAT" and "Current_DAT_limitresource" are performed using the current

DAT. Since the current DAT cannot consider the preempting activities and idle costs of the

activities, no input data are required to define the preempting activities and idle costs for

both simulations. "Current_DAT" is performed with the conditions, in which all the

resources are available for the activities in both headings. On the other hand,

"Current_DAT_limitresource" is performed with the conditions, in which resources are

available for the activities in only one heading.

DAT simulations are performed using the new resource model with three different

tunneling plans, namely "Plan A in Phase II-A (see Section 7.5.5 for explanation)", and

"Plan B in Phase II-A (Section 7.5.6)", and "Phase II-B (Section 7.5.7)", respectively. For

each of the three tunneling plans (e.g., "Plan A", "Plan B" and "Phase II-B"), three DAT

simulations are performed with three different idle costs of the activities (i.e.,

"idleCactivityper_time (Eq. 9-1)", "20%_idleC_activityper_time (Eq. 9-2)" and without

idle costs), respectively (see Table 9-4):

* "PlanAPhaseII-A idlecost", "PlanAPhaseII-A_idlecost_20%" and "PlanA_Phasell-

A_wo_idlecost" are performed using the new resource model with "Plan A" with three

different idle costs of the activities (i.e., "idleC_activityper time",

"20%_idleC_activityper time" and without idle costs of the activities).

* "PlanBPhasell-Aidlecost", "PlanBPhasell-A_idlecost 20%" and "PlanB_Phasell-
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A_wo_idlecost" are performed using the new resource model with "Plan B" with three

different idle costs of the activities.

* "Phasell-B_idlecost", "Phasell-Bidlecost_20%" and "Phasell-B_wo_idlecost" are

performed using the new resource model with "Phase II-B" with three different idle

costs of the activities.

The ways to define input data and options (e.g., preempting activities and "Set of

cycles") for the new resource model with three different tunneling plans are relatively

simple:

For the DAT simulations performed with "Plan A" (i.e., "PlanA Phasell-Aidlecost",

"PlanA_Phasell-A_idlecost_20%" and "PlanA_Phasell-A_wo_idlecost"), the preempting

activities need to be defined as a different type of activity. This can be done simply by

selecting "Yes" from the "Preemptive" option at the bottom of "Activities" window as

shown in Figure 9-6 (refer to SIMJAVA's manual (Min et al. 2006) for more details on

"Activities" window). For "PlanA_PhasellI-A_idlecost" and "PlanA_PhaselI-

A idlecost_20%", idle costs of the activities also need to be defined in the "Activities"

window (see "Method Variables" table in Figure 9-6) (note that idle costs are not

considered for "PlanA_Phasell-Awo_idlecost").

For the DAT simulations performed with "Plan B" (i.e., "PlanBPhasell-A idlecost",

"PlanB_Phasell-A_idlecost_20%" and "PlanB_Phasell-A_wo_idlecost"), the preempting

activities (selecting "Yes" from the "Preemptive" option; see Figure 9-6) and "sets of
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cycles" need to be defined (See Section 7.5.5 for more details on "set of cycles" for "Plan

B"). For this, the tunneling plan, "Plan B in Phase II-A" can be selected from the "Cycle

set" option, and the number of cycles in each "set of cycles" can be defined manually in the

"Methods" window as shown in Figure 9-7 (refer to SIMJAVA's manual for more details on

"Methods" window). The number of cycles for each heading in each a "set of cycles" can

also be automatically generated by the model based on the least common multiple of the

cycle lengths of each heading (Section 7.5.5). By simply selecting the "Plan B in Phase II-

A" option, the new resource model will automatically assign imaginary resources to the

activities, run multiple simulations and select an optimal tunneling plan in every "set of

cycles" (see Section 7.5.5 for more details). While idle costs of the activities need to be

defined for "PlanB_PhasellI-A idlecost" and "PlanB_Phasell-A_idlecost_20%", no idle

costs of the activities need to be defined for "PlanBPhasell-A woidlecost".

For the DAT simulations performed with "Phase II-B" (i.e., "Phase II-B_idlecost",

"Phase II-B_idlecost_20%" and "Phase II-B_wo_idlecost"), the preempting activities and

the number of cycles in each "set of cycles" need to be defined (the ways to define the

preempting activities and "set of cycles" are the same as those for the DAT simulations with

"Plan B"). In addition, the tunneling plan "Phase II-B" needs to be selected from the "Cycle

set" option as shown in Figure 9-8. By selecting a "Phase II-B" option, the new model will

automatically generate all the possible tunneling plans, run multiple simulations and select

an optimal tunneling plan in every "set of cycles" (see Section 7.5.6). While idle costs of

the activities are defined for "Phase II-B idlecost" and "Phase II-B idlecost_20%", no idle
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costs of the activities need to be defined for "Phase II-B wo idlecost".

In addition, "Phasell-B_wo_idlecost_non_preempt" is performed using the new resource

model with the tunneling plan "Phase II-B". "Sets of cycles" are defined the same as other

DAT simulations with "Phase II-B", however, neither the preempting activities nor idle

costs of the activities are not defined for this simulation.

In this study, all the resources are available for the activities in both headings for

"Current_DAT", all the DAT simulations with "Plan A" and all the DAT simulations with

"Plan B". On the other hand, resources are available for the activities in only one heading

for "Current DAT limit resource" and all the DAT simulations with "Phase II-B".

Even if information on the amount and types of resources used for and produced from

the activities is not available for the Sucheon tunnel project, the actual data may not be

necessary for the DAT simulations performed in this study. This is so because all the DAT

simulations in this study need to be performed with only one of the two conditions with

regard to resource availability for each heading (see Figure 9-1): 1. All the resources are

available for the activities in both headings (i.e., Phase II-A, see Section 7.5.2); 2.

Resources are available for the activities in only one of the headings (i.e., Phase II-B, see

Section 7.5.3). The simplest way to make each of the two different conditions is as follows:

It is assumed that each activity requires and produces one unit of only one resource type.

Since "Pattern 4" consists of a series of 6 different the tunneling activities (e.g., drilling,

loading, blasting, mucking, installing rock bolting, and shotcreting), 6 different types of

resources are defined (note that the amount and types of resources for each activity used in
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this study could be easily expanded). Types and amount of resources for each tunneling

activity are defined in Table 9-5. In addition, the initial levels of resources need to be

defined differently for each of the two different conditions of resource availability. The

initial level of all the resources is defined as 2 units for "CurrentDAT", all the DAT

simulations with "Plan A", all the DAT simulations with "Plan B" so that the resources are

available for both headings (note that each activity requires only one unit of resource) (see

Table 9-6). On the other hand, the initial level of all the resources is defined as 1 unit for

"Current DAT limit resource" and all the DAT simulations with "Phase II-B" so that

resources are available for only one heading (see Table 9-6).
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Table 9-4. Different Sets of the DAT Simulations
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Resource
Resources Activities Resource Types Values

variables

drill u Used 1 unit
Drill H

Resource-drill drill p Produced 1 unit
DrillB drill u Used 1 unit
Drill B

drill p Produced 1 unit
load u Used 1 unit

Load H
Resourceload -load p Produced 1 unit

LoadB load u Used 1 unit
Load B

- load p Produced 1 unit
blast u Used 1 unit

Resourceblast blastp Produced 1 unit
Resource blast

- blast u Used 1 unit
Blast B

- blast p Produced 1 unit
muck u Used 1 unit

Muck H
- muck p Produced 1 unit
t- muck u Used 1 unit

Muck B
-muck _p Produced 1 unit

bolt u Used 1 unit
Bolt H

Resourcehbolt bolt p Produced 1 unit
tB bolt u Used 1 unit

Bolt B
- boltp Produced 1 unit

shot u Used 1 unit
Shot H

Resourceshot -shot Produced 1 unit
Resource shot - shot u Used 1 unit

S shot p Produced 1 unit
Table 9-5. Resource Definition

Resources Initial level Initial level

Resource drill 2 units 1 unit
Resource load 2 units 1 unit
Resource blast 2 units 1 unit
Resource muck 2 units 1 unit
Resource bolt 2 units 1 unit
Resource shot 2 units 1 unit

Table 9-6. Initial Level of Resources
(1: Initial level of resources for the simulations, in which resources are available for both

headings; 2: Initial level of resources for the simulations, in which resources are available for

only one heading)
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9.2. DAT simulation results and analyses

9.2.1. Results of DAT simulations using the current DAT

("Current_DAT" and "Current_DAT_limit_resource")

Two different sets of the DAT simulations, namely "Current_DAT" and

"Current_DAT_limitresource" were performed using the current DAT. While all the

resources are available for the activities in both headings for the "Current_DAT", resources

are available for the activities only in one heading for the "Current_DAT limit_resource"

(see Section 9.1.2).

Figure 9-9 shows the results of 500 simulations (combination of 1 geology simulation3

and 500 construction simulations) for the "Current_DAT" and

"Current_DAT_limitresource" in form of scattergrams. A table at the bottom of Figure 9-9

provides the statistical results of total construction time and cost in terms of the minimum,

mean, maximum, standard deviation and coefficient of variation. This figure shows that the

total construction times for the "Current_DAT_limit_resource" are greater than those for

the "CurrentDAT". This is also shown in the frequency plots for the times (see Figure

9-10). This is so because there are delays due to lack of resources for the

"Current DAT limit resource" since resources are available for the activities in only one

of headings. On the other hand, even if there are differences in the total construction time

between the two simulations, the total construction costs for both simulations are very

3 Geologic conditions are constant in the "H&B" section as mentioned in Section 9.1.1.
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similar to each other (see Figure 9-9 and Figure 9-11). This is so because while idle times

of the activities can be considered by adding them to the total construction time in the

current DAT, idle costs of the activities which may be incurred every time the activities are

delayed cannot be explicitly considered in the cost estimation in the current DAT (see

Sections 6.4.5 and 6.5.6).

Figure 9-12 and Figure 9-13 show both the "distance-scaled" view of the tunneling

activities and the "time-scaled" view of the tunneling activities at the very beginning of

Phase II (i.e., Cycle 4(H) - Cycle 7(H) in the top heading, and Cycle 1(B) - Cycle 3(B) in

the bench). The time-scaled views of the tunneling activities shown in the middle of Figure

9-12 and Figure 9-13 show the construction sequence of the activities, the priority of the

resource allocation between the activities, and idle times of the activities. While the

distance requirement between the top heading and bench, and resource availability of the

activities can be considered, the preempting activities cannot be considered in the current

DAT. Therefore, there are no delays due to lack of resources or preempting activities for the

"Current_DAT" as shown in Figure 9-12 (note that all resources are available for both

headings for "Current_DAT"). On the other hand, Figure 9-13 shows that there are delays

due to lack of resources for the "Current_DAT_limit_resource". Figure 9-13 also shows

that the resources are allocated on a first-come-first-served basis and heuristic rules4 are

used to allocate resources in dealing with resource competition between the activities in the

4 Recall from Section 7.5.4.2 that heuristic rules used in the current DAT to specify the priority of

resource allocation to the activities are as follows (the first rule is considered first): 1) the activity with the

highest priority is served first; 2) the activity with the longest waiting time; 3) random selection
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current DAT (see Section 7.5.4.2). For example, since a higher priority of resource

allocation is given to the activities in the top heading for "Current_DAT_limitresource",

when "Drill_H" in "Cycle 4(H)" (or "Cycle 6(H)") and "Drill B" in "Cycle 1(B)" (or

"Cycle 2(B)") compete for the same resource (i.e., "Resource_drill"; see Table 9-5) at the

same time, the resource is first given to "Drill H" in the top heading (i.e., "Cycle 4(H)" or

"Cycle 6(H)") before "Drill B" in the bench (i.e., "Cycle 1(B)" or "Cycle 2(B)").
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Time-cost scattergrams
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Figure 9-12. Construction Sequence of the Activities and Resource Allocation in Phase II for the "Current DAT"
(Note that this figure shows the activities only for several cycles at the very beginning of Phase II; In this case onlydelays due to distance requirement)
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Figure 9-13. Construction Sequence of the Activities and Resource Allocation in Phase II for the "Current DAT limit resource"
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9.2.2. Results of DAT simulations using the new resource model with

"Plan A" ("PlanA_Phasell-A_idlecost", "PlanA_Phasell-A_idlecost_20%" &

"PlanA_Phasell-A_wo_idlecost")

Three different DAT simulations (i.e., "PlanAPhaseII-Aidlecost", "PlanAPhasell-

Aidlecost_20%" and "PlanA_Phasell-A_wo_idlecost") were performed using the new

resource model with tunneling plan "Plan A" (see Section 7.5.5). For "PlanAPhaseIl-

A idlecost" and "PlanA_Phasell-A idlecost_20%", idle costs of the activities per unit time

are defined as 100% and 20% of the costs of activities per day, respectively, while for

"PlanAPhasell-A_wo_idlecost", no idle costs of the activities are defined (see Section

9.1.2). For these simulations, all the resources are available for the activities in both

headings and the preempting activities are treated such that when preempting activities are

performed in one heading, no tunneling activities can be performed in the other heading.

The time-cost scattergrams in Figure 9-14 show the results of 500 simulations

(combination of 1 geology simulation and 500 construction simulations) for both

"PlanA PhasellI-Aidlecost" and "Current DAT" with the statistical results on total

construction time and cost (e.g., minimum, mean, maximum, standard deviation and

coefficient of variation). These time-cost scattergrams and the frequency plots for the times

and costs (see Figure 9-15 and Figure 9-16) show that both total construction time and cost

for "PlanA Phasell-A_idlecost" are greater than those for "Current_DAT" (The mean total

construction time and cost for "PlanA_Phasell-A_idlecost" are greater than those for

"Current_DAT" by 17.5% and 41.5%, respectively). This is so because there are many
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delays caused by idle times, and idle costs of the preempted activities in the cost estimation

for "PlanAPhasellI-Aidlecost" while this is not so for "Current DAT".

The time-scaled view of the tunneling activities in the middle of Figure 9-17 shows that

there are many delays in both headings due to the preempted activities. For example, there

are two delays before starting the activities, "Load H" and "BlastH" in "Cycle 4(H)" and

two delays before starting "Blast_B" and "Bolt_B" in "Cycle 1(B)" due to the preempting

activities (i.e., "Blast H" and "BlastB"). The "Blast_B" in "Cycle 1(B)" remains idle in

order to avoid overlapping with the "Drill_H" in "Cycle 4(H)" until the "DrillH" is

completed (also "Blast_H" in "Cycle 4(H)" remains idle until the "Muck_B" in "Cycle

1(B)" is completed). The "Load_H" and "Bolt_B" are preempted by the "Blast_B" and

"BlastH", respectively (see Figure 9-17).

Since all the resources are available for both headings, there are no delays due to lack of

resources for "PlanA PhasellI-A idlecost".

The time-cost scattergrams in Figure 9-18 show the results of 500 simulations for all the

DAT simulations with "Plan A" (i.e., "PlanA_Phasell-A_idlecost", "PlanA_Phasell-

A_idlecost_20%" and "PlanA_Phasell-A_wo_idlecost") together with "Current_DAT".

These time-cost scattergrams and the frequency plots for the times (see Figure 9-18 and

Figure 9-19) show that total construction times for the three DAT simulations with "Plan A"

are very similar to each other since they are performed with the same tunneling plan (i.e.,

"Plan A"). On the other hand, total construction costs increase as idle costs of the activities

increase (i.e., "PlanA_Phasell-A_idlecost" > "PlanA_Phasell-A_idlecost 20%" >
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"PlanA_Phasell-A_wo_idlecost"), and the range of cost distributions increases

correspondingly (i.e., the COV of total construction cost change from 0.62 to 1.33 as idle

costs of the activities increase as shown in Figure 9-18 and Figure 9-20).

Total construction times for all the DAT simulations with "Plan A" are greater than the

one for the "Current_DAT" since there are many delays caused by the preempting activities

in all the DAT simulations with "Plan A" (Figure 9-18 and Figure 9-19). On the other hand,

total construction costs only for "PlanA_Phasell-A_idlecost" and "PlanA_PhaselI-

A_idlecost_20%" are greater than the one for the "Current_DAT" while total construction

costs for the "PlanA_Phasell-A_wo_idlecost" and "Current_DAT" are very similar to each

other (Figure 9-18 and Figure 9-20). This is so because idle costs of the activities are

considered in the cost estimation for the "PlanA Phasell-A idlecost" and "PlanA Phasell-

A idlecost_20%" while these costs are not considered for the "PlanA PhaselI-

A wo idlecost" and "CurrentDAT".

Note that the DAT simulations with "Plan A" are compared only to "Current_DAT" and

not "Current_DAT_limit_resource" since "Current_DAT" is performed with the same

conditions of resource availability as the DAT simulations with "Plan A" (i.e., all resources

are available for both headings).
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9.2.3. Results of DAT simulations using the new resource model with

"Plan B" ("PlanB_Phasell-A_idlecost", "PlanB_Phasell-A_idlecost_20%" &

"PlanB_Phasell-A_wo_idlecost")

"PlanB_Phasell-Aidlecost", "PlanBPhasell-A_idlecost_20%" and "PlanB_PhaseII-

Awoidlecost" are performed using the new resource model with tunneling plan "Plan B"

(see Section 7.5.6). All the resources are available for the activities in both headings, and

the preempting activities in both headings are performed at the same time. Since the cycle

lengths of the top heading and bench are 4m and 6m, respectively, the length of a "set of

cycles" is set to 12m (i.e., the least common multiple of 4 m and 6m; see Section 7.5.6).

Therefore, 19 "sets of cycles" are generated for the "H&B" section (see Figure 9-2). Each

"set of cycles" in "Phase II-A" consists of three and two cycles in the top heading and

bench, respectively as shown in Figure 9-21.

Figure 9-21. "Set of Cycles" in Phase II-A for the DAT simulations with "Plan B"
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Figure 9-22. Three Possible Tunneling Plans in Each "Set of Cycles" for the DAT
simulations with "Plan B"

(Dashed lines shown in this figure indicate the preempting activities in each heading

performed at the same time. For example, "B1:H4" indicates that the preempting activities in

"11H4" and "Bi" are performed at the same time)

There are three possible combinations of the two preempting activities in each heading

(i.e., 3C2 = 3) for the three DAT simulations with "Plan B" as shown in Figure 9-22.

The new resource model can provide the results of simulations for every "set of cycles"

including the durations and costs of each tunneling plan, while satisfying the distance

requirement between the two headings for each tunneling plan, and obtaining an optimal

tunneling plan for each "set of cycles" as shown in Table 9-7. Three DAT simulations with

"Plan B" show the same results that "Tunneling Plan 1" cannot satisfy the distance

requirements between the two headings, while "Tunneling Plan 2" and "Tunneling Plan 3"
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can always satisfy the distance requirements. This is so because the same "Minimum and

"Maximum" distances between the two headings, the same lengths of top heading and

bench, and the same tunneling plan (i.e., "Plan B") are used for all three simulations with

"Plan B". In addition, the reason why "Tunneling Plan 1" cannot satisfy the distance

requirement is because the preempting activities in "B2" and "H5" cannot be performed at

the same time since the distance between "B2" and "H5" (see "Tunneling Plan 1" in Figure

9-22) is always shorter than the minimum distance (i.e., 12m)).

For 500 simulations of "PlanA_Phasell-A_idlecost", "Tunneling Plan 2" is always

selected for all 19 "sets of cycles" as the optimal tunneling plan, which can satisfy the

distance requirements between the two headings, and can produce the shortest construction

time as shown in Table 9-7. One should note that if more than two tunneling plans have the

same construction time for a "set of cycle", the one with the smallest construction cost is

selected as the optimal tunneling plan in the model. Therefore, even if the times to complete

each "set of cycles" with "Tunneling Plan 2" are always the same as those with "Tunneling

Plan 3", only "Tunneling Plan 2" is selected as the optimal tunneling plan since "Tunneling

Plan 2" always produces the smallest construction cost for all 19 "sets of cycles" (see Table

9-7 and Figure 9-23).

The reason why "Tunneling Plans 2 and 3" always have the same construction time to

complete each "set of cycles", and why only one tunneling plan (i.e., "Tunneling Plan 2")

produces the smallest construction cost for all 19 "sets of cycles" can be explained as

follows:
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First of all, the construction process and resource allocation in each "set of cycles" for

"Plan B" are controlled and restricted by two factors: 1. the top heading and bench always

need to keep a certain distance (i.e., "minimum and maximum distances"); 2. the starting

times of the two preempting activities in the top heading and bench should be synchronized.

Most importantly, construction times to complete each "set of cycles" for both tunneling

plans are always dominated only by times to complete the top heading and there are no

delays in the top heading since the advance rates in the bench are always greater than those

in the top heading for both "Tunneling Plans 2 and 3". One should note that even if there

are always delays in the bench due to distance requirement between the two headings and

the preempting activities as shown in Figure 9-23, the times to complete the bench are still

faster than those for the top heading. Therefore, the construction times to complete "sets of

cycles" are always the same for both "Tunneling Plan 2" and "Tunneling Plan 3" (note that

the values of the advance rates and costs of the each activity, which are selected for a

particular "set of cycles" in a particular simulation, are the same for all the tunneling plans).

Even if the two tunneling plans have the same construction time to complete "sets of

cycles", "Tunneling Plan 2" is always selected as the optimal tunneling plan since

construction costs to complete each "set of cycles" with "Tunneling Plan 3" always greater

than those with "Tunneling Plan 2". This is so because delays caused by the preempting

activities and idle costs caused by these delays in the bench for "Tunneling Plan 3" are

always much greater than those for "Tunneling Plan 2" as shown in Figure 9-23.

In addition, the optimal tunneling plans for "PlanBPhaseII-A_idlecost_20%" and
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"PlanBPhasell-Awoidlecost" are also examined. For the same reasons mentioned above,

"Tunneling Plan 2" is always selected for all 19 "sets of cycles" as the optimal tunneling

plan for both "PlanB_Phasell-A_idlecost_20%" and "PlanB_Phasell-A_wo_idlecost".

Since idle costs of the activities are not considered, it is possible to have two optimal

tunneling plans (i.e., "Tunneling Plan 2" and "Tunneling Plan 3") for "PlanB_Phasell-

A_woidlecost". This is so because both construction times and costs to complete "sets of

cycles" are the same for both tunneling plans. If both construction time and cost to

complete a "set of cycles" are the same for more than two tunneling plans, the model

selects the first tunneling plan (the tunneling plan with the lowest number). Therefore,

"Tunneling Plan 2" is selected for "PlanB_PhasellI-A_wo_idlecost".

Even if only one tunneling plan is selected as the optimal one ("Tunneling Plan 2") for

all "sets of cycles" in this specific example, one should note that this could be case specific.

In other words, an optimal plan may vary in every "set of cycles" for other cases with

different conditions. Some parametric studies with "PlanB_Phasell-Aidlecost" were

performed. The results show that when the advance rates of the activities in the bench

increase by 1.5 times, "Tunneling Plan 2" and "Tunneling Plan 3" alternate from one "set of

cycles" to the other as the optimal tunneling plan. In addition, when the "minimum

distance" between the two headings is defined as lor 2 m, "Tunneling Plans 1 and 3" can

be selected as the optimal tunneling plan and they change from one "set of cycles" to the

other.
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The time-cost scattergrams (Figure 9-24) show the results of 500 simulations

(combination of 1 geology simulation and 500 construction simulations) for

"PlanB_Phasell-A_idlecost" together with the simulation results for the "Current_DAT"

and "PlanA_Phasell-A_idlecost" (note that all these three simulations are performed under

the conditions, in which all resources are available for both headings). "PlanB_Phasell-

A_idlecost" is performed with the optimal tunneling plan (i.e., "Tunneling Plan 2" in this

example) for all 500 simulations.

Even if there are delays in the bench due to the preempting activities in "PlanB__Phasell-

A_idlecost" (see Figure 9-27), the distribution of the total construction time for

"PlanB_Phasell-A_idlecost" is very similar to the one for the "Current DAT" as shown in

the time-cost scattergram (Figure 9-24) and the frequency plots for the times (Figure 9-25).

This is so because the construction times to complete the top heading for both simulations

(i.e., "PlanB_PhasellI-A_idlecost" and "Current_DAT") are very similar to each other since

there are no delays due to the preempting activities in the top heading for both simulations,

and because the total construction times for both simulations are dominated by the time to

complete the top heading since the time to complete the bench are always faster than those

for the top heading as shown in Figure 9-12 and Figure 9-27 (note that even if there are

delays due to the preempting activities in the bench for "PlanBPhasell-A_idlecost", the

times to complete the bench are still faster than those for the top heading).

On the other hand, the total construction cost for "PlanBPhasell-A_idlecost" is slightly

greater than that for the "Current_DAT" as shown in Figure 9-24 and Figure 9-26. This is

so because while there are no delays in "Current_DAT", there are delays due to the
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preempting activities in "PlanBPhasell-A_idlecost" and idle costs for these delays are

considered.

The time-cost scattergrams (Figure 9-24) also show that both total construction time and

cost for "PlanBPhasell-Aidlecost" are smaller than those for "PlanA Phasell-

A_idlecost" (The mean total construction time and cost for "PlanB_Phasell-A_idlecost" are

smaller than those for "PlanB_PhasellI-A_idlecost" by 17.4% and 37.2%, respectively).

This can be explained as follows:

Delays due to the preempting activities occur only in the bench for "PlanB_Phasell-

A_idlecost" (see Figure 9-27) since the preempting activities for both headings are

performed at the same time, and the advance rates of the activities in the bench are greater

than those for the top heading for "PlanB_Phasell-Aidlecost" (the preempting activities in

the bench always need to wait before they actually start until those in the top heading are

ready to start, and the durations of the preempting activities in the bench are always smaller

than those in the top heading as shown in Figure 9-27). On the other hand, delays due to the

preempting activities occur both in the top heading and bench for "PlanA_Phasell-

A_idlecost" (see Figure 9-17) since by definition (see Sections 7.5.5 and 9.1.2) during

operation of the preempting activities in one heading, no activities can be performed in the

other heading for "PlanA_Phasell-A idlecost". Therefore, there are more delays in

"PlanA_Phasell-A_idlecost" compared to "PlanBPhasell-A_idlecost" (The mean total

idle times of the activities is 5.64 days and 19.43days for "PlanB_Phasell-A_idlecost" and

"PlanAPhasell-A_idlecost", respectively).
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In addition, the main activities causing delays are "Load_H" and "Bolt_B" for

"PlanA Phasell-A idlecost" while those are "Blast B" and "Muck B" for

"PlanB_Phasell-A_idlecost" (see Figure 9-17 and Figure 9-27). This leads to a greater

construction cost for "PlanA_Phasell-A idlecost" compared to "PlanBPhasell-

A_idlecost" since the idle costs of "Load H" and "Bolt_B" are almost 10 times greater than

those for "Blast_B" and "MuckB" (see Table 9-2).

The time-cost scattergrams in Figure 9-28 show results of 500 simulations for all the

DAT simulations with "Plan B" (i.e., "PlanB_Phasell-A_idlecost", "PlanBPhasell-

Aidlecost_20%" and "PlanBPhasell-A_wo_idlecost") together with "Current_DAT".

These time-cost scattergrams and the frequency plots for the times (see Figure 9-28 and

Figure 9-29) show that total construction times for the three DAT simulations with "Plan B"

are very similar to each other since they are performed with the same tunneling plan (i.e.,

"Plan B") and as mentioned before, only "Tunneling Plan 2" is always selected for all "sets

of cycles" for all the simulations with "Plan B". On the other hand, total construction costs

slightly increase as idle costs of the activities increase (i.e., "PlanB_PhasellI-A_idlecost" >

"PlanB_PhasellI-A_idlecost_20%" > "PlanB_Phasell-A_wo idlecost", see Figure 9-28 and

Figure 9-30).

Total construction times for all the DAT simulations with "Plan B" are very similar to the

one for the "Current_DAT" (see Figure 9-28 and Figure 9-30). This is so because the total

construction times for all the DAT simulations with "Plan B" and the "Current DAT" are

dominated by the time to complete the top heading since the time to complete the bench are
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always faster than those for the top heading, and because the construction times to complete

the top heading for all these simulations are very similar to each other.

On the other hand, total construction costs for "PlanBPhasellI-Aidlecost" and

"PlanB_PhasellI-A_idlecost_20%" are slightly greater than the one for the "Current_DAT"

while total construction costs for the "PlanB Phasell-A woidlecost" and "CurrentDAT"

are very similar to each other. This is so because idle costs of the activities are considered

in the cost estimation for the "PlanB PhasellI-Aidlecost" and "PlanBPhaseIl-

A idlecost_20%" while this is not so for the "PlanBPhasell-Awoidlecost" and

"Current DAT".

It is very important to note that the new resource model with tunneling plan "Plan B" can

provide an optimal tunneling plan among all the possible tunneling plans ("Tunneling Plan

2" for the DAT simulations with "Plan B" in this study) and this can provide practical

information such as the best strategy for a sequence of activities and a resource allocation

plan for the given construction method.

The optimal tunneling plan may vary from one "set of cycles" to the other in a simulation,

and the optimal tunneling plan for the same "set of cycles" may also differ in every

simulation as shown in Figure 9-31. However, it is still possible to provide the "best"

tunneling plan for each "set of cycles" for the given construction method. This can be done

by selecting an optimal tunneling plan for each "set of cycles" which has the smallest

average construction time from "M" number of simulations (Figure 9-31). For the example

shown in Figure 9-31, the optimal plan for "set of cycles 1" varies in every simulation, and
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more than two optimal tunneling plans (e.g., "Tunneling Plans 1, 2 and 3") can be selected

for "set of cycles 1" for M number of simulations. The average construction time for each

optimal tunneling plan can be calculated as follows:

Average construction time of "Tunneling Plan X"=

(Sum of all construction times of "Optimal Tunneling Plan X" for M simulations )
(No. of "Optimal Tunneling Plan X" being selected in "set of cycles 1" during M simulations)

As a result, the "best tunneling plan" which has the smallest average construction time

for each "set of cycles can be obtained for the given construction method ("Table A" in

Figure 9-31). This information can be practically used in the field to plan the construction

process and resource allocation for the given construction method.

In addition, it is also possible to provide only one tunneling plan for all "sets of cycles".

Since the tunneling plans selected as "best tunneling plan" for each "set of cycles" may still

vary from one "set of cycles" to the other as shown in the example of Figure 9-31 ("Table

A"), one may want to have only one tunneling plan for the entire section of all "sets of

cycles". This is so because at the actual construction site, it is more practically efficient to

use only one tunneling plan throughout the entire section where a specific construction

method is used rather than changing from one tunneling plan to another during construction.

This can be done by running simulations selectively with only one tunneling plan for all

"sets of cycles". For the example shown in Figure 9-31, if "Tunneling Plans 1, 2 and 3" can

always satisfy the distance requirement for all "sets of cycles" in all M number of

simulations, simulations will be run with only one tunneling plan (i.e., "Tunneling Plans 1,

2 or 3"). By comparing the results of simulations with each of the three tunneling plans,
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only the tunneling plan which can produce the smallest average total construction time is

chosen. The example in Figure 9-31 ("Table B" and the small cost-time plots) shows the

case in which the DAT simulations with only "Tunneling plan 1" for all "sets of cycles"

produce the smallest average total construction time.

One should note that since an optimal tunneling plan in this study is defined as the

tunneling plan, which can satisfy the distance requirement and produce the shortest

construction time (see Section 7.5.6), only construction time is considered for selecting the

best optimal tunneling plan as shown in the equation above (only if more than two

tunneling plan produce the same construction time, the one with the smallest construction

cost is selected as the optimal tunneling plan). This is so because it is assumed that the

tunneling plan which can produce the shortest construction time can also produce the

smallest construction cost (e.g., this is shown in the case of "PlanA Phasell-A_idlecost").

However, it is also possible that the tunneling plan which can produce the shortest

construction time may not produce the smallest construction cost. This case will be

discussed in the context of future studies in Chapter 10.

In addition, the new resource model can provide the distribution of the total construction

time and cost with the optimal tunneling plans considering the special aspects of the tunnel

construction process (distance requirement between the two headings and preempting

activities) and idle costs of the activities. Therefore, the new model can predict the total

construction time and cost more accurately.
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The new resource model can also provide information as a better way to treat the

preempting activities between "Plan A" and "Plan B" for the given construction method

(e.g., "Plan B" produces smaller construction time and cost compared to "Plan A" in this

study).
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Table 9-7. Optimal Tunneling Plans for Each "Set of Cycles" for "PlanBPhaseII-Aidlecost" (Cost: x 103)

(Highlighted rows in this table indicate the optimal tunnel plan)
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9.2.4. Results of DAT simulations using the new resource model with

"Phase II-B" ("Phasell-B_idlecost", "Phasell-B_idlecost_20%", "Phasell-

B_wo_idlecost" & "Phasell-B_wo_idlecost_non_preempt")

Four different simulations (i.e., "Phasell-Bidlecost", "Phasell-B idlecost 20%",

"Phasell-B_wo_idlecost" and "Phasell-B_wo_idlecost_nonpreempt") were performed

using the new resource model with tunneling plan "Phase II-B" (see Section 7.5.7).

Resources are available for the activities only in one of headings for all the simulations

with "Phase II-B". Idle costs of the activities are 100% and 20% of the costs of activities

per day for "Phasell-B_idlecost" and "Phasell-Bidlecost_20%", respectively (see Section

9.1.2). On the other hand, there are no idle costs of the activities in "Phasell-

B_wo_idlecost" and "Phasell-B_wo_idlecost_non_preempt". In addition, the preempting

activities are considered for all the DAT simulations with "Phase II-B" except for the

"Phasell-B_wo idlecost_nonpreempt" (note that the preempting activities are treated such

that when the preempting activities are performed in one heading, no tunneling activities

can be performed in the other heading as discussed in Section 7.5.7).

For "Phasell-B_idlecost", 19 "sets of cycles" can be generated for the "H&B" section,

and each "set of cycles" consists of three and two cycles in the top heading and bench,

respectively. Therefore, there are 10 possible resource allocation plans in each "set of

cycles" (i.e., 3+2C2 = 10) for "Phasell-B_idlecost" as shown in Figure 9-32.

The results of 500 simulations for "Phasell-B_idlecost" show that "Tunneling Plan 1",

"Tunneling Plan 2" and "Tunneling Plan 5" cannot satisfy the distance requirements

between the two headings while the others can satisfy the distance requirements between
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the two headings. The simulation results also show that the optimal tunneling plan differs

from one "set of cycles" to the other in the same simulation, and the optimal tunneling plan

for the same "set of cycles" also varies from one simulation to the other (see Figure 9-33).

However, only two tunneling plans (i.e., "Tunneling Plan 7" and "Tunneling Plan 9") are

selected as optimal tunneling plans for 19 "sets of cycles" in the "H&B" section. This result

indicates that resources can be allocated optimally between the two headings only with

either "Tunneling Plan 7" or "Tunneling Plan 9" since according to the simulation results,

only these two tunneling plans can produce the shortest construction time, which can only

be obtained when the resources are allocated considering the overall criticality of the

activities (see Section 7.5.3 and 7.5.6).

Minimum Distance  "Set of Cycles"-----------------------------------
Top Heading (H):: .... Cyc!e 1(H) < Phase I>. Cycle 3.(H)

Bench ( _ <Phase II-B>
"Set of Cycles"

10 possible resource allocation plans (3,2C2 = 10)

1 L;ycle 1 (B) - Cycle 2 (B) - Cycle 4 (H) - Cycle 5 (H) - Cycle 6 (H)
2 Cycle 1 (B) - Cycle 4 (H) - Cycle 2 (B) - Cycle 5 (H) - Cycle 6 (H)
3 Cycle 1 (B) - Cycle 4 (H) - Cycle 5 (H) - Cycle 2 (B) - Cycle 6 (H)
4 Cycle 1 (B) - Cycle 4 (H) - Cycle 5 (H) - Cycle 6 (H) - Cycle 2 (B)
5 Cycle 4 (H) - Cycle 1 (B) - Cycle 2 (B) - Cycle 5 (H) - Cycle 6 (H)
6 Cycle 4 (H) - Cycle 1 (B) - Cycle 5 (H) - Cycle 2 (B) - Cycle 6 (H)
7 Cycle 4 (H) - Cycle 1 (B) - Cycle 5 (H) - Cycle 6 (H) - Cycle 2 (B)
8 Cycle 4 (H) - Cycle 5 (H) - Cycle 1 (B) - Cycle 2 (B) - Cycle 6 (H)
9 Cycle 4 (H) - Cycle 5 (H) - Cycle 1 (B) - Cycle 6 (H) - Cycle 2 (B)

10 Cycle 4 (H) - Cycle 5 (H) - Cycle 6 (H) - Cycle 1 (B) - Cycle 2 (B)

Figure 9-32. All Possible Resource Allocation Alternatives for a "Set of Cycles" in
Phase II-B
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Statistically (from 500 simulations), "Tunneling Plan 7" and "Tunneling Plan 9" are

selected as the optimal tunneling plans for about 80% and 20% of 19 "sets of cycles",

respectively as shown in Figure 9-33. As discussed in Section 9.2.3, even if an optimal

tunneling plan varies from one "set of cycles" to the other, and from one simulation to the

other, it is possible to select one tunneling plan for each "set of cycles" as the "best

tunneling plan" by selecting the optimal tunneling plan for each "set of cycles", which has

the smallest average construction time. As shown in Table 9-8, "Tunneling Plan 7" is

selected for all 19 "sets of cycles" as the "best tunneling plan" since "Tunneling Plan 7"

produces the smallest average construction time in all 19 "sets of cycles" (see also "Table

A" at the bottom of Figure 9-33). When the construction times for "sets of cycles" are the

same both for "Tunneling Plans 7 and 9", "Tunneling Plan 7" is selected as the "best

tunneling plan" since it produces the smallest construction cost for all 19 "sets of cycles" as

shown in Table 9-8. This is so because delays due to lack of resources in the bench for

"Tunneling Plan 9" are greater than those for "Tunneling Plan 7" (e.g., delays due to lack of

resources for "Drill_B" in the bench (i.e., "Cycle 1 (B)") in Figure 9-34).

In addition, as shown in Figure 9-35, two different DAT simulations were also

performed: one with only "Tunneling Plan 7" (i.e., "PhasellI-B_idlecost with Tunneling

Plan 7") and the other with only "Tunneling Plan 9" (i.e., "Phasell-B_idlecost with

Tunneling Plan 9") for all 19 "sets of cycles" (note that only "Tunneling Plans 7 and 9" can

satisfy the distance requirements for all 19 "sets of cycles" in 500 simulations, and these

two tunneling plans are the only two selected as the optimal tunneling plans). As shown in

Figure 9-35 and Figure 9-36, not only distribution of total construction time but also the
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average total construction times for both simulations are very similar to each other.

However, the distribution of total construction cost and the average total construction cost

for "Phasell-B_idlecost with Tunneling Plan 7" is smaller than those for "Phasell-

B_idlecost with Tunneling Plan 9" (Figure 9-35 and Figure 9-37). Therefore, "Tunneling

Plan 7" can be selected as the "best tunneling plan" (see also "Table B" in Figure 9-33)

which produces the smallest average total construction time and also the smallest total

construction cost for the given construction method "Pattern 4", which was used for the

entire "H&B" section (Section 9.1.1).
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"H & B" section
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Figure 9-33. The Optimal Tunneling Plans for the "H&B" Section
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Figure 9-34. Comparison of Construction Sequence of the Activities and Resource Allocation in Phase II-B Between
"Tunneling Plan 7" and "Tunneling Plan 9"
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Time-cost scattergrams
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Figure 9-35. Comparison of the Time-cost

B_idlecost with Tunneling Plan 9")
Scattergrams ("Phasell-B idlecost with Tunneling Plan 7" vs. "Phasell-
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Comparison of the time distribution
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Figure 9-36. Frequency Plots for the Times
("Phasell-B_idlecost with Tunneling Plan 7" vs. "Phasell-B_idlecost with Tunneling Plan 9")
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Figure 9-37. Frequency Plots for the Costs
("Phasell-B_idlecost with Tunneling Plan 7" vs. "Phasell-B idlecost with Tunneling Plan 9")
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Top

"Tunneling Plan 7": Cycle 4 (H) - Cycle 1 (B) - Cycle 5 (H) - Cycle 6 (H) - Cycle 2 (B)

Figure 9-38. Resource Allocation between the Two Headings with "Tunneling Plan
7" in "Phase II-B"

Figure 9-38 shows that the resources are allocated between the two headings in the order

Cycle 4 (H), Cycle 1 (B), Cycle 5 (H), Cycle 6 (H) and Cycle 2 (B) for the first "set of

cycles" in "Phase II-B" when "Tunneling Plan 7" is selected.

According to this resource allocation plan, all the resources are allocated to the activities

in "Cycle 4(H)" first. Within a particular cycle, the resources are allocated to the activities

in the order of occurrence of the activities. In addition, as mentioned in Section, 7.5.7, the

resources produced from an activity in the current cycle can be allocated to the following

cycle (according to resource allocation plan) only if no other activities in the current cycle

require these resources. Therefore, for example, resource used for or produced from "Cycle

4(H)" can be allocated to the following cycle, "Cycle 1(B)". The resource produced from

"Drill H" in "Cycle 4(H)" (i.e., one unit of "Resource_drill"; see Table 9-5) is allocated to

"Drill_B" in "Cycle 1(B)" right after the completion of"Drill_H" in "Cycle 4(H)" since the

other activities in "Cycle 4(H)" do not require this resource ("Resource_drill") (note that as

explained in Section 9.1.2 and Table 9-5, different activities in the same cycle do not share

or compete for the same resources since each activity requires and produces only one type
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of its own resource).

The time-cost scattergrams (Figure 9-39) show the results of 500 simulations

(combination of 1 geology simulation and 500 construction simulations) for "PhaselI-

B_idlecost" and "Phasell-B_wo_idlecost_non_preempt" together with the simulations

results from "Current_DAT_limit_resource". All the DAT simulations shown in this figure

were performed under the condition of limited resources (i.e., resources are available for

the activities in only one heading). For "Phasell-B_idlecost" and "PhaselI-

B_woidlecostnon_preempt", an optimal tunneling plan is selected for every "set of

cycles", and the 500 simulations were performed with this optimal tunneling plan.

Therefore, the resources are allocated to the more critical activities according to an optimal

tunneling plan in each "set of cycles" so that the shortest construction time can be obtained

for "PhasellI-B_idlecost" and "Phasell-B_wo_idlecost_nonpreempt".

The time-cost scattergrams (Figure 9-39) and frequency plots for the times and costs

(Figure 9-40 and Figure 9-41) show that both total construction time and cost for "Phasell-

B_idlecost" are greater than those for "Current_DAT_limit_resource" (The mean total

construction time and cost for "Phasell-B_idlecost" are greater than those for

"Current_DAT_limit resource" by 11.5% and 45.%, respectively). This can be explained as

follows:

Even if "PhasellI-B_idlecost" is performed with an optimal tunneling plan for every "set

of cycles", there are many delays due to the preempting activities and lack of resources
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both in the top heading and bench for "Phasell-B_idlecost" (see Figure 9-42). On the other

hand, there are no delays in the top heading, and delays due to the preempting activities

cannot be considered for "Current_DAT_limitresource" (The mean total idle times of the

activities are 35.72 days and 12.94 days for "Phasell-B idlecost" and

"Current_DAT_limit resource", respectively). Therefore, idle times and idle costs of

activities, and thus total construction time ad cost for "Phasell-Bidlecost" are much

greater than those for "Current_DAT_limitresource".

It is particularly interesting to compare the results of the DAT simulations for "Phasell-

Bwo_idlecost non_preempt" with those for "Current_DAT_limitresource". This is so

because among all the DAT simulations performed in this study, "Phasell-

B_wo_idlecostnonpreempt" and "Current_DAT_limitresource" are the only pair of

simulations in which the current DAT and the new resource model can be compared under

the exactly same conditions (the preempting activities and idle costs are not considered in

both simulations, and both simulations were performed under the condition of limited

resources). The time-cost scattergrams (Figure 9-39) and frequency plots for the times and

costs (Figure 9-40 and Figure 9-41) show that the total construction time for the DAT

simulations using the new resource model (i.e., "Phasell-B_woidlecostnonpreempt") is

smaller than the one for the DAT simulations using the current DAT (i.e.,

"CurrentDAT_limitresource"). Specifically, the mean total construction time for

"PhaseII-Bwo_idlecostnon_preempt" is smaller than the one for

"CurrentDAT limit resource" by 4.3%. On the other hand, total construction costs are
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very similar to each other. This can be explained as follows:

Resources are allocated considering the overall criticality of the activities, and thus the

shortest construction time can be obtained in the new resource model ("PhaseII-

B_wo_idlecostnon_preempt") since the simulations were performed with an optimal

tunneling plan for each "set of cycles". On the other hand, resources are allocated on the

first-come-first-served basis and the heuristic rules are used to deal with resource

competition between the activities in the current DAT ("Current_DAT_limit_resource").

This default resource allocation plan in the current DAT may ignore the overall criticality of

the activities, and thus the current DAT may not be able to run simulations with an optimal

tunneling plan, which can produce the shortest construction time.

Total construction costs are very similar to each other since no preempting activities and

idle costs are considered for both simulations.

The time-cost scattergrams in Figure 9-43 show the results of 500 simulations for all the

DAT simulations with "Phase II-B" (i.e., "PhaseII-B_idlecost", "PhaseII-B_idlecost_20%"

and "Phasell-B_wo_idlecost") together with "Current_DAT_limitresource". The time-cost

scattergrams and the frequency plots for the times (see Figure 9-43 and Figure 9-44) show

that total construction times for the three DAT simulations with "Plan II-B" are very similar

to each other since they are performed with the same tunneling plan (i.e., "Phase II-B"). On

the other hand, total construction costs increase as idle costs of the activities increase (i.e.,

"Phasell-B_idlecost" > "Phasell-B idlecost_20%" > "PhaseII-B_wo_idlecost"), and thus
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the range of cost distributions increases correspondingly (i.e., the COV of total construction

cost change from 0.68 to 1.23 as idle costs of the activities increase as shown in Figure

9-43).

As shown in Figure 9-43 and Figure 9-44, total construction times for all the DAT

simulations with "Phase II-B" are greater than the one for the

"Current_DAT_limit_resource" since there are many delays caused by the preempting

activities and lack of resources in both headings in all the DAT simulations with "Phase II-

B" (see Figure 9-42). On the other hand, total construction costs for "Phasell-Bidlecost" and

"Phasell-B_idlecost_20%" are greater than the one for the "Current_DAT_limit_resource" while

total construction costs for the "Phasell-B woidlecost" and "CurrentDAT limit resource" are

very similar to each other (see Figure 9-43 and Figure 9-45). This is so because idle costs of

the activities are considered in the cost estimation for the "Phasell-B idlecost" and

"Phasell-B idlecost 20%" while these costs are not considered for the "PhaseIl-

B woidlecost" and "CurrentDAT limitresource".

Note that the DAT simulations with "Phase II-B" are compared only to

"CurrentDAT limit resource" and not "Current DAT". This is so because

"Current_DAT_limitresource" is performed with the same conditions of resource availability as

the DAT simulations with "Phase II-B" (i.e., resources are available for only one heading).
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Comparison of the time distribution
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Figure 9-40. Frequency Plots for the Times
("Phasell-B_idlecost" vs. "Phasell-B_wo_idlecost_non_preempt"
vs. "Current_DAT_limit_resource")
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Figure 9-41. Frequency Plots for the Costs
("Phasell-B_idlecost" vs. "Phasell-B_wo_idlecost_non_preempt"
vs. "Current DAT_limit_resource")
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Figure 9-42. Construction Sequence of the Activities and Resource Allocation in Phase II-B for "Phasell-B idlecost"(Note that this figure shows the activities only for the first "set of cycles" in Phase II-B)
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Time-cost scattergrams
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Comparison of the time distribution
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9.2.5. Actual total construction time and cost vs. simulation results

In this section, total construction time and cost obtained from the new resource model

will be compared with the actual total construction time and cost for the "H&B" section,

which were obtained after construction in the "H&B" section was completed5 .

According to information from the Korean engineers, during actual construction of the

"H&B" section, the preempting activities (e.g., blast) in both headings are performed at the

same time, and all resources are available for both headings. Therefore, the results of DAT

simulations using the new resource model with tunneling plan "Plan B" can be used for this

comparative analysis (see Section 9.2.3). The actual construction time can be compared

with the DAT simulations using the new resource model with "Plan B" since idle times are

considered in the actual construction time. However, as mentioned in Section 9.1.2, the

actual total construction cost for the Sucheon tunnel does not include idle costs. Therefore,

the actual construction cost cannot be directly compared with the one from the DAT

simulations using the new resource model with "Plan B" and idle costs of the activities.

The time-cost scattergrams (Figure 9-46) show results of the DAT simulation using the

current DAT (i.e., "Current_DAT") and those using the new resource model with tunneling

plan "Plan B" (i.e., "PlanB_PhasellI-A_idlecost" and "PlanB_Phasell-A_wo_idlecost").

The actual construction time and cost 5 for the "H&B" section are also shown in Figure 9-46

5 All information (post-completion of the Sucheon tunnel construction) for the "H&B" section is given

based on conversation between Korean engineers and the author.
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(red circle "A"). Since idle costs of the activities are not included in the actual construction

cost, the actual construction time and cost can be compared with those obtained from

"PlanB_Phasell-A_wo_idlecost" (note that this DAT simulation is performed using the new

resource model with "Plan B" but without considering idle costs of the activities; see

Section 9.2.3). As shown in Figure 9-46, the actual construction time and cost are within

the range of the distribution of construction time and cost obtained from "PlanB_PhaselI-

A_woidlecost" (both the actual construction time and cost are about 0.5% greater than the

mean construction time and cost obtained from "PlanB_Phasell-A_wo_idlecost"). In

addition, the actual construction time and cost are also within the range of the distribution

of construction time and cost for the "Current_DAT" (note that the time and cost

distributions of "Current_DAT" are very similar to those for "PlanB_Phasell-

A_wo_idlecost"). As mentioned in Section 9.2.3, this is so because idle times of the

activities do not affect the total construction time for the "H&B" section since there are no

delays due to the preempting activities in the top heading for both simulations, and the total

construction times are always dominated by the times to complete the top heading (the

construction time in the bench including delays is always faster than the one for the top

heading as shown in Figure 9-12 and Figure 9-27). In addition, idle costs of the activities

are not considered in the cost estimation for both simulations (i.e., "Current_DAT" and

"PlanB_Phasell-A_woidlecost").

Even if the actual construction cost considering idle costs of the activities is not available,

the Korean engineers tried to estimate construction cost considering idle costs. According
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to them, considering idle costs results in an increase of 6% compared to the actual

construction cost. This is shown in Figure 9-46 as pink circle "B". One should note that the

estimate of the construction time is the same as the actual construction time since idle times

due to the preempting activities are considered in the actual construction time.

The Korean estimate (pink circle "B" in Figure 9-46) was then compared with the time

and cost distributions obtained from two DAT simulations with "Plan B" using only

"Tunneling Plan 2" and "Tunneling Plan 3" (i.e., "PlanB_Phasell-Aidlecost with

Tunneling Plan 2" and "PlanB_Phasell-A_idlecost with Tunneling Plan 3"). Recall that

"Tunneling Plans 2 and 3" are the only two tunneling plans which can satisfy the distance

requirements, and "Tunneling Plan 2" is the optimal tunneling plan for the entire "H&B"

section (see Section 9.2.3). The comparison shows:

* The Korean estimate for time is within the time distributions of the DAT simulations

with "Plan B" using "Tunneling Plan 2" and "Tunneling Plan 3" (see Figure 9-46 and

Figure 9-47).

* The Korean estimate for cost is higher than the cost distribution of the DAT

simulation using "Tunneling Plan 2" (by 3.3%), but lower than the cost distributions

of the DAT simulations using "Tunneling Plan 3" (by 4.3%) (see Figure 9-46 and

Figure 9-48).

One might then infer from this comparative analysis that with the information provided

the actual construction process was not optimal and construction cost might have been
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reduced (about 2.5-4%) by choosing the optimal tunneling plan ("Tunneling Plan 2").
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Chapter 10. Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations

10.1. Summary

This thesis defines the major requirements for an adequate and comprehensive resource

model for tunneling. Considering these major requirements for the resource model, a new

resource model has been developed and incorporated into the DAT. These major

developments are:

1. Cost and time estimation considering resources in tunnel construction

Two approaches are used for the new resource model to incorporate the amount of

resources into the estimates of cost and time, namely "simple estimates" and "detailed

estimates". The differences between the two approaches are as follows:

a. The simple estimates can incorporate the amount of resources indirectly into the

estimates of cost and time by correlating the method variables and the resource

variables. In the detailed estimates, in contrast, the resource variables can be directly

used to formulate the cost and time equations. This, in turn, enhances the accuracy of

estimates.
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b. In the simple estimates, "Activity networks" are defined at the upper levels of the

work breakdown structure and the time-related and cost-related method variables are

defined in aggregate from. In the detailed estimates, "Activity networks" need to be

analyzed at disaggregate levels, and costs need to be defined with a number of the

itemized method variables and associated resource variables. As a consequence and

as an advantage, it is possible to use the results from the detailed estimates as a

standard format for cost reporting and cost tracking.

c. The simple estimates require less effort to define input data, but this approach can be

used only for the conceptual or rough estimates of cost and time for establishing the

budget at the very early stage of the project. The detailed estimates require much

more effort to prepare and define input data, but they can be used for complete and

accurate estimates, e.g., for preparing the firm's bid and for the detailed resource

management plans.

d. The simple estimates cannot take into account interactions between the tunneling

activities at the detailed level. For example, delays due to the interaction between the

tunneling activities or due to lack of resources/storage cannot be explicitly

considered. The detailed estimates, however, can for instance consider the idle time

and idle cost due to the interaction between the tunneling activities or a lack of

resources/storage.

e. The simple estimates can provide information on the growth of the total construction

cost in time. However, the detailed estimates can also keep track of the cash flow of

each of the different cost categories of project direct costs (e.g., operating costs,
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direct labor costs, construction material costs, and etc.).

f. The project indirect costs can only be considered as a lump sum for a tunnel or the

entire tunnel system in the simple estimates. Through the detailed estimates, the

treatment of the project indirect costs is improved by considering each of the cost

categories separately.

The simple and detailed cost and time estimation can be used for any tunneling

construction projects (i.e., full-face excavation or heading and bench operations).

2. Planning of resource scheduling

Resource scheduling and planning features implemented in the new resource model

allow one to make tunneling plans, which determine sequences of the tunneling activities

and resource allocation during construction.

Tunneling plans for full-face excavation can be represented and handled with the current

DAT without any modification since the precedence of the activities is determined by

technical precedence and resources can be allocated on a first-come-first-served basis.

However, tunneling plans for heading and bench operations cannot be modeled with the

current DAT since such tunneling plans can vary depending on the special characteristics of

the tunnel construction process such as distance requirements (distance between the top

heading and bench) and preempting activities.
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The resource scheduling and planning features in the new resource model allow one to

determine the optimal tunneling plan for heading and bench operation, which cannot only

satisfy the special characteristics of the tunnel construction process but can also produce the

optimal resource allocation and the shortest construction time.

Tunneling plans in the new resource model first can be divided into two depending on

resource availability: Phase II-A (all the resources are available for both headings) and

Phase II-B (resources are available for only one of the headings). Tunneling plans for Phase

II-A can be further divided into tunneling plans (i.e., Plans A and B) depending on the

preempting activities. These three tunneling plans (i.e., Plan A in Phase II-A, Plan B in

Phase II-A and Phase II-B) are handled as follows:

For Plan A in Phase II-A, tunneling plans can be made in a way that when the preempting

activities are performed in one heading, no tunneling activities can be performed in the

other heading and remain idle. In the new resource model, an activity in one heading can

control the activation of the activities in the other heading by checking the status (active or

non-active) and types (normal or preempting) of the activities performed in the other

heading.

For Plan B in Phase II-A, tunneling plans can be made by scheduling the preempting

activities such that the preempting activities in both headings are performed at the same

time. Specifically, the model generates all possible tunneling plans based on the possible

combinations of the two preempting activities in each heading starting simultaneously.
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Then, the model can select an optimal tunneling plan, which can satisfy the distance

requirement and produce the shortest construction time.

For Phase II-B, the new resource model considers not only the special characteristics of

tunneling construction such as distance requirements and preempting activities but also the

priority of resource allocation to the activities and the overall criticality of the activities.

Specifically, the model generates all the possible resource allocation alternatives and selects

an optimal plan which can satisfy the distance requirement and produce the shortest

construction time.

3. Representation of the resource handling activities

Two different types of activities are newly defined in the new resource model: "Cycle-

independent" activities and "Cycle-dependent" activities.

"Cycle-independent" activities include the resource handling activities, which are not

performed at the location of the current cycle, but performed between the current cycle and

other sections of the tunnel, in other sections of the tunnel or outside the tunnel (e.g.,

resource transportation, resource transferring and resource processing). The completion of

the current cycle is "independent" of the completion of these "Cycle-independent"

activities. On the other hand, "Cycle-dependent" activities include other major tunneling

activities (e.g., excavation and ground support installation) and resource handling activities,

which are performed at the location of the current cycle (e.g., loading). The completion of
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the current cycle is "dependent" of the completion of all "Cycle-dependent" activities.

In addition, the time for the resource handling activities such as resource transporting and

transferring can be estimated based on the actual "travel distance" of these activities by

specifying the start and end options in the new resource model (i.e., distance-based

capability).

Note that these new capabilities can be used also for full-face excavation.

4. Validation of the new resource model

The new resource model has been applied to an actual tunnel project in Korea and the

practical application of the model has been demonstrated. The actual construction time and

cost were compared with the time and cost distribution obtained from the DAT simulation

with the new resource model using the optimal tunneling plan. This comparison shows that

the construction process performed in this tunnel during the actual tunnel construction was

not planned optimally since the actual construction cost considering idle costs is higher

than the cost distribution obtained from the new resource model based on the optimal

tunneling plan. In fact, construction cost could have been reduced by 2.5-4% if the optimal

tunneling plan produced from the new resource model had been used during the actual

tunnel construction.
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10.2. Conclusions

The major contributions of this research are as follows:

1. In the current DAT, cost and time can be estimated only by the method variables (e.g.,

a cost per unit length, an advance rate and a cycle length) in which resource quantities

might be implicitly included. In contrast, in the new resource model, the quantity of

resources can be explicitly considered in the estimates of time and cost with two different

approaches (i.e., simple and detailed estimates). Specifically, the new resource model with

the detailed estimates can enhance the accurate estimates of time and cost by considering

different cost categories and items and by considering both idle times and idle cost due to

the interaction between the tunneling activities or a lack of resources/storage. From the test

simulations with an actual tunnel project, it can be shown that idle costs of the activities

significantly affect the selection of the optimal tunneling plan. In addition, the procedure

and preparation for cost estimating and the simulation results from the new resource model

with the detailed estimates provide an organized process for collecting project cost data in a

standard format for cost reporting and cost tracking, and a means to maintain historical cost

data in a standard format, which can be used for future projects.

2. The new resource model produces the distribution of the total construction time and

cost based on the optimal tunneling plans. Most importantly, the new model can handle and

represent the dynamic changes in the construction sequences and resource allocation but
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can also provide the optimal tunneling plan, which can produce the shortest construction

time and optimal resource allocation. This eliminates a major limitation of the current DAT,

where the heuristic rules cannot guarantee an optimal plan. Very importantly, the optimal

tunneling plan can be practically used in the field to plan the construction process and

resource allocation.

3. The new resource model can represent resource handling activities, which are not

performed at the location of the current cycle by considering the special aspects of the

"Cycle-independent" activities. The concept of "Cycle-independent" activities can be

applied to other areas of civil engineering projects. This is so because the "Cycle-

independent" activities can be used to represent various activities performed in parallel at

the same current location, while other activities in the next location start regardless of the

completion of all the activities performed at the current location. In addition, with the

distance-based capability of the new resource model, the construction time to complete the

resource handling activities such as resource transporting and resource transferring, and

thus the total construction time can be estimated more accurately.
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10.3. Recommendations for future work

These are potential areas of research to enhance the capability of the model:

1. Tunneling plans for multiple-drift tunnels

Resource scheduling and planning features implemented in the new resource model in

this research allow one to obtain the optimal tunneling plan especially for heading and

bench operation, but not for multiple drifting. For tunneling plans for multiple-drift tunnels,

not only the special aspects of the tunnel construction process such as distance

requirements and preempting activities, which are considered in the new resource model for

heading and bench operation, but also another important aspect, the geometric restriction

should be considered. The geometric restriction is important in multiple-drift tunnels since

the tunneling operations and resource flow must take place within the confines of the cross-

sectional area of tunnel, and resource availability may also be affected by the geometric

restriction. For example, even if drilling rigs are available for all drifts, they may not be

used in all drifts due to the limited space. The problems with the geometric restrictions may

need to be handled in the context of space availability. For this, the function of the

"geometries" option in the present DAT may need to be extended to specify the special

relation between available space in each drift and the maximum quantity or number of each

resource that can be used within the available space.
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2. Multiple criteria decisions

The optimal plan in this research is defined as the tunneling plan, which can satisfy the

special characteristics of the tunnel construction process and produce the shortest

construction time. Therefore, only construction time but not construction cost is considered

for selecting the optimal tunneling plan. This is so because it is assumed that the tunneling

plan, which can produce the shortest construction time, can also produce the smallest

construction cost. However, it is also possible that the tunneling plans which can produce

the shortest construction time may not produce the smallest construction cost. Therefore,

multiple criteria decisions may need to be considered. This could be done by multiplying

construction time and cost for all the possible tunneling plans by some weighting factors

and by selecting the one which produces the lowest values (e.g., Min (construction time x

weighting factor for the time) + (construction cost x weighting factor for the cost)). These

weighting factors can be estimated based on contractor's risk sensitivity, estimated budget

and schedule.

3. Representation of resource availability in calendars

The calendar features in the DAT are used to keep track of specific and real calendar

dates by specifying calendar data for each tunneling activity. With these calendars one can

specify days-off (e.g., holidays and climatic conditions), delays and different working
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schedules (e.g. working hours/day), and one can also specify when one starts and stops

working on each activity during a unit working day. However, calendar data may be needed

to represent the availability of resources since the daily availability of labor, equipment,

construction materials is often related to the daily working schedule of the activities. In

addition, regular check-up or maintenance of equipment may need to be specified in the

calendar.
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